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Abstract
Bandwidth constraint is a real challenge for achieving and sustaining high quality mobile
video streaming services. Diverse multipath transmission techniques are being investi-
gated as possible solutions, since recent developments have enabled mobile devices users
to receive video data simultaneously over multiple interfaces (e.g., LTE and WiFi). While
some multipath protocols have been recently standardized for this purpose (e.g., MPTCP,
SCTP), being network layer protocols they cannot properly handle challenging transmis-
sion scenarios subject to packet losses and congestion, such as lossy wireless channels. It
is important to note that, usually, users just want to have easy access to high quality
video content without being necessarily aware of the multipath delivery channels.

In this thesis, we adopt the MPEG Media Transport (MMT) protocol to propose an
improvement for multipath wireless video streaming solutions. MMT is an application
layer protocol with inherent hybrid media delivery properties. We propose a novel Content-
Aware and Path-Aware (CAPA) scheduling strategy for MMT, using full cooperation
between network metrics and video content features. Our strategy aims to select the best
channel for transmitting each video packet and provides better models to adaptively cope
with unstable communication channel conditions and to improve the final user quality of
experience (QoE).

For the experimental evaluation, we used ns-3 DCE to simulate different realistic multi-
path network scenarios, which include channel error models and background traffic. We
evaluate CAPA performance over heterogeneous wireless networks under congested net-
work and wireless lossy network conditions, which are common network situations with
big adverse effect on video quality. Our approach yields significant video quality improve-
ment in both scenarios compared to Path-Aware strategy (PA) and a simple scheduling
strategy for the traditional multipath MMT (ES). For congested network scenario, CAPA
could increase PSNR, respectively, by up to 4.25 dB (12.97%), and 7.22 dB (20.58%) com-
pared to PA and ES. It could also improve SSIM, respectively, by up to 0.033 (3.78%),
and 0.102 (12.54%) compared to PA and ES. For wireless lossy network scenario, CAPA
could increase PSNR, respectively, by up to 6.84 dB (20.30%), and 9.43 dB (30.32%)
compared to PA and ES. Our proposed strategy could also reach improvement of SSIM,
respectively, by up to 0.100 (12.72%), and 0.113 (14.23%) compared to PA and ES.

We also evaluate videos with different bit rates in our environment under congested net-
work condition to check the behaviour of our proposed strategy, and how it handles
streaming of videos with different bit rates to provide sufficient perceived video quality.
Furthermore, we have a basic validation of fairness for CAPA to confirm fair access to the
available resources in all paths.



Keywords: Video streaming; MMT protocol; Multipath streaming; Content-Aware and
Path-Aware scheduling strategy.



Resumo
A restrição de largura de banda é um desafio real para alcançar e sustentar serviços de
streaming de vídeo móvel de alta qualidade. Diversas técnicas de transmissão de múltiplos
caminhos estão sendo investigadas como possíveis soluções, uma vez que desenvolvimen-
tos recentes permitiram que usuários de dispositivos móveis recebessem dados de vídeo
simultaneamente em várias interfaces (ex.: LTE e WiFi). Embora alguns protocolos com
suporte a múltiplos caminhos tenham sido padronizados recentemente para esse propósito
(ex.: MPTCP, SCTP), sendo protocolos de camada de rede, eles não podem lidar ade-
quadamente com cenários de transmissão desafiadores sujeitos a perdas de pacotes e con-
gestionamentos, como canais sem fio com perdas. É importante notar que, geralmente, os
usuários só querem ter acesso fácil a conteúdo de vídeo de alta qualidade sem necessaria-
mente estarem conscientes dos canais de distribuição de múltiplos caminhos.

Nesta tese, adotamos o protocolo MPEG Media Transport (MMT) para propor um apri-
moramento para soluções de streaming de vídeo por múltiplos caminhos sem fio. O MMT
é um protocolo da camada de aplicação com propriedades inerentes de entrega de mídia
híbrida. Propomos uma nova estratégia de programação Content-Aware and Path-Aware
(CAPA) para o MMT, usando cooperação entre métricas de rede e recursos de conteúdo
de vídeo. Nossa estratégia tem como objetivo selecionar o melhor canal para transmitir
cada pacote de vídeo e fornecer modelos melhores para lidar de forma adaptável com as
condições do canal de comunicação instável e melhorar a qualidade da experiência do
usuário final (Quality of Experience – QoE).

Para a avaliação experimental, usamos o ns-3 DCE para simular diferentes cenários re-
alísticos de rede de múltiplos caminhos, que incluem modelos de erro de canal e tráfego de
fundo. Avaliamos o desempenho do CAPA em redes sem fio heterogêneas congestionadas
e condições de rede sem fio com perdas, que são situações de rede comuns com grande
efeito adverso na qualidade do vídeo. Nossa abordagem gera melhoria significativa da
qualidade de vídeo em ambos os cenários em comparação com a estratégia Path-Aware
(PA) e uma estratégia de escalonamento simples para o tradicional multipath MMT (ES).
Para o cenário de rede congestionada, o CAPA pode aumentar a PSNR, respectivamente,
em até 4,25 dB (12,97%) e 7,22 dB (20,58%) em comparação com PA e ES. Também pode
melhorar o SSIM, respectivamente, em até 0,033 (3,78%) e 0,102 (12,54%) em compara-
ção com PA e ES. Para o cenário de rede com perdas sem fio, o CAPA pode aumentar
a PSNR, respectivamente, em até 6,84 dB (20,30%) e 9,43 dB (30,32%) em compara-
ção com PA e ES. Nossa estratégia proposta também pode alcançar melhorias de SSIM,
respectivamente, em até 0,100 (12,72%) e 0,113 (14,23%) em comparação com PA e ES.

Também avaliamos vídeos com diferentes taxas de bits em nosso ambiente em condição de
rede congestionada para verificar o comportamento de nossa estratégia proposta e como



ela lida com streaming de vídeos com diferentes taxas de bits para fornecer qualidade
de vídeo percebida suficiente. Além disso, temos uma validação básica de justiça para o
CAPA para confirmar o acesso justo aos recursos disponíveis em todos os caminhos.

Palavras-chaves: Transmissão de video; Protocolo MMT; Transmissão por múltiplos
caminhos; Estratégia de escalonamento consciente de caminho e conteúdo.
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1 Introduction

Multimedia services (e.g., Skype, FaceTime) and on-demand mobile video content
(e.g., Hulu, YouTube, Netflix) have become part of daily Internet content exchange. Like-
wise, online cloud gaming is a very popular entertainment (JARSCHEL et al., 2011). End
users always expect the highest quality video experience, regardless of the network situa-
tion. To this end, delivering high throughput and low delay are challenging requirements
especially on lossy wireless channels.

Several solutions have been proposed to provide Quality of Experience (QoE) for
video streaming. One type of approach are packet loss resilient methods (KAZEMI et al.,
2014; Huo et al., 2015) such as automatic repeat request (ARQ), Forward Error Correction
(FEC), and Error Resilient Coding (ERC), which cope with noisy networks by reducing
the effect of data loss. Adaptive streaming mechanisms (TRESTIAN et al., 2018; Kim et
al., 2016; ZAHRAN et al., 2018) are also remarkable options to dynamically adjust the
video delivery data rate to the underlying network conditions. Another type of solution is
to exploit multipath strategies (TRESTIAN et al., 2018; AFZAL et al., 2018; WU et al.,
2016a) by taking advantage of the multiple network interfaces that are currently available
in most wireless devices (e.g., laptops, tablets, smartphones). A user connected to more
than one network opens the opportunity to leverage different video delivery strategies to
provide better coverage and overall more stable network connectivity by circumventing
congested network paths and aggregating the bandwidth available over multiple paths.

This is specific to the context where this thesis aims at delivering contributions by
exploring the advantages of multipath video streaming using the MPEG Media Transport
(MMT) protocol (KOLAN; BOUAZIZI, 2016; MPEG, 2017). MMT is an appropriate
protocol for exploiting multipath streaming because it is a multimedia application layer
protocol with the inherent ability to transmit video in heterogeneous network environ-
ments, and it also has the capability of hybrid media delivery.

In a nutshell, we propose investigating novel multipath scheduling strategies which
consider both video features (content-aware) and path characteristics (path-aware). Con-
sidering video content features in the scheduling strategy helps to define the priority of
each packet, and subsequently, unequal importance packets can be sent through different
network paths based on network-level quality estimators. The proposed Content-Aware
and Path-Aware (CAPA) scheduling strategy improves video streaming QoE by increasing
goodput, decreasing packet losses and end-to-end delay.

In this introductory chapter, we provide further motivation behind the topic and
describe the benefits and challenges of multipath video transmission over heterogeneous
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wireless networks. We also introduce the main goals of this thesis towards a solution that
advances the state of the art along the methodologies used to validate and evaluate our
proposed methods. The achievements and contributions are also briefly presented in this
chapter in addition to the short description of the thesis outline.

1.1 Motivation and Scope
The fast development of media technologies, applications such as on-demand video,

video conferences and online cloud gaming have been responsible for explosive growing
amount of network traffic. According to the annual Cisco’s report (CISCO, 2017), IP
video traffic would take 82 percent of all consumer Internet traffic by 2021. Delivering
high-quality video streaming services makes the task of providing real-time wireless trans-
mission of multimedia while ensuring perceived quality quite challenging due to bandwidth
and time constrains (SANI et al., 2017).

Technologies such as 4K Ultra HD (UHD) and 8K UHD, commonly known as Super
Hi-Vision in Japan, have gotten a lot of attention over the past few years. Virtual Reality
(VR), Augmented Reality (AR), Mixed Reality (MR) as well as Multi-View Video (MVV)
also become true in the close future. However, the real problem behind these technologies
is the huge bit rate they produce (VIEIRA, 2014). For instance, an uncompressed 4K UHD
sequence generates a maximum bit rate around 36 Gbps. The Super Hi-Vision format,
which has four times the spatial resolution of 4K UHD mode, generates a 144 Gbps bit rate
sequence. Even compressing with H.264/MPEG-4 AVC or High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) generates extremely high output bit rate. NHK Science & Technology Research
Laboratories encoded an 8K signal in real-time using HEVC and achieved an output bit
rate of 85 Mbps. Therefore, such services demand high bandwidth transmission while it
is insufficient to transmit it through the current available IP based networks.

Wireless communication has grown very fast with various developments and in-
ventions. Nowadays, it has become a ubiquitous part of modern life and it is a crucial
part of mobile communications. Considering that mobile means wireless communications
which may or not include mobility scenarios (e.g., a wireless laptop at home or a wire-
less laptop on a train). According to (CISCO, 2017; CISCO, 2015), since 2012, mobile
video has represented more than half of global mobile data traffic and will keep being
responsible for the largest traffic growth upfront. Mainly, technological innovations such
as portable devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets and laptops) cause to increase the number
of mobile users. These mobile devices have remarkable functionalities such as built-in
camera, high-resolution display, high computing power and multiple network interfaces.
Therefore, users expect high-quality video streaming services. However, current networks,
even with the last development of novel network infrastructures, cannot guarantee to sup-
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Figure 1 – The focus of this thesis is the confluence of MMT protocol for video streaming applications over
heterogeneous wireless networks.

port this requirement. Multipathing (QADIR et al., 2015; POLIAKOV et al., 2018) is an
emerged technology which plays a major role in the wireless networks since mobile devices,
with multipath technology, can exploit their interfaces to simultaneous transmission over
multiple heterogeneous wireless paths. Therefore, multipathing overcomes network limi-
tations by increasing bandwidth and balancing the loads over paths, and consequently,
improves throughput performance, reliability and fault tolerance.

5G Next generation mobile networks target to support new services that require
extreme bandwidth and ultra-low latency. One concept presented in 5G to reach this goal
is the by exploiting multihoming capabilities to reach the required QoS by effectively
combining all available wireless access networks.

Multiple efforts have been done regarding multipath data transmission, since the
traditional TCP and UDP protocols do not support multiple paths. Different multipath
protocols have been proposed (CHAKARESKI et al., 2005; CHAKARESKI; GIROD,
2003). However, most of the current transport protocols do not match the requirements
of video streaming applications or are not designed to address relevant issues, such as
delay constraints, networks heterogeneity, and head-of-line blocking issues.

At the crossroads, we observe MPEG Media Transport (MMT) (MPEG, 2014),
as a popular multimedia protocol developed standardized in 2014 as a part of the In-
ternational Organization for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission
(ISO/IEC) 23008 High Efficiency Coding and Media Delivery in Heterogeneous Environ-
ments (MPEG-H) standard suite (LIM et al., 2014). Several other standards have already
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Figure 2 – Multipath mobile video streaming example where a user is watching a real-time video on his/her
smartphone at subway train with existing LTE and WiFi signal in variable strengths.

adopted MMT for major advances in televisual technology worldwide (BAE, 2013; AOKI,
2017). MMT supports UHD, on-demand, live video streaming, and MMT has also been
widely used for VR, AR and MVV technologies. We regard MMT as an appropriate pro-
tocol for exploiting multipath streaming because it inherits the ability to transmit video
in heterogeneous network environments. Actually, the capability of hybrid media delivery
is one of the main MMT properties. Hybrid media delivery refers to the combination of
delivered media components over different types of network. For example, one could be a
broadcast channel and another broadband, or two simultaneous broadband channels can
be combined. More technical details on MMT are provided in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

Altogether, as shown in Figure 1, the scope and motivation of this thesis is based
on improving the MMT protocol with multipath strategies to deliver improved video qual-
ity of experience for real-time wireless video streaming.

Motivational examples. A motivation example for the benefit of multipath video
streaming strategy is watching a real-time video on a mobile device (e.g., smartphone,
tablet, notebook, laptop) at a public place where could be crowed in some period of times
(e.g., library, campus, airport). For example, suppose a user is watching a video on his/her
smartphone at a campus equipped with WiFi access. The smartphone is connected to both
LTE and WiFi. When the campus is crowded, the WiFi becomes congested, and conse-
quently, it has adverse effects on the perceived video quality. But in a short time, the
multipath strategy can recover the video quality by rerouting the video traffic through
the LTE path. Then, since the campus becomes even more crowded, it may happen that
LTE also becomes congested and causes low video quality for the user. However, utilizing
an efficient multipath strategy leads to optimal perceived video quality.
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Another motivation example for the benefit of multipath video streaming strategy
is watching a real-time video on a mobile device at a moving vehicular (e.g., subway
train, train, public transition bus, personal car). For example, suppose a user is watching
a video on his/her smartphone at a subway where stations are equipped with public
WiFi access points but the subway itself does not provide WiFi access. Besides, the LTE
signal strength in the subway area is not high, see Figure 2. The smartphone is connected
to both LTE and WiFi. When the subway leaves the station, there is not high signal
strength for neither LTE nor WiFi. However, utilizing an efficient multipath strategy
leads to optimal perceived video quality. Then, since the subway gets farther away from
the station, the signal strength of the WiFi becomes even weaker and causes the low
video quality for the user. But in a short time, the multipath strategy can recover the
video quality by rerouting the video traffic through the LTE path. Therefore, multipath
strategies adaptively monitor the paths’ conditions and cope with unstable paths to keep
optimal QoE.

1.2 Benefits and Challenges of Multipath wireless Video
As previously stated, providing high/optimal QoE for the final user in the wireless

video streaming scenario requires high bandwidth and low transmission delay. This is a
challenging task, considering the several aspects involved in wireless transmission, such
as bandwidth constraints, lossy wireless channels, delay, lack of coverage and congested
networks. Adding multipath transmission ability can help with this challenge and its ben-
efits can be summarized as:

∙ Reliability and seamless connectivity: using multipath allows the user to si-
multaneously utilize multiple available network connections. A better coverage is
achieved and the probability of keeping an End-to-End connection alive is increased.
In the case of failure or congestion in one network path, multipathing provides a
resilient alternative, resulting in improved user video experience.

∙ Throughput increase: by aggregating bandwidth and distributing video traffic
over multiple network paths, faster transmission can be achieved, which is essential
for real-time video streaming applications (YAP et al., 2012).

∙ Load balancing: refers to efficiently distribute video traffic through the available
network paths in order to relieve congestion (QADIR et al., 2015). Load balancing
improves stability by achieving lower variability and inter-packet delay (jitter).

∙ Reduction of burst loss length: burst loss length refers to the continuous packet
losses which is harmful to perceived video streaming quality (APOSTOLOPOULOS,
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Figure 3 – Multipath wireless video streaming over LTE and WiFi networks.

2000). This is because decoder can recover the loss of a small number of video packets
by exploiting correlations in the previously received video sequence to conceal the
lost information. However, the effectiveness of this recovery decreases dramatically in
case of losing large number of continuous video packets. Using multipath streaming
benefits to convert burst losses to isolated losses, and consequently, probability of
recovering lost packets would be increased.

∙ Delay decrease: Using multiple paths contributes to having video data ready at
the receiver faster, thus, decreasing the effective delay especially from an application
perspective. Probing multiples paths enables to get the data from the lowest delay
path, reducing the Time To First Byte (TTFB), i.e., the time between the video
request being sent and the first packet received after the request (GUTTERMAN
et al., 2019).

∙ Security: video split over multiple paths improves protection to some security
threats (SINGH et al., 2015) once that each network path only carries parts of
the whole video stream.

Fortunately, with the recent development, many of current devices (MUSHROOM,
2017; GALAXYS5, 2017) are already equipped with both cellular and WiFi interfaces.
Multiple interface devices, which could be equipped with two or more than two inter-
faces, having the ability to connect simultaneously to multiple network paths are known
as multihomed devices, as illustrated in Figure 3. Multihomed devices can utilize multi-
path communication by aggregating the available bandwidth from multiple Radio Access
Technologies (RATs). With multiple interfaces, users can receive data through parallel
paths with multiple IP addresses.

Despite all of its benefits, attempting to deploy a multipath solution for video
delivery can bring the following potential roadblocks from a practical perspective:

Compatibility. Implementation of a general multipath solution usually requires chang-
ing one or both of server and client sides, modifying standardized protocols, improving
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operating systems kernel and/or changing third-party network equipment.

Networks heterogeneity. Heterogeneous wireless networks vary based on different band-
width constraints, delays, jitters and packet loss rates. These different physical properties
cause asymmetric communication for video transmission, and consequently, may decrease
the overall streaming quality. For instance, a large difference between LTE and WiFi
bandwidth decreases the bandwidth aggregation performance (BUI et al., 2013). Second
and third generation (2G and 3G) of cellular networks have not enough bandwidth to
support live video streaming due to high data rate (HAN et al., 2011; LUO, 2011; CHEN
et al., 2013). In addition, 3G cellular networks local retransmission mechanism (CHEN
et al., 2013) may increase the Round-Trip Time (RTT) and the rate variability. Nowa-
days, new 3G services evolved and offer ten to twelve times faster services (BONDERUD,
2017) while 4G LTE supports higher data transmission rate and signal coverage than
2G/3G (YOON et al., 2012; CHEN et al., 2013). On the other hand, WiFi networks have
shorter RTT compared to LTE but suffer from lossy channels due to the constraints on
the signal coverage and mobility support (XU et al., 2013; MITCHELL, 2017).

For example, observations in (CHEN et al., 2013) show that while the loss rate
over 3G/4G networks is generally lower than 0.1%, for WiFi networks, this value varies
from 1% to 3%. The average RTT for WiFi networks is around 30 ms, while the base
RTT of 4G networks is 60 ms, which can even increase by four to ten times in a single
4G connection depending on the carrier and the flow sizes, and up to twenty times in
3G networks. The authors also pointed that although 4G networks have larger RTTs in
general, in many of their experiment measurements, WiFi did not perform better than
4G LTE.

In addition, wireless losses are recognized as congestion by some protocols (e.g.,
TCP), resulting in decreased network throughput (CHAN; RAMJEE, 2005). Therefore,
multipath transmission in heterogeneous wireless networks becomes a truly challenging
task.

Out-of-order packets. Spreading data over heterogeneous paths with different RTTs,
throughput fluctuations, and jitter existence introduces the out-of-order packets prob-
lem. This phenomenon causes unnecessary packets retransmissions, wasted bandwidth,
and consequently, network congestion. In addition, more time is required to recover the
ordered data. A robust multipath transmission solution is required to cope with packet
reordering in heterogeneous wireless networks (LI et al., 2016b) to avoid video quality
degradation.

Head-of-Line (HOL) blocking. When many packets are stored in the destination
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Figure 4 – Challenges of employing multipath transmission in wireless video streaming applications and possible
adverse effects to be avoided.

buffer waiting for delayed packets, the buffer may become full and blocked. This issue is
referred as Head-of-Line blocking (CORBILLON et al., 2016; FERLIN-OLIVEIRA et al.,
2014). Generally, buffer blocking occurs with reliable protocols that guarantee in-order
packet delivery, such as TCP, and it may become worse in case of multipath delivery. The
Bufferbloat phenomenon is the main reason of HOL blocking, contributing to high latency,
especially in 3G/4G cellular networks (CHEN; TOWSLEY, 2014; FERLIN-OLIVEIRA
et al., 2014). Bufferbloat occurs because of significantly large network buffers (e.g., large
router queues) that avoid packet loss at the cost of adding high latencies under congestion.
The problem can become worse in the case of multipath delivery because if bufferbloat
occurs in one of the paths, those packets arrive at the destination with high delay and
out-of-order, resulting in HOL blocking. Consequently, HOL blocking not only increases
End-to-End delay and jitter but successfully arrived packets may become obsolete (i.e.
discarded) due to the long waiting time in the destination buffer.

End-to-End delay. Real-time video streaming requires a bounded End-to-End delay (SUN
et al., 2016), which refers to the measured delay from the generation of a video frame to
the moment when it can be decoded. End-to-end delay includes holding time of a video
frame at both sender and receiver sides, and the transmission delay. It could also include
the queuing delay, propagation delay, access delay, and reordering delay. The queuing
delay refers to packet buffering in the sender, receiver and other nodes in the network
during packet transmission. The transmission delay and radio access delay occur in the
physical transmitter to map the data from packets to bits on physical radio interface’s
hardware. The distance between entities causes the propagation delay. The access points
introduce transfer and propagation delay. In the case of video streaming on multipath
networks, reordering delay can be increased (BROSH et al., 2010).

Overdue packets. Video data packets arriving at the destination after decoding dead-
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lines are expired and known as overdue packets. While overdue packets for UDP-like trans-
missions may cause video distortions (i.e., degradation of the visual video fidelity (SANI
et al., 2017)) similar to lost packets, in reliable transport protocols like TCP the effects
surface as stalling (i.e., video freezes) or rebuffering. Avoiding stalls becomes most critical
in live streaming scenarios. Thus, this kind of real-time applications, even when based
on TCP-like solutions, consider the overdue packets as lost packets since they are dis-
carded. This concept is called liveness (SANI et al., 2017). Therefore, suitable multipath
streaming strategies need to consider potential decoding deadlines of the receivers.

Wrapping up the Challenges. Figure 4 aims at putting together all key issues and
possible adverse effects of multipath wireless video streaming. The design of any mul-
tipath wireless video streaming solution, it is important to avoid or at least minimize
such effects. In other words, optimization of QoS-related parameters leads to improved
QoE (BARAKOVIĆ; SKORIN-KAPOV, 2013). QoS measurements may differ based on
the type of video streaming service (SCHAAR; CHOU, 2011; SANI et al., 2017) such as
VoD, live or real-time. VoD is a video streaming service which encoded media is pre-stored
at the server, and the user can select and watch it at any time (e.g., Netflix movies). In
contrast, in live and real-time video streaming services (e.g., live sport streaming, real-time
video including interactive video call, gaming, etc.) the video content is not pre-stored
or available when the streaming starts. In live streaming, the buffer is smaller compared
to VoD streaming to avoid long delays and it also has stricter deadlines. Real-time video
streaming has even shorter delay constraint. For example, according to the ITU-T rec-
ommendation G.1010 (ITU-T, 2001) and (WU et al., 2016a), a large delay of 5 seconds
may be acceptable for VoD and around 1 second delay is acceptable for live streaming,
but in order to achieve excellent real-time streaming quality, the solution should pro-
vide the End-to-End delay not exceed 150 ms. Besides, packet loss rates higher than 1%
are not acceptable for live video streaming solutions (AUSTERBERRY, 2005; CHOW et
al., 2009). In some applications with high scenes variability, such as football, it was re-
ported (MWELA, 2010) that subjects already become uncomfortable for packet loss rate
slightly above 0.3%. Finally, meeting all QoS requirements does not necessarily guarantee
high(est) user QoE. Devices’ operating system, hardware, battery, operator pricing, light,
people around the user and emotion are some examples of factors that impact the users’
experience (TRESTIAN et al., 2018; BARAKOVIĆ; SKORIN-KAPOV, 2013).

Our proposed approach to overcome above-mentioned challenges is applying path-
aware strategies, protection mechanisms, and content-aware methods to the video stream-
ing process. Path-aware scheduling approaches employ network environment knowledge
to deliver better performing traffic distribution and overall content transmission quality,
whereas protection mechanisms decrease data loss rate, and content-awareness leverage
video features to prioritize specific frames.
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Figure 5 – Investigated scope considered in this thesis.

1.3 Objectives and Methodology
The objective of this thesis is developing novel multipath strategies to improve

MMT protocol for video streaming applications over heterogeneous wireless networks in
order to provide high quality of experience. In particular, from the challenges explained
in Section 1.2 and illustrated in Figure 4, we focus on improving goodput, reducing the
amount of packet losses and decreasing delay, which are the main QoS performance met-
rics impacting the user perceived quality of experience. In this way, the network path
heterogeneity is among the main challenges of this work when attempting to properly
leverage multipath delivery.

Figure 5 provides further details of the scope of this thesis. For example, the
investigation of mobility is beyond the scope of this thesis. Certain topics related to
multipathing are also out of the scope of this thesis. For example, faster handoff between
multiple networks and energy consumption are not part of our analysis. Besides, the
analysis of client-side playback buffering for video streaming such as buffer starvation or
bursty packet arrivals is also outside the intended scope of this thesis.

This thesis concerns the implementation and evaluation of the proposed multipath
strategies for unicast video streaming over MMT protocol. The protocol stack in scope
is illustrated in Figure 6. The proposed approach is implemented at the application layer
and, therefore, it does not require any change in the protocol itself since the scheduler is
implemented as part of the client/server applications. Besides, the proposed approach uses
the native MMT signaling messages to provide the required information for the scheduling
strategy. To this end, the main research and development activities can be presented as
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follows:

∙ Design of advanced MMT multipath strategies

– Content-Aware and Path-Aware scheduling strategy (CAPA): under-
standing how to collect paths’ characteristics, estimate path conditions and
distribute packets adaptively over different paths based on per-path estimated
conditions, in addition, understanding how to consider video content features
to distribute packets over different paths, altogether resulting in the proposal
of a novel Content-Aware and Path-Aware scheduling strategy for MMT.

– Discard strategy: investigating how discard strategies to drops specific pack-
ets (for example, the packets which would overdue considering timed media) in
order to better use of the available bandwidth and improve QoE. Consequently,
proposing a discard strategy for MMT.

– Adaptive bit rate variation method: understanding how adaptive bit rate
variation methods divide video bit rate in a way that better paths receive
higher bit rate and paths under bad condition receive lower bit rate workloads.
As a result, proposing an adaptive bit rate variation method for MMT.

∙ Prototype Implementation: software development of the multipath scheduler
which is the main module of this proposed approach. The scheduler should monitor
the paths’ conditions and access the video frame type of each video packet. The
prototype implementation should support the proposed content-aware and path-
aware scheduling strategy as well as the discard strategy and the adaptive bit rate
variation method. In this thesis, we opt for an implementation based on DCE (Direct
Code Execution), (NS3, 2016) a framework to execute applications within NS-3
without changing their source code.

∙ Experimental Evaluation: through a rich set of use case scenarios we experi-
mentally evaluate the impact of the proposed method. Use case experiments are
simulated using NS-3 to investigate the impact of the proposed approach on the
quality of delivered video under varying realistic scenarios.
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∙ Analysis of the results: analyzing our proposal results for different combinations
and factors based on important performance metrics such as goodput, delay, losses,
and QoE objective video quality metrics such as PSNR and SSIM.

1.4 Contributions
The main intellectual contributions of this thesis are the proposed multipath wire-

less methods for video streaming over MMT to address the open challenges and deliver a
series of benefits (discussed in Sec. 1.2 by exploiting (i) multipath connectivity, (ii) path
condition estimation, and (iii) video content characteristics).

From the core of this work, we have shown that the results of the proposed methods
include (AFZAL et al., 2018):

∙ Goodput increase: employing more than one path for data transmission leads to
an aggregate of the available bandwidth over multiple network paths resulting in an
effective increase of application goodput. Data becomes ready at the receiver faster
and higher video resolution can be reached.

∙ Packet loss reduction: under congested path situations, traffic load balancing
allows redistributing part of data to alternate path with better condition. As a
result, total packet loss rate due to congested path decreases, leading to more stable
video streaming.

∙ QoE improvement: the perceived QoE can be significantly increased due to packet
loss reduction. In addition, the proposed content-aware approach also leads to better
packet protection for video frames that have higher impact on video quality.

∙ Easy implementation and adoption: since the scheduler is implemented as a
compatible module and the standardized MMT signaling messages are re-used to
provide feedback information, the proposed approach can be easily implemented
without requiring changes to the protocol itself, altogether facilitating the adoption
of the proposed solution.

The work within this thesis on literature research, design, implementation, and
evaluation have resulted in further notable contributions:

∙ Comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art: to the best of our knowledge,
our survey entitled in ‘A Holistic Survey of Multipath Wireless Video Streaming’
is the first survey focusing on the multipath transmission of wireless video. The
contributions of this survey include new insights, protocol technique discussions, and
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a taxonomy of existing solutions, contributing with a valuable source of information
to researchers and developers in this field.

∙ Contribution to the MMT standard: as the first attempt to improve the
MMT standard by adding multipath scheduling support, invention proposed as the
collaboration document m44902r1 for the MMT Implementation Guideline (IG)
standardization activity in 2018 was adopted for the 4th edition of the ISO/IEC
23008-13 standard. This contribution is valuable because MMT has been already
adopted by other standards such as ATSC 3.0 and is expected to be adopted by
digital television broadcasting/broadband transmission systems as well as AR, VR,
MR devices, smartphones, and tablets.

∙ Intellectual property rights: the invention at the core of the proposed CAPA
method has been protected through patent applications (INPI (OLIVEIRA J. F.; AFZAL;
TESTONI, 2018) and US patent (OLIVEIRA J. F.; AFZAL; TESTONI, 2019)) and
could impact products of different companies implementing the MMT protocol.

1.5 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2, “Literature Re-

view", surveys different multipath video streaming approaches over heterogeneous wireless
networks, shedding light on the different alternatives from an End-to-End layered stack
perspective, unveiling trade-offs of each approach and presenting a suitable taxonomy to
classify the state-of-the-art. Finally, open issues and avenues for future work are discussed.
Chapter 3, “Advancing MMT for Multipath Wireless Video Streaming", details our de-
veloped solution, the multipath improved MMT system, with related components and
strategies. Chapter 4, “Performance Evaluation", presents the evaluation of the proposed
solution over heterogeneous wireless networks, and also provides our contribution to tackle
the challenge of scheduling. Beside, it presents video sequences and testbed descriptions,
evaluation scenarios, results and analysis. Finally, Chapter 5 “Conclusions and Future
Work", concludes the thesis by pointing out the main findings, contributions, research
issues, and directions.
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2 Literature Review

Most of today’s mobile devices are equipped with multiple network interfaces and
one of the main bandwidth-hungry applications that would benefit from multipath com-
munications is wireless video streaming. Table 1 presents published results on the potential
performance gains wireless video streaming when exploiting multiple network paths.

In the literature, several surveys have covered different aspects of multipath data
communications in general, such as (QADIR et al., 2015; SINGH et al., 2015; LI et al.,
2016b; DOMZAL et al., 2015; ADDEPALLI et al., 2013; HABAK et al., 2015). However,
this chapter, to the best of our knowledge, is the first one surveys related state-of-art
focusing especially on the multipath transmission of wireless video. The contributions
of this chapter include new insights, protocol technique discussions, and a taxonomy of
existing solutions, altogether serving as a valuable source of information to researchers
and developers in this field. More specifically, we focus on the data plane problem of
how to schedule data on multiple paths and intentionally leave out works on multipath
routing, i.e. the control plane aspects of how to compute routes such as multipath propos-
als (BARAKABITZE et al., 2018a; HERGUNER et al., 2017) based on Software-Defined
Networking (SDN) (KREUTZ et al., 2015). Readers interested in those aspects are re-
ferred to recent surveys (QADIR et al., 2015; SINGH et al., 2015) covering control plane
approaches. We also leave out of scope wireless sensor networks and refer to surveys on
multipath video streaming in this type of networks (HASAN et al., 2017; SHA et al.,
2013). Peer-to-peer (P2P) video streaming applications, which have been surveyed in-
depth (ZHANG; HASSANEIN, 2012; LIU et al., 2008), are also not in the scope of this
chapter.

In the following, we provide a brief overview of the most related and recently
published surveys on multipath data communications (QADIR et al., 2015; SINGH et al.,
2015; LI et al., 2016b; TRESTIAN et al., 2018), summarized in Table 2.

Qadir et al. (QADIR et al., 2015) investigated multipathing for data in general,
mainly on the network layer. Besides that, they have also investigated multipath trans-
mission on the transport layer. Their investigation is organized by discussing key aspects
of network-layer multipathing: 1) route computation (source routing, hop-by-hop routing,
overlay routing, and SDN-based routing); 2) routing metrics (e.g., delay, bandwidth); 3)
load balancing techniques (static or dynamic); 4) number of paths to use; 5) how to use
multiple paths together.

Singh et al. (SINGH et al., 2015) covered multipathing for data communications
in general, studying the fundamentals of multipath routing, multipath computation algo-
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Table 1 – Published results from selected works on multipath video streaming.

Publication Network environ-
ment

Protocol/
feature

Performance improvements compared to single
path

MRTP
(MAO et al., 2006) Mesh ad hoc network

with high burst loss
RTP PSNR gains of 1.26 dB more in multipath than single path,

64.14% loss rate reduction together with making packet
losses more random.

MPRTP
(SINGH et al., 2013) Two 3G links with

bandwidth variations
RTP In the quick bandwidth scenario, PSNR is better than the

single path with 0.5% and 1.0% loss rate. In the slow band-
width change scenario, it is comparable to the single path
with 1.0% loss rate.

RTRA
(XING; CAI, 2014) WiFi and Bluetooth

networks with band-
width variations

DASH RTRA shows better results for both slow and rapid chang-
ing bandwidth scenarios in terms of startup delay (reduced
up to half), playback fluency average (no segment missing
in multipath but high misses in some single path scenar-
ios), playback quality (PSNR improved 1 to 3 dB), quality
switch (up to 4 times reduction), and bandwidth utiliza-
tion.

MPLOT
(SHARMA et al., 2008) Wireless mesh network

with burst loss rate of
50%

TCP MPLOT archives 75%, with a mean of 50%, more band-
width aggregation compared to the single path.

Apostolopoulos et al.
(APOSTOLOPOULOS,
2000)

Burst lossy wireless
network

IP source
rout-
ing/relay

While the proposed approach results in drops of only 1.5
to 7 dB, but single path drops of 12 to 15 dB.

Table 2 – Related surveys on multipath.

Reference Year Scope Comments
Qadir et al.
(QADIR et al., 2015) 2015 Control and data plane Multipath for data in general,

Focus on network-layer multipath solutions
Singh et al.
(SINGH et al., 2015) 2015 Control and data plane Multipath for data in general,

Limited research on video streaming services
Li et al.
(LI et al., 2016b) 2016 Data plane Multipath for data in general.

Regarding video streaming, relevant aspects not covered

Trestian et al.
(TRESTIANet al.,
2018)

2018 Data plane Multimedia delivery solutions following three key direc-
tions: adaptation, energy efficiency and multipath limited
to MPTCP and SCTP/CMT

Current Survey 2018 Data plane Multipath investigation mainly for video streaming

rithms, multipath forwarding algorithms, and traffic splitting algorithms. The work also
reviews various multipath protocols following a layer-based structure, from the application
layer to the physical layer.

Li et al. (LI et al., 2016b) investigated multipath solutions for data in general and
presented research problems at various protocol layers including cross layer approaches.
Although some video streaming multipath solutions are discussed in the survey, many of
the video streaming specific issues are not considered (e.g., importance and influence of
video content). In addition, the work does not cover multipath attempts on key video
streaming protocols, e.g., Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH), and MPEG
Media Transport (MMT).

As a related survey, we should also consider Trestian et al. (TRESTIAN et al.,
2018), which is a survey on seamless multimedia delivery within a heterogeneous wireless
networks environment. The authors evaluated three key aspects of multimedia delivery:
adaptation, energy efficiency, and multipath delivery. Regarding the latter, only propos-
als based on the Multipath TCP (MPTCP) and Stream Control Transmission Proto-
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Figure 7 – Visual representation of the organization of the chapter.

col (SCTP)/Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT) are studied.

Differently from existing surveys, the survey presented in this chapter is centered
around multipath methods for wireless video streaming to mobile devices. In this chapter,
mobile means wireless communications which may or not include mobility scenarios (e.g.,
a wireless laptop at home or a wireless laptop on a train). In this chapter, we cover
in-depth relevant approaches and new techniques in the field. We majorly categorize
existing works considering two main aspects. The first aspect relates to the protocol
layer perspective of each work: application layer, transport layer and/or network layer.
We sub-group each layer approach based on which standard protocol/feature is used
in the schemes proposed by the authors. Such classification is beneficial to understand
the advantages, drawbacks, and trade-offs of each layer and protocol/feature. We also
indicate which part of the network (server and/or client) requires adjustment in order
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to become compatible with the multipath transmission approach. In the second aspect,
we analyze the approaches based on the specific scheduling functions to transmit video
data over wireless link technologies. The works are classified according to the following
scheduling functions: packet selection, packet protection, and path selection. In addition to
these two aspects, we also discuss primary research problems related to multipath video
transmission, such as network heterogeneity, out-of-order packets, Head-of-Line (HOL)
blocking, End-to-End delay, overdue packets, implementation aspects, and pros and cons
of each approach.

The high-level organization of this chapter is illustrated in Figure 7. An overview of
video streaming protocols is provided in Section 2.1. The benefits and challenges of adding
multipath transmission in the video streaming scenario are presented in Section 1.2. Re-
search works are then initially introduced in Section 2.3 and classified based on the pro-
tocol layer stack position and on the used protocol/feature. In Section 2.4, the works
are then investigated based on the scheduling functions: choice of the next packet to be
transmitted (packet selection), data packet protection method (packet protection), and
selection of the proper network channel (path selection). Section 2.5 provides additional
information about the research works that may also be of interest for the reader, such
as packet loss differentiation, fairness consideration, video codecs, the employed network
simulator, performance metrics, and video services. Section 2.6 presents research issues
and directions. Finally, Section 2.7 provides concluding remarks. There is also a list of
abbreviations in the appendix to help readers track them easily.

2.1 Historical Overview of Video Streaming

No-multipath
research

Multipath
research
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Figure 8 – Historical overview of video streaming protocols.

This section provides a general picture of video streaming development as pre-
sented by the timeline and milestones in Figure 8. Interested readers are referred to (YUSTE
et al., 2015) for a deeper review of different MPEG standards.
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The first widely used video streaming protocol is the Real-time Transport Protocol
(RTP) (SCHULZRINNE, 1992), which was initially released in 1992 by IETF. It is a
UDP-based protocol used for unidirectional real-time video streaming. The advantage of
this protocol is that it has very low overhead and works well in managing IP networks.
However, RTP has also some disadvantages. For example, it requires a payload format
for each media type or codec (LIM et al., 2014), suffers from lack of multiplexing and
has limited support for non-real-time video. Another disadvantage of RTP is that many
CDNs do not support it because the server must manage a separate streaming session
for each client, turning large-scale deployment more resource intensive. Moreover, RTP
cannot traverse firewalls and is connectionless. Therefore, RTP is generally employed for
private managed networks where the number of packet losses is small, such as pay-TV
cable networks. More technical details on RTP will be provided in Section 2.3.1.

The next widely known and adopted video streaming protocol shown in Figure 8 is
the MPEG-2 Transport System (MPEG-2 TS) (ISO/IEC, 2007). It has been widely used
since 1995 in digital broadcasting, mobile broadcasting systems and streaming over the
Internet. Several standards have also adopted this protocol, such as the Terrestrial Digital
Multimedia Broadcasting (T-DMB), the Digital Video Broadcasting Handheld (DVB-H),
the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) and the Internet Protocol TeleVision
(IPTV) (YIE; LEE, 2016). MPEG-2 TS is not only a format for fast and reliable packetized
streaming delivery but also a format for storage. In addition, MPEG-2 TS is fully codec
agnostic.

Since the requirements for on-demand and personalized video delivery over the
Internet have dramatically increased, it became challenging for MPEG-2 TS to achieve
the high requirements of broadcasting over IP (LIM et al., 2014; LIM et al., 2013). For
example, MPEG-2 TS is not appropriate for UHD delivery over packet networks due to
the pre-multiplexing mechanism, not flexible packetization and small-fixed packet size
(188 bytes).

The next protocol in the timeline of Figure 8 is the Real-Time Messaging Pro-
tocol (RTMP) (PARMAR; THORNBURGH, 2017). It is an Adobe proprietary protocol
standardized in 2002 that was initially developed by Macromedia. RTMP is a TCP-based
protocol used for bidirectional video streaming. This protocol provides the advantage of
multiplexing capability but requires flash player plugin. All video and audio files must
be sent in a Small Web Format (SWF) (ADOBE, 2012) file to make it able to play with
flash player. Another disadvantage is that RTMP suffers from not being codec agnostic
and for not supporting some newer video codecs, such as High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) (ITU-T, 2013). Yet another disadvantage is that it is blocked by firewalls and
not supported by all Content Delivery Networks (CDNs).

Multiple types of RTMP protocols were designed: RTMPS, RTMPE, RTMPT and
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RTMFP. RTMPS is an encrypted RTMP over a Transport Layer Security (TLS)/Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) connection. RTMPE uses Adobe’s own encryption security mecha-
nism. RTMPT is used to encapsulate RTMP, RTMPS, or RTMPE packets within Hy-
pertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) (FIELDING et al., 1999) requests in order to tra-
verse firewalls. Finally, RTMFP is used to replace RTMP over User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) (POSTEL, 1980) instead of TCP (POSTEL, 1981).

The next highlighted point in the timeline of Figure 8 is not a protocol, but a
video streaming technique introduced in 2006 that become highly adopted in the subse-
quent streaming protocols. Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) streaming was introduced by Move
Networks (MOVENETWORKS, 2017; SEUFERT et al., 2015) and is over HTTP (FIELD-
ING et al., 1999) with some adaptations sequentially described. At the server side, the
video sequences are stored in various resolutions (bit rates) and are fragmented into small
segments. The streaming logic is located on the client side and it is responsible for select-
ing the suitable segment by considering different parameters (e.g., bandwidth availability,
media playout situations (SEUFERT et al., 2015)). Without such a flexible service, if only
one bit rate video is available, a smaller video bit rate than the network bandwidth would
lead to a smooth video but waste available resources. On the other hand, a higher video
bit rate than the bandwidth network would impose delay.

One advantage of HTTP-based video streaming solutions is that they are easy to
deploy in the current Internet architecture. In addition, HTTP flow can traverse mid-
dleboxes, such as firewalls, Network Address Translators (NATs) and network proxies.
Moreover, the client can manage the streaming without the need to maintain a session
state on the server, thus it improves scalability and servers can supply a large number
of clients at no additional cost (SODAGAR, 2011). Therefore, HTTP is supported by
most of CDNs (JAMES et al., 2016) and the interest in using HTTP for video streaming
has been significantly increased in recent years. In 2015, a new version of HTTP, namely
HTTP/2, was standardized (BELSHE; PEON ROBERTO THOMSON, 2015) and re-
ceived the attention of researchers in the multimedia community (YAHIA et al., 2017;
HUYSEGEMS et al., 2015; XIAO et al., 2016). The results show that advancing video
streaming services, which are built on top of HTTP/1.1, to HTTP/2 could improve the
video quality and performance. More technical details on HTTP/2 will be provided in
Section 2.3.1.

The initial HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) (SEUFERT et al., 2015) commercial
successful protocols were the Microsoft Silver light Smooth Streaming (MSS) (BOCHAROV,
2017) developed by Microsoft in 2008, the HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) (PANTOS;
MAY, 2017) developed by Apple in 2009 and the Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming
(HDS) (ADOBE, 2017) developed by Adobe in 2010. Since all these protocols were pro-
prietary and incompatible, in 2011, the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-
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DASH) (MPEG, January 2011) protocol was developed to become a unified codec agnostic
standard (MUELLER, 2017). MPEG-DASH flexible delivery and codec agnostic proper-
ties have turned it into a successful protocol widely adopted by content providers (BIT-
MOVIN, 2017). For example, Netflix and YouTube are currently using MPEG-DASH with
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) as their core streaming technology (BITMOVIN,
2017). Another advantage is that DASH supports both multiplexed and unmultiplexed
encoded content. However, the protocol has some disadvantages. For instance, DASH can-
not support low latency delivery because the server requires waiting until the completion
of movie fragments or of the whole file before transmission (LIM et al., 2014). Besides, the
inaccurate bandwidth estimation, especially in mobile networks, causes several switches,
freezes, and poor QoE for DASH (YAHIA et al., 2017). More technical details on DASH
are provided in Section 2.3.1.

All ABR-based protocols employ similar versions of the previously explained tech-
nology and support live and video on demand (VoD) delivery. The differences rely on
technical parameters (SEUFERT et al., 2015). For instance, MPEG-2 TS is used by
HLS/DASH while ISO Base Media File Format (ISOBMFF) is used by DASH and
fragmented MP4 is used by HDS/MSS. Regarding video codecs support, H.264 and
H.265/HEVC are supported by all HAS protocols. In addition, MSS also supports VC-
I (KALVA; LEE, 2007), HDS also supports VP6 (RAO et al., 2014) and DASH supports
all video codecs. Finally, segment lengths are specified as 2 seconds for MSS, 10 seconds
for HLS, 2-5 seconds for HDS and are not specified for DASH. More details on HAS
protocols are discussed in (SEUFERT et al., 2015).

The next protocol in the timeline of Figure 8 is the MPEG Media Transport
(MMT) (MPEG, 2014). It was standardized by MPEG in 2014 considering recent changes
in multimedia delivery and requirements for Internet technologies, such as IP and HTML
for Internet-based video streaming solutions (LIM et al., 2014). This protocol also supports
UHD resolution and HEVC video codec. MMT was designed to inherit some MPEG-2 TS
features, such as content agnostic media delivery, easy conversion between storage and
delivery format and support of multiplexing. In addition, MMT was developed due to a
need for an international standard to support hybrid delivery in various heterogeneous
network environments. Then, in 2015, implementation guidelines standardized to provide
technical guidelines for implementing and deploying MMT systems.

The last highlight point in the timeline is MMT enhancement for mobile environ-
ment specifying multipath support which has already been added to the protocol and
standardized (MPEG, 2017). MMT was adopted by some recent standards, such as the
ATSC 3.0 (YE et al., 2016), which is a recent standard with a hybrid delivery model
which includes MMT and DASH. Especially, in ATSC 3.0, MMT protocol (MMTP) is
proposed for broadcasting, and DASH over HTTP is proposed for broadband service.
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One important difference between DASH and MMT is that, typically, DASH sup-
ports a client driven Quality of Service (QoS) control standard, while MMT supports a
server driven QoS control services (YE et al., 2016). More technical details on MMT are
provided in Section 2.3.1.

To that end, multipath has been investigated in some of the above mentioned
video streaming protocols but not in all of them, especially it has not investigated for the
proprietary protocols due to their closed and incompatible design (Figure 8).

Commercial services. We already mentioned some companies using their own devel-
oped proprietary protocols such as Move Networks, Microsoft (MMS), Apple (HLS) and
Adobe (RTMP, HDS). Besides them, there are other company services adopting or in
the process of developing streaming solutions. For example, Skype and WhatsApp are
mobile application platforms providing video calls or video conferences for their users.
These services use RTP for video streaming (KARYA et al., 2018). Hulu (HULU, 2019)
is an online video service providing on-demand shows, movies, documentaries, and more.
Hulu requires flash player for video streaming through the RTMP protocol (TRESTIAN
et al., 2018).

A number of service providers use DASH. Among the most famous ones are
YouTube (YOUTUBE, 2019), Netflix (NETFLIX, 2019a), Twitch (TWITCH, 2019) and
Vimeo (VIMEO, 2019). YouTube (YOUTUBE, 2019) is a video-sharing website provid-
ing live and on-demand video streaming. Netflix (NETFLIX, 2019a) allows watching on-
demand movies and Twitch is the world’s leading live streaming platform for gamers.
Vimeo (VIMEO, 2019) also provides free video viewing services. Another commercial
streaming service is Bitmovin, which provides adaptive streaming supporting MPEG-
DASH and HLS (BITMOVIN, 2019). Generally, DASH has gotten broad support from
commercial companies – see DASH Industry Forum member list available in (DASHIF,
2019). In addition, browsers such as Chrome and Firefox also support DASH (BITMOVIN,
2017).

NHK, Nippon Hoso Kyokai, is a Japan’s telecommunication company (public ser-
vice broadcaster) uses MMT as the protocol of choice for 4K/8K Super Hi-Vision.

2.2 MPEG Media Transport Protocol
MPEG Media Transport (MMT) for heterogeneous environments is developed as

a part of the ISO/IEC MPEG-H standard suite (LIM et al., 2014). An overview of the
MPEG-H standard is shown in Figure 9. The MPEG-H functional areas are HEVC, 3D
audio, and MMT. The MMT standard consists of parts 1, 4, 7, 10, 11 and 12. This
application layer transport protocol supports VoD and live video streaming. MMT has
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been widely used for Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) technologies,
three-dimensional (3-D) scene communication, Multi-View Video (MVV), and for major
advances in televisual technology worldwide (BAE, 2013; AOKI, 2017). We previously
explained some of the properties and behaviors of MMT in Section 2.1. Here, firstly, we
indicate more properties of the protocol. Then, we explain the related technologies, MMT
functions, and data transmission details. Multipath support of MMT is discussed later in
Section 2.3.1.3.

MMT

Part	1:	Encapsulation,	Delivery,
Signaling	
Part	4:	MMT	Reference	Software
Part	7:	MMT	Conformance	testing
Part	10:	MMT	FEC	Codes
Part	11:	Composition	Information	(CI)
Part	13:	Implemention	Guidelines

3D	AudioHEVC

MPEG-H

Part	3:	3D	Audio
Part	6:	3D	Audio	Reference	Software
Part	9:	3D	Conformance	testing

Part	2:		High	Efficiency	Video	Coding
Part	5:		HEVC	Reference	Software
Part	8:		HEVC	Conformance	testing
Part12:	Image	File	Format

Figure 9 – MPEG-H Overview (source: adapted from (JUNG et al., 2015)).

MMT properties. MMT could be used for all unidirectional, bidirectional, unicast,
multicast, multisource and, even, multipath media delivery. Besides, MMT supports both
broadcast and broadband video streaming. It also provides traditional IPTV broadcasting
service and all-Internet Protocol (All-IP) networks.

Capability of hybrid media delivery is one of the most important properties of
MMT. Hybrid media delivery (JUNG et al., 2015) refers to the combination of deliv-
ered media components over different types of network. For example, it could be one
broadcast channel and one broadband, or it could be two broadband channels. MMT
has different hybrid service scenarios that are classified into three groups by ISO/IEC
23008-13 (MPEG, 2013): live and non-live, presentation and decoding, and same trans-
port schemes and different transport schemes. The first one, live and non-live, refers to the
combination of live streaming components (Figure 10(a)) or combination of live with pre-
stored components (Figure 10(b)). The second group, presentation and decoding, is the
combination of the live stream components for synchronized presentation (Figure 10(a))
or synchronized decoding (Figure 10(c)). The third group, same transport schemes and
different transport schemes, supports the combination of just MMT components or MMT
components with another format components (e.g., MPEG-2 TS). An instance of hybrid
model comprises of MMT (as a broadcast channel) and DASH (as a broadband chan-
nel) over heterogeneous networks is also presented in ISO/IEC 23008-13 (MPEG, 2013).
The work in (LI et al., 2016a) compared two MMT broadband systems: a combination of
MMT with HTTP versus a combination of MMT with Quick UDP Internet Connection
(QUIC) (HAMILTON et al., 2016). QUIC is a transport protocol atop UDP for broad-
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Figure 10 – Hybrid delivery examples (source: adapted from (JUNG et al., 2015)): (a) Combination of streaming
components for presentation (b) Combination of streaming component with pre-stored component
for presentation (c) Combination of components for decoding.

band systems, which was developed by Google. QUIC aims to reduce latency because it
has zero round trip connection establishment in many cases. For example, when the client
talked to the server before and there is some cached context (repeated connections). In
addition, QUIC has multiplexed transport with no HOL blocking. Other features of QUIC
are utilizing congestion control, FEC protection, and its own retransmission mechanism.
The results of (LI et al., 2016a) show that using QUIC is more appropriate than HTTP
in the networks with high delay and lossy networks. This experiment is just for a single
path and there is room to evaluate it in multipath transmission defined for QUIC (CHAN
et al., 2017).
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Figure 11 – Logical MMT package (source: adapted from (LIM et al., 2013)).

Related technologies. ISO/IEC 23008-1 (MPEG, 2014) defined some related MMT
technologies. For example, Application Layer Forward Error Correction (AL-FEC) to
repair data, ARQ to retransmit lost data, MMT data model and built-in hypothetical
buffer model.

Regarding the MMT data model (MPEG, 2014; PARK et al., 2017), MMT package
is a logical entity, illustrated in Figure 11, that comprises of one or more assets and re-
quired information for video delivery, such as Composition Information (CI), Presentation
Information (PI) and Asset Delivery Characteristics (ADC). Asset refers to a logical data
entity containing a number of Media Processing Units (MPUs). Video, audio, picture, text
are some examples of assets. CI provides information on temporal relationships among
MPUs written in XML. HTML5 file is referred to PI, which provides initial information
on spatial relationships among media elements, and ADC contains QoS information for
multiplexing.

Built-in hypothetical buffer model (MPEG, 2014) aims to compensate for jitter
and multipath delay delivery. In this model, the sending entity runs the hypothetical re-
ceiver buffer model (HRBM) to emulate the receiving entity behavior. In this way, the
sending entity determines the required buffering delay and buffer size. Then, sending en-
tity signals this information to the receiving entity. Since at the receiver entity, several
buffers exist to reconstruct of MPU from the MMT packets, the received signal is used to
define operations of the buffers to ensure that at any time the buffer occupancy is within
the buffer size requirement. These buffers are FEC decoding buffer to perform FEC decod-
ing. De-jitter buffer to provide the fixed transmission delay, and MMTP de-capsulation
buffer to perform MMT packet processing (e.g., de-encapsulation, de-fragmentation/de-
aggregation).
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Figure 12 – Major functional areas of MMT (source: adapted from (LIM et al., 2013)).

MMT functions. MMT has three major functional layers, shown in Figure 12, indepen-
dent of video codecs (JUNG et al., 2015): encapsulation, signaling, and delivery. Encap-
sulation functional layer is responsible for encapsulating MPUs, which are complied with
ISOBMFF (ISO/IEC, 2012). Thereby, it enables easy conversion between storage and
delivery format (LIM et al., 2014). MMT is beneficial to the broadcasting system because
MPUs are self-contained, which means that they can completely decode at the terminal
without requiring any further information. Signaling functional layer is responsible for
signaling messages and delivery management (e.g., CI, PI and ADC). Delivery functional
area defines the application layer protocol that supports packetized streaming including
the payload format through a heterogeneous network environment. Delivery functional
area also provides Multiplexing, flow control and cross layer. Cross layer ability provides
exchanging QoS between application layer and transport layer.

MMT data transmission. Regarding MMT data transmission, each MMTP session
consists of one MMTP flow (JUNG et al., 2015). MMTP flow is defined as all packet flows
that are delivered to the same IP and port destination. A MMT flow may carry multiple
assets, which are identified with a unique packet_id. MMTP packet uses two types of
sequence number as different purposes: packet_counter and packet_sequence_number.
packet_counter represents sequence of packets in a delivery session and it is regard-
less of the value of packet_id. packet_counter enables packet loss detection. However,
packet_sequence_number is the sequence number specific to each packet_id (each as-
set).

Initially, MMT was designed for broadcast networks (over UDP/IP) with reserved
channel capacity. Therefore, congestion control was left to the implementation of the
senders. However, MMT inherently supports receiver and sender feedback for stream thin-
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ning and bitstream switching. It also may support any Receiver-driven Layered Multicast
(RLM)-based congestion control algorithms (e.g., WEBRC, TFMCC).

MMT has four modes for payload format; MPU mode to transport MPU packetized
streaming, Signaling mode to transfer signaling information, Repair symbol mode to carry
FEC repair data, and also Generic File Delivery (GFD) mode, which transports all types
of files.

Further, a discussion about multipath support of MMT and description of the re-
lated research works attempting to enhance this protocol with multipath capable delivery
are provided in Section 2.3.1.3.

2.3 Layer-based Survey of Multipath Wireless Video Streaming Ap-
proaches
In this section, the surveyed multipath wireless video streaming works are ini-

tially introduced and classified in Table 3 according to protocol stack layers and pro-
tocol/features. The table also indicates which parts of the network equipment (whether
client, server, network or a combination of them) need to be adjusted in order to become
compatible with multipath transmission schemes. Most flexible solutions require only
client side modification because they are compatible with the current network infrastruc-
ture and does not need any change neither on the server nor in the network infrastructure.
On the other hand, there are some other approaches that require server side modification
or even both server and client together. Most difficulties are with solutions that they need
to adjust network infrastructure.

2.3.1 Application Layer Approaches

Video streaming approaches focused on the application layer have the advantage
of accessing player buffer status and relevant video content information, such as frames
priorities and coding dependencies. Application-specific information provides the multi-
path approach with rich inputs to define the video streaming scheduling strategies. One
key advantage is that there is no need to change lower layer protocols. However, a big
drawback of these solutions is that they commonly require modifications of the video
software. In application layer approaches, generally, an application level sequence number
is used for loss detection, which often increases the overall protocol overhead. In addition,
in order to perform knowledgeable packet scheduling decisions, the application requires a
mechanism to estimate the network paths’ performance, e.g., through application-specific
probes or from TCP congestion control information (LI et al., 2016b).

In this subsection, we discuss relevant works that are based on RTP, DASH, MMT
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Table 3 – Classification of research works according to protocol layers.

Protocol layer Applied protocols/features Works Compatibility
MRTP (MAO et al., 2006) Server and ClientRTP MPRTP (SINGH et al., 2013) Server and Client
MRTP-AR (LEI et al., 2017) Server and Client
Xing et al. (XING et al., 2012) Client
Chowrikoppalu et al.
(CHOWRIKOPPALU; GOWDA, 2013) ClientDASH

RTRA (XING; CAI, 2014) Client
Houzé et al. (HOUZÉ et al., 2016) Client
Sohn et al. (SOHN et al., 2015) Server and Client

MMT Kolan et al. (KOLAN; BOUAZIZI, 2016) Server and Client
Afzal et al. (AFZAL et al., 2018) Server and Client
Evensen et al. (EVENSEN et al., 2010) Client
Evensen et al. (EVENSEN et al., 2011) Client
Evensen et al. (EVENSEN et al., 2012) Client

Application Layer

Other Adaptive
Streaming Approaches

GreenBag (BUI et al., 2013) Client
BEMA* (WU et al., 2016a) Server and Client
Freris at al. (FRERIS et al., 2013) Server and ClientMultipath UDP
Correia at al. (CORREIA et al., 2012) Server and Client

Multipath TCP MPLOT (SHARMA et al., 2008) Server and Client
Multipath DCCP MP-DCCP (HUANG et al., 2012) Server

ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b) Server and Client
MPTCP-SD (DIOP et al., 2012) ServerMPTCP
MPTCP-PR (DIOP et al., 2012) Client
Xu et al. (XU et al., 2016) Server and Client
PR-MPTCP+ (CAO et al., 2016) Server
Kelly et al. (KELLY et al., 2004) Not defined
Okamoto et al. (OKAMOTO et al., 2014) Server
SRMT (SILVA et al., 2016) Server
PR-SCTP (SANSON et al., 2010) Server
CMT-QA (XU et al., 2013) Server and Client
CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015) Server and Client

Transport Layer

SCTP and CMT
(extension of SCTP)

CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d) Server and Client

Yap at al. (YAP et al., 2012)

Server
(depends on
the application),
Client and NetworkSDN MARS (SUN et al., 2016) NetworkNetwork Layer

Proxy BAG (CHEBROLU; RAO, 2006) Client and Network
Corbillon et al. (CORBILLON et al., 2016) Server
Ojanperä et al.
(OJANPERÄ; VEHKAPERÄ, 2016)

Server,
Client and Network

GALTON (WU et al., 2015) Server and ClientApplication Layer Decision

FRA-JSCC (WU et al., 2013) Server and Client
MP-DASH (HAN et al., 2016) Server and Client

Nam et al. (NAM et al., 2016)

Server (depends on
the application),
Client
and Network

Cross Layer

Transport Layer Decision
CMT-CL/FD (XU et al., 2015) Server

*BEMA: UDP (for video data transmission) and TCP (for connection establishment and feedback information).

and other adaptive streaming approaches. All of these protocols were previously intro-
duced in Section 2.1 and will be further detailed here. Figure 13 illustrates the protocol
stack position of these protocols and Table 3 presents each category.

2.3.1.1 RTP

The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) used for unidirectional real-time video
streaming was first published in 1992 (SCHULZRINNE, 1992) and then updated in RFC
1889 (SCHULZRINNE et al., 1996), later obsoleted by RFC 3550 (SCHULZRINNE et al.,
2003). The newest protocol specification is RFC 8108 (LENNOX et al., 2017) published
in 2017. RTP is an application layer transport protocol that provides End-to-End network
transport functions to support live, on-demand, and interactive multimedia applications.
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Figure 13 – Application layer protocols position in a network protocol stack.

Next, we highlight more properties of the protocol, and then we survey multipath works
based on RTP.

RTP Properties. Although RTP is designed to run over UDP, it could also carry data
over other transport protocols such as TCP or SCTP. Another property of RTP is that
it can be used in conjunction with the RTP Control Protocol (RTCP) to send monitored
information and QoS parameters periodically. RTP also can be used in conjunction with
other protocols, such as Real-time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) (SCHULZRINNE, 1998),
which is used to control multimedia playback. A big problem of RTP, running over UDP,
is that it lacks congestion control and it is unfair to give room to other flows. There is also
no guarantee of reliable delivery and it needs a method to protect high priority frames
(I frames). Furthermore, a challenge to improve RTP to support multipath streaming is
that RTP establishes at the media session level and receiver reports per media (video or
audio) flow (SINGH et al., 2013).

Multipath support. Multiflow Real-Time Transport Protocol (MRTP) (MAO et al.,
2006), Multipath RTP (MPRTP) (SINGH et al., 2013) and Multipath Real-Time Trans-
port Protocol Based on Application-Level Relay (MPRTP-AR) (LEI et al., 2017) im-
proved RTP to support multipath video streaming.

The works MRTP and MPRTP are Constant Bit Rate (CBR) approaches. Since
RTP lacks congestion control, a considerable receiver buffer is required to compensate
the different path latencies of RTP streams when playing a CBR video (SINGH et al.,
2015). Both MRTP and MPRTP use QoS reports (e.g., sender report and receiver report),
similar to RTCP reporting in RTP, to carry periodic per flow and session statistics. The
time interval between reports is set by the application in MRTP, and can be adapted
based on network conditions by the receiver.
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The goal of Multiflow Real-time Transport Protocol (MRTP) (MAO et al., 2006)
is to remedy the failure and congestion in mobile wireless ad hoc networks. It is claimed
by its authors that the approach is also applicable to the Internet. MRTP is used in
conjunction with the Multi-flow Realtime Transport Control Protocol (MRTCP). Inher-
ently, MRTP/MRTCP is an extension of the RTP/RTCP to support media delivery over
multiple wireless networks. Unlike RTP, MRTP is a session-oriented protocol. Therefore,
MRTCP establishes the session in a three handshake to exchange information (e.g., avail-
able paths). Data transmission could be over UDP/TCP/SCTP and during transmission,
it is possible to add or remove paths based on the QoS reports. In particular, media
divides into flows, and each flow is for one path (in MRTP, the concept of flow is used
for series of video packets which are transmitted through an individual path). MRTCP
manages flows by utilizing ADD/DELETE acknowledgments (ACKs) for flows.

QoS reports are transferred through the best path or multiple paths to guarantee
reliable delivery. These reports are useful for the sender to adapt to transmission errors.
For example, by adding redundancy to increase error resilience and by assigning data to
more proper paths. There is a reassembly buffer at the receiver side to compensate jitter,
reorder and reassemble packets by utilizing session ID, flow ID and flow sequence number.

MRTP uses a retransmission mechanism to retransmit packets to cope with un-
reliable UDP/IP. The timeout value for retransmission is set by RTT and the maximum
number of retransmissions is set by the application. Different error control schemes, includ-
ing Forward Error Correction (FEC), Multiple Description Coding (MDC) or Automatic
Repeat reQuest (ARQ) could incorporate with MRTP. Finally, the results of the research
work show that MRTP outperforms single path RTP on received video quality.

In MRTP, it is possible to choose the data distribution method. For example,
it could be just a simple Round Robin, striping (over multiple servers), layered coding,
multiple description coding or object-oriented coding (video or audio objects encode in-
dividually).

Multipath RTP (MPRTP) protocol (SINGH et al., 2013) is a RTP extension with
multipath transmission for real-time media. The target of MPRTP is minimizing latency.
Initially, the scheduler distributes equal traffic rate to each path and then after gathering
information about the path characteristics, it recalculates the data distribution for each
path. It uses RTCP to monitor and control information (e.g., jitter and packet loss).
As a result, paths are categorized as congested, mildly congested, and non-congested
conditions based on the packet loss information. The scheduler, which is responsible for
packet distribution over different paths, assigns more media data on the non-congested
path and fewer media data on congested ones. I frames have the highest priority and are
transferred over the path with the highest bandwidth, the least delay and packet losses.
The sender is informed to retransmit packets by NACK and also retransmits packets on
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the path with the highest bandwidth, least delay and packet losses.

The approach is not integrated with congestion control but tries to keep the load
balancing by using network characteristics. The authors developed a de-jitter algorithm at
the receiver side to overcome the variation of RTT and packet reordering with an adaptive
playback buffer. An MPRTP sender assigns a subflow ID to each path (in MPRTP, the
concept of subflow is used for series of video packets transmitted over an single path) and
subflow-specific sequence numbers to determine subflow-related packet jitter, packet loss,
and packet discards at the receiver side. The approach is less unfair than RTP with the
aim of system balancing and spreading data over paths.

Recently, Multipath Real-Time Transport Protocol Based on Application-Level
Relay (MPRTP-AR) (LEI et al., 2017) was defined by IETF. As shown in Figure 14, the
proposed MPRTP-AR protocol stack has two sub-layers: RTP sub-layer and multipath
transport control (MPTC) sub-layer. The RTP sub-layer helps this protocol to be fully
compatible with existing RTP applications. Therefore, there is no need to change the
Application Programming Interface (API). The MPTC sub-layer is responsible for func-
tions such as flow partitioning, subflow packaging and recombination, and also subflow
reporting.

At the sender side, data from the application layer are formatted in RTP packets
which are sent to the MPTC sub-layer. Then, MPTC formats them into MPRTP-AR
data packets. At the receiver side, MPTC extracts the fixed header of MPRTP-AR data
packets and sends them to the RTP sub-layer. RTCP packets could also be generated
by the RTP sub-layer for generating media transport statistics. RTCP data could be
packaged in MPRTP-AR data packets which would be distributed over multiple paths by
MPTC sub-layer.

In addition to MPRTP-AR data packets, MPRTP-AR control packets are de-
fined for providing keep-alive packets and MPRTP-AR reports. MPRTP-AR reports
(MPRTP-AR Subflow Receiver Report (SRR) and MPRTP-AR Flow Recombination Re-
port (FRR)) contain transport qualities of active paths (e.g., packet loss rate and jitter)
and effects on scheduling and flow partitioning. Flow partitioning methods are catego-
rized into two groups that are named coding-aware methods and coding-unaware methods.
Coding-aware methods are used for layering coding, multiple description coding or object-
oriented coding, and are on RTP sub-layer. In this method, each coding flow is assigned
to a subflow, or several coding flows are multiplexed into one subflow. Coding-unaware
methods are on MPTC sub-layer, and the RTP/RTCP that are passed from upper layer
would evenly spread based on the quality of the associated active paths. Flow reporting
is also optionally available for the whole recombined flows.
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Figure 14 – MPRTP-AR protocol stack (source: adapted from (LEI et al., 2017)).

2.3.1.2 DASH

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH) (MPEG, January 2011)
was standardized in 2011 by MPEG. DASH supports both VoD and live video delivery.
We first detail the DASH system and its main performance limitations. Then, we explain
rate adaptation methods. Finally, we discuss the works that are based on this protocol.

DASH system. As explained in Section 2.1, DASH has the same background technol-
ogy of HTTP adaptive streaming and its system is shown in Figure 15. In DASH system,
representations are fragmented into small segments at the server side. DASH component
characteristics (text, video, audio, etc.) are described in a XML document named Media
Presentation Description (MPD). Typically, DASH client is responsible for choosing the
next media segments and requesting the related HTTP URL. Therefore, a rate adaptation
method, named adaptation engine in Figure 15, is required to select the proper segments’
bit rate by considering the segment availability indicated by the MPD, the network con-
ditions and the media playout situation (e.g., playout buffer level) (SEUFERT et al.,
2015).

Performance limitations. The rate adaptation method is responsible for key issues that
influence QoE, namely, startup delay, stall, and video quality switches. Startup delay refers
to the time since the client request a video until it starts to play, namely pre-buffering. This
delay occurs because, generally, one or more segments have to be downloaded completely
before the video starts to play. Although this delay helps to prevent stalls under poor
network conditions, studies show that it often results in users stopping from watching
the video (KRISHNAN; SITARAMAN, 2013). It is important to note that while VoD
streaming applications can pre-buffer few seconds of video, live and interactive video
streaming can only pre-buffer few hundreds of ms of video (SINGH et al., 2013).
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Figure 15 – DASH system (source: adapted from (SEUFERT et al., 2015)).

Stall or interruption refers to the pauses during the video playback due to the play-
back buffer is emptied, and it needs to wait to buffer video (also called re-buffering) (SINGH
et al., 2012). Studies show that stalling happens 40 - 70% of all sessions (JAMES et al.,
2016). Generally, this issue occurs because of insufficient bandwidth. In DASH, each seg-
ment is available to transmit after completing the process of coding. In addition, there is
a dead time between receiving the last packet of one segment and requesting for the next
segment. For example, this process time together with transmission time over TCP takes
at least 3s (when segments have 1 second) (SWAMINATHAN; WEI, 2011).

One approach to mitigate the stall problem is using a dynamic method to find
reasonable segment size (segment duration). Studies in (XIAO et al., 2016) and (WEI;
SWAMINATHAN, 2014) show that segment size has a high effect on live latency. While
with shorter size segmentation, latency significantly decreases, but the number of HTTP
requests increases and consequently, the available bandwidth decreases (XING et al.,
2012).

Another approach to decrease latency, and consequently solve the stall issue, is ap-
plying subsegmentation transmission. In this approach, each segment divides into several
subsegments, and receiver fetches subsegments before the whole segment coding termi-
nates (FEUVRE et al., 2015). This approach is improved by sending subsegments over
more than one link simultaneously, which means adding multipath transmission capa-
bility, to increase the fetching segment speed. Multipath transmission approach is used
in a few works (HOUZÉ et al., 2016; XING et al., 2012; XING; CAI, 2014) to achieve
this target. However, the subsegmentation transmission technique also increases HTTP
request overhead (XING et al., 2012). In particular, the overhead problem is caused by
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subsegmentation transmission because at the client side after each request, an average of
RTT is required to receive the response from the server. In the case of a large file with
small segments/subsegments, this overhead causes a high latency. The HTTP pipelin-
ing (KASPAR et al., 2010) is a technique to decrease both number and length of each
idle time. In this technique, the client sends the next subsegment request before complet-
ing the download of the current subsegment. However, in pipelining, the responses of the
requests at the server have to return back in the same order that the requests arrived at
the server. Therefore, if it takes a long time to process one request, the other requests
would be blocked. For this reason, pipelining is not widely adopted.

To mitigate the overhead problem, the new version of HTTP (HTTP/2) could be
used due to its ability to push content in advance, and consequently reduce live latency
and network traffic (XIAO et al., 2016).

Switching between different video quality representations is also a problem that
impacts the video quality on the user side and causes annoying of viewers. Video switching
happens because of the network bandwidth changing or buffer occupancy status. There-
fore, it is important to adapt a suitable rate adaptation method, which could identify
the network resources and congestion on time in order to have an optimal user experi-
ence (OJANPERÄ; VEHKAPERÄ, 2016).

Rate adaptation methods. Typically, rate adaptation methods use throughput mon-
itoring, receiver buffer status, or power level in the process of video segment bit rate
decision (SANI et al., 2017).

Throughput-based methods monitor throughput to estimate the available band-
width. These type of methods try to avoid re-buffering while providing the highest pos-
sible video quality. In case of using a throughput-based method, the video quality is
unstable (LE et al., 2016) due to throughput variations, which could be caused by TCP
behavior (THANG et al., 2014; OJANPERÄ; VEHKAPERÄ, 2016). For example, TCP
underestimates bandwidth when segmentation sizes are small (because the corresponding
congestion window does not increase) or when bandwidth prediction is weak in networks
with fast throughput variation such as cellular networks (SAMBA et al., 2017).

Buffer-based methods choose the video segment bit rate based on the buffer char-
acteristics and usage. The proposed algorithms try to provide a smooth video streaming,
but often result in sudden changes in video quality, or freezing when the buffer level
(number of unplayed segments in the queue) drops to zero (LE et al., 2016; ZHOU et al.,
2014).

Power-based methods select the video segment bit rate using the battery level. Re-
garding (TRESTIAN et al., 2012), video streaming consumes twice the energy of playing
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Table 4 – Multipath support for DASH.

Works Year Separate TCP MPTCP
Xing et al. (XING et al., 2012) 2012 Y N
Chowrikoppalu et al. (CHOWRIKOPPALU; GOWDA, 2013) 2013 N Y
RTRA (XING; CAI, 2014) 2014 Y N
Houzé et al. (HOUZÉ et al., 2016) 2016 Y N
Corbillon et al. (CORBILLON et al., 2016) 2016 N Y
Ojanperä et al. (OJANPERÄ; VEHKAPERÄ, 2016) 2016 N Y
MP-DASH (HAN et al., 2016) 2016 N Y
Nam et al. (NAM et al., 2016) 2016 N Y

the same content offline. Therefore, power-based methods try to maximize the battery
life time during a video streaming session.

Due to the bit rate selection being more accurate, the work in (SHUAI et al., 2014)
shifted the adaptation logic to the server side by deploying a mirrored client buffer on
the server. Wilk et al. (WILK et al., 2015) use a proxy server while Mao et al. (MAO
et al., 2017a) leverage Pensieve’s neural network model on an ABR server to enforce
or assist the mobile client adaptation. Such server side approaches have better network
utilization compared to the client side approaches (SANI et al., 2017). However, server
side approaches are not considered scalable. Rate adaptation methods also perform more
efficiently if they can access the network information (OJANPERÄ; KOKKONIEMI-
TARKKANEN, 2016). For example, SDN is a technology to implement such a mecha-
nism (KLEINROUWELER et al., 2016; COFANO et al., 2017). Another example is Server
and Network-assisted DASH (SAND) (ISO/IEC, 2014; THOMAS et al., 2016) which is
a system standardized recently by MPEG to collect and propagate the network informa-
tion for DASH bit rate adaptation decision. The proposed architecture in (OJANPERÄ;
VEHKAPERÄ, 2016) is built upon the Distributed Decision Engine (DDE) (LUOTO et
al., 2015) framework to provide more network information (e.g., available capacity, load,
QoS) for better rate adaptation decision in multipath scenario.

Multipath support. Current DASH version lacks multipath support, but it is being
promoted as its future. Table 4 presents some efforts to integrate DASH with Multipath
separate TCP (e.g., (HOUZÉ et al., 2016; XING et al., 2012; XING; CAI, 2014)) and
MPTCP (e.g., (CORBILLON et al., 2016), (OJANPERÄ; VEHKAPERÄ, 2016), MP-
DASH (HAN et al., 2016), (NAM et al., 2016) and (CHOWRIKOPPALU; GOWDA,
2013)). The table shows attention for combining DASH with MPTCP has increased re-
cently. This is due to MPTCP aggregates bandwidth and supports mobility. MPTCP is
also middlebox friendly, and it is supported by the Linux kernel. Besides, MPTCP has
got high attention in industry (LI et al., 2016b), (HABIB et al., 2016). More technical
details about MPTCP will be provided in Section 2.3.2.4.

James et al. (JAMES et al., 2016) explored “Whether MPTCP would always bene-
fit mobile video streaming?". This research analyzed the performance of different scenarios
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for DASH over MPTCP. The results show that having two paths with stable bandwidths
is beneficial even with small bandwidth capacity on the secondary path. Another positive
impact of an additional link is when the primary path has high bandwidth variability.
However, there are some harmful cases too. For example, adding an unstable secondary
path could harm the stable primary path or when the bandwidth of the secondary path is
not enough to transmit higher video bit rates. Therefore, MPTCP is significantly sensitive
to bandwidth fluctuation. The results also show that unnecessary multipath causes more
energy consumption, resource wasting or increase cost of the quality switch.

One note regarding provide multipath delivery for DASH is about which one of
the client or the server is responsible for packet scheduling decisions. In all the research
works that spread data over separate TCP connections in Table 4, the client is responsible
for choosing the proper path and fetching the suitable segments/subsegments over that
path due to the fact that DASH logic is on the client side. But, integration of DASH
with MPTCP is challenging when DASH logic resides on the client side, and MPTCP
scheduler is on the server side. Besides, MPTCP is transparent to the application layer.
Therefore, in the research works of Table 4, which MPTCP is used as transport protocol,
rate adaptation logic is kept at the client side. But, scheduling decisions related to packet
selection and distributing them through the paths are placed at the server side or both
client and server side. The research works (CORBILLON et al., 2016), (OJANPERÄ;
VEHKAPERÄ, 2016), MP-DASH (HAN et al., 2016) and (NAM et al., 2016) are more
related to the cross layer protocol stack. So, we will discuss them with details about
scheduling strategies in Section 2.3.4. The other works are explained in more details
below.

Xing et al. used Markov Decision Process (MDP) (BOKANI et al., 2013) to for-
mulate video streaming process as a reinforcement learning task in their works (XING
et al., 2012) and (XING; CAI, 2014) for non-scalable and Scalable Video Coding (SVC),
respectively. The works’ goals are decreasing startup delay, improving video quality and
achieving better smoothness. In each of these works, the implemented rate adaptation
method selects the next segment based on the current queue length and estimated avail-
able bandwidth. To estimate an accurate available bandwidth, Markov channel model is
used. This way, adaptation logic finds the transit probability of each link in real-time
and determines the best action (e.g., using both links, using only WiFi link, client wait
or smoothing). There is also a reward function implemented to reward each action with
concern of video QoS requirements (by measuring interruption rate, video quality, video
smoothness and search time cost). However, the major problem of using MDP is the
high computational cost of solving the complex optimization problem, especially in online
and high mobile speed users (BOKANI et al., 2013). In addition, the approach is not a
content-aware solution.
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Chowrikoppalu et al. (CHOWRIKOPPALU; GOWDA, 2013) modified DASH pro-
tocol in order to utilize multipath capability. In this work, the adaptation logic is fed with
a proposed bandwidth estimation algorithm and some proposed parameters, including
path stability, total path stability and buffer level. The bandwidth estimation algorithm
is based on sniffing packets on the interface level. Path stability and total path stability
are defined to show the variation of bandwidth on each path and on MPTCP connection,
respectively. However, the main problem of this approach is that it does not access the
video content information.

Houzé et al. (HOUZÉ et al., 2016) implemented a video player utilizing multipath
capability over multiple TCP connections. The goal of this scheme is achieving low-latency
in DASH video delivery (below 100 ms). In this approach, server encodes frames of each
representation and put them in the related segment every x ms (x depends on the frame
rate, for example, x is 40 ms for 25 fps). The client has to fetch each whole frame before
the deadline (play time of the frame) and in x ms before a new frame becomes available to
fetch. For this target, the authors utilized video delivery over multiple paths as a way to
reduce latency. Each frame divides to byte ranges to transfer over different paths and the
approach has a mechanism to find the best byte range size in order to receive them with
a small inter-arrival time. The larger byte ranges are transferred over faster paths, this
way, the variation of transfer delay decreases, and consequently, HOL problem mitigates.
Besides, another adapted mechanism is proposed to select the proper representation. In
this mechanism, when a segment starts, the biggest frame of each representation is con-
sidered in making the decision. The biggest frame is commonly the first frame of each
representation (I frame). Therefore, a representation would be selected that the biggest
frame has high probability of reaching the destination on time. The problem, however, is
that the approach does not consider the video content information. In addition, while the
work uses RTT to estimate each path speed, it needs to improve the scheduling strategy
to manage the paths.

2.3.1.3 MMT

We previously, in Section 2.2, explained MPEG Media Transport (MMT) (MPEG,
2014) properties, related technologies, MMT functions, and data transmission details.
Here, we discuss about multipath support of MMT and a research work that is based on
the MMT protocol.

Multipath support.

Regarding multipath delivery, Kolan et al. (KOLAN; BOUAZIZI, 2016) defined a
method to establish multipath delivery over MMT, Afzal et al. (AFZAL et al., 2018) pro-
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posed a path-and-content-aware scheduling strategy for packet distribution, and Sohn et
al. (SOHN et al., 2015) proposed a synchronization scheme for hierarchical video streams
over heterogeneous networks. Next we explain each work in more detail.

kolan et al. (KOLAN; BOUAZIZI, 2016) defined a method to establish multipath
delivery over MMT. In this method, MMT protocol utilizes signaling protocols such as
RTSP or HTTP to establish and control multipath sessions between sender and receiver
(transport connection could be either TCP or UDP). For example, in RTSP, the client
and the server could be aware of the multipath capability by sending OPTIONS request to
each other. This new option tag, called "multipath", could be implemented in the header
of the OPTIONS request. The same way, while HTTP is used to set up multipath sessions,
the client includes "Multipthid" header to tell the server about its multipath capability.
It is also possible to add or drop a network path during the connection. While media
is delivering, MMT periodically sends feedbacks to the sender to inform about the path
quality information (e.g., loss, delay and jitter). Therefore, the sender could have a view
of different paths’ situations and dynamically select better performing paths for packets.

Afzal et al. (AFZAL et al., 2018) proposed a novel path-and-content-aware schedul-
ing strategy for MMT to stream real-time video over heterogeneous wireless networks. The
authors claim to be the first work attempting to improve the MMT standard by adding
multipath scheduling strategies. The path-and-content-aware scheduling strategy, imple-
mented at the server side, applies some methods to improve the perceived video quality
based on adaptive video traffic split schemes, Markovian-based techniques, in addition
to a discard and a content-aware strategy. Adaptive video traffic split scheme allocates
a proper bit rate for each transmission path considering heterogeneous network context
with the aim of executing load balancing, relieve congestion, and proper utilizing of each
path capacity. The Markovian-based method estimates path conditions and transition
probabilities. Discard strategy reduces congestion by avoiding sending packets that would
probably be lost. Content-aware strategy protects packets with high priority (I frames
and the closest 𝑛 P frames, named as near-I (NI) frames in this work) by duplicating
or assigning them to the best path. The client constantly monitors the path condition,
calculates the path metrics which are sent as feedback information packets to the server
through the best path. For this purpose, the feedback signaling mechanisms defined in
the MMT standard are leveraged. Finally, the proposed path-and-content-aware schedul-
ing strategy lead to QoE improvements around 12 dB for PSNR and 0.15 for SSIM by
significant packet loss rate reductions (∼ 90%). It is important to note that the approach
does not require any change in the protocol itself since the scheduler can be implemented
as part of the client/server applications.

Sohn et al. (SOHN et al., 2015) proposed a synchronization scheme for hierarchical
video streams over heterogeneous networks. This scheme is a combination of MMT (for
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broadcasting) and HTTP (for broadband) video streaming. The work utilizes scalable
video streaming. Each layer is segmented in time (in seconds), and duration value can
vary according to the user’s definition. SHVC-encoded stream is used in the experiment
with 3-layers: base layer (HD), first enhanced layer (Full HD (FHD): 2K) and second
enhanced layer (UHD: 4K). Base layer and first enhanced layer of video are transferred
over the broadcast network (MMT supports multiplexing on packet level), and the second
enhanced layer is transferred over broadband network. If the receiver’s display has HD-
resolution, it will drop the data of the first enhanced layer among data delivered over the
broadcasting channel, and it does not need to have a connection with the server for the
second enhanced layer, even if it can connect the networks. PI contains essential informa-
tion, such as the content resolution, location of content, and MMT eXtension Document
(MXD), and can also be transferred on broadcast paths. MXD is inserted in PI and mimics
the MPD of DASH-SVC. MXD synchronizes the contents over heterogeneous networks,
and organizes content synchronization information. The synchronization scheme is imple-
mented at the receiver side. Receiver requests the segments that can deliver on time. For
this target, the expected time to download each segment is computed based on bandwidth
calculation and segment size information from MXD. This approach is not aware of video
content and there is no scheduling strategy to manage the paths.

2.3.1.4 Other Adaptive Streaming Approaches

here we discuss other adaptive streaming approaches that also use HTTP to re-
trieve data. For example, DAAVI (JOHANSEN et al., 2009) has the same core function-
ality than DASH by making different bit rate segments on the server, providing MPD for
the client, being client logic-based and transferring data over HTTP. However, the MPD
structure of DAAVI is different from DASH’s MPD. In our research works, the proposed
approaches in (EVENSEN et al., 2010; EVENSEN et al., 2011) and (EVENSEN et al.,
2012) are all based on DAAVI. These DAAVI-based approaches are for on-demand and
live streaming, and the authors claimed that the solutions could also be implemented in
a DASH approach.

All adaptive video streaming approaches have the same challenges explained for
DASH-based protocols in Section 2.3.1.2. One of these challenges is stalling during video
playback. The works, (EVENSEN et al., 2010; EVENSEN et al., 2011; EVENSEN et al.,
2012) and GreenBag (BUI et al., 2013) utilized multipath transmission of subsegments
to decrease latency, and consequently mitigate the stall issue. As previously explained in
Section 2.3.1.2, fetching subsegments over multiple paths can cause the overhead problem.
These works used pipelining techniques (KASPAR et al., 2010) to mitigate the overhead
issue.
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The works (EVENSEN et al., 2011; EVENSEN et al., 2012) and GreenBag (BUI
et al., 2013) also proposed dynamic size subsegment methods to determine the size of
each subsegment based on the throughput of each interface. As previously explained
in Section 2.3.1.2, large sized segments increase the out-of-order packet delivery. Instead,
small size segments provide smoother video, but impose higher overhead time (LEDERER
et al., 2012). Another problem with using a fixed size subsegment method, instead of a
dynamic one, is that a high buffer size is required to compensate for path heterogeneity,
which is not desirable. This problem exists in the approach proposed in (EVENSEN et
al., 2010).

A feature of GreenBag (BUI et al., 2013) is that it is a middle-ware approach for
video streaming over HTTP. Middle-ware approaches are designed to enable multipath in-
terfaces to the current applications without application modifications. Therefore, middle-
ware approaches are easy to deploy, but complex to implement (HABAK et al., 2015).
This middle-ware approach, GreenBag, locates between a local video player and a remote
server. The client requests a video file URL normally over HTTP. GreenBag extracts the
URL, determines how to download portions of the video (segments/subsegments), and
requests for portions over the decided links. RTT is used to determine when to send the
requests for the next segments. Therefore, GreenBag is conventional without requiring
any modification in Internet infrastructure or server side.

GreenBag is also an energy-aware bandwidth aggregation approach. Therefore,
when single path can provide the required QoS, GreenBag stops using multipath and
switches to the single path to improve energy efficiency. Besides, the approach has a
medium load balancing and a recovery mechanism. Recovery occurs when a subsegment
is lagging and it may pass the deadline. Therefore, the rest of the subsegment will be
downloaded through both links. Finally, GreenBag leads to mitigate packet reordering
problem and decrease latency.

Noteworthy, none of the adaptive streaming surveyed approaches considers video
content features.

2.3.2 Transport Layer Approaches

Video streaming approaches focusing on transport layer protocols have direct ac-
cess to the network information. Therefore, they can estimate End-to-End characteristics
of each path, such as capacity and congestion (RAICIU et al., 2012), that are useful in
multipath scenarios. However, the biggest challenge of these solutions is that they gener-
ally require modifications in the standardized multipath transport protocols, which may
require changes even in the kernel of operating systems.
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There are several works exploiting multipath transmission in transport layer, but
MPTCP and SCTP are the two main employed transport protocols with multihomed
support. In this subsection, we will discuss research works that are implemented based on
UDP, DCCP, TCP, MPTCP and SCTP/CMT. Table 3 presents each category.

2.3.2.1 UDP

The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) (POSTEL, 1980), standardized by IETF in
1980, is widely used for unidirectional, broadcast, unicast, multicast, and anycast com-
munications. Next, we provide a brief recap of UDP basics and discuss relevant multipath
efforts.

UDP overview. UDP was designed to use a single path for data transmission. It is a
connectionless protocol, it does not use sequence numbers for data transmission (HABIB
et al., 2016), and there is no guarantee for in-ordered and reliable delivery. UDP also
has no congestion control for bandwidth adaptation. These properties make UDP a fast
transmission protocol (FAIRHURST et al., 2017) upon which video streaming solutions
can be easily implemented. However, the lake of bandwidth adaptation causes UDP to
transmit the data with the same bit rate as sent by the application. Therefore, when
the network is congested, unless the application holds back, packets get discarded lead-
ing to video distortion and reduced QoE (HOSSFELD et al., 2014). Moreover, without
congestion control, UDP may occupy a high fraction of the available bandwidth, and con-
sequently, acting unfair to other congestion-avoiding network flows (HUANG et al., 2012).

Multipath support. There are several efforts to add multipath transmission and band-
width aggregation to UDP for video streaming (WU et al., 2016a; FRERIS et al., 2013;
CORREIA et al., 2012). Note that the approaches proposed in BEMA (WU et al., 2016a)
and (FRERIS et al., 2013) introduced rate balancing methods to avoid network conges-
tion.

Wu et al. (WU et al., 2016a) designed a Bandwidth-Efficient Multipath streAming
(BEMA) protocol and claimed that it was the first work that employed Raptor coding
and priority-aware scheduling to stream HD real-time video over heterogeneous wireless
networks. This content-aware model sends packets with higher priority on the better-
qualified paths and I frame packets through all available paths. The approach also utilizes
Forward Error Correction (FEC) to protect transmission data. BEMA also provides a
TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) in order to guarantee fairness toward TCP flows.
TFRC (FLOYD et al., 2000) is an equation-based congestion control algorithm, which is
designed for unicast multimedia traffic. TFRC estimates the loss event rate at receiver
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and informs it to the sender, which adapts its transmission rate based on the congestion
estimation and on the equation that models TCP congestion control behavior. TFRC
responds to the congestion with less fluctuation than standard TCP congestion control
and over longer periods of time (CEN et al., 2003). However, TFRC may cause unnec-
essary reduction of transmission rate during wireless losses. BEMA then adds a ZigZag
scheme (CEN et al., 2003) in order to distinguish congestion losses from wireless losses.
Only if ZigZag classifies a packet loss as a congestion loss, TFRC will consider it as a lost
packet (CEN et al., 2003). Considering the relevance of the feedback information for the
proper scheduling process and its high effect on the performance, it is sent periodically
from the client to the server over a reliable TCP connection.

Freris et al. (FRERIS et al., 2013) proposed a distortion-aware scalable video
streaming to multiple multihomed clients. The authors claimed that their work is the first
that simultaneously considered End-to-End rate control and scalable stream adaptation
for multipath over heterogeneous access networks. In this approach, the requested video
stream is divided into substreams on the server side. The authors developed an algorithm
to determine the rate of each substream and the packets to be included in each substream
considering network information (e.g., available bandwidth and RTT) and video content
features in order to minimize video distortion. Besides that, different cost functions are
proposed to provide service differentiation and fairness among users.

The authors also developed heuristic algorithms for deterministic packet schedul-
ing. Once it is a scalable streaming approach, each packet is transmitted only if all other
related packets in lower layers have been sent before. Substreams integrate into a single
scalable video stream at the client. The authors also studied the trade-off between per-
formance and computational complexity and concluded that it works better for a small
number of clients because of overhead.

Correia et al. (CORREIA et al., 2012) proposed a video streaming approach for
networks with path diversity using MDC as an error resilience technique. The authors
proposed a priority classification. A limited number of packets were classified as high pri-
ority because they minimize the distortion of the decoded video affected by packet loss.
These packets are delivered without losses. Remaining low priority packets are prone to
transmission losses.

2.3.2.2 TCP

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) (POSTEL, 1981) is a transport protocol
standardized by IETF in 1981. This protocol has been widely adopted for video stream-
ing in Real-Time Communications (RTC) (WEBRTC, 2017) and in HTTP-based applica-
tions. We previously discussed TCP lack of throughput stability (WU et al., 2016a) with
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its negative effect on adaptive bit streaming in Section 2.3.1.2. Here, we provide more
details about TCP and discuss one research work that is based on this protocol.

TCP overview. TCP is designed to use a single path for data transmission.
Regarding data transmission process, TCP uses sequence numbers to detect losses, guar-
antee in-order packet delivery, and reconstruct the received data (HABIB et al., 2016).
The receiver sends ACKs for the correctly received packets. These ACKs are used to
provide reliable communication. Retransmission occurs in two cases. First, when there
is no ACK from the receiver, which is detected by using a retransmission timer referred
to as Retransmission Time-Out (RTO). Second, when the sender receives three duplicate
ACKs, which means loss occurred. As previously also discussed in Section 1.2, retransmis-
sion wastes bandwidth and adds significant delays. Several protocol improvements have
been proposed. For example, Selective Acknowledgements (SACK) (FLOYD et al., 2000),
where the receiver informs the sender all successfully arrived packets, so the sender re-
transmits only the segments that have actually been lost, and Cumulative ACK, which
acknowledge the last successfully received packet to the sender. In addition, Explicit Con-
gestion Notification (ECN) (BLACK, 2018) has been proposed as an optional capability
to collect congestion information hop by hop and inform the sender about the congestion
levels.

TCP Utilizes congestion control by monitoring packet losses and/or delay varia-
tions (HABIB et al., 2016) in order to adapt the data rate to network congestion and
leads to minimize packet loss (HOSSFELD et al., 2014). In case of not enough network
bandwidth available, TCP sends video data with a lower bit rate than the required video
bit rate. Thus, video transmission takes longer than the video playback, and consequently
may cause the playback to stall. While stall has a severe effect on the perceived video
quality, in case of VoD delivery, typically, stall is preferred over video distortions (HOSS-
FELD et al., 2014). Previously in Section 1.2, we explained about HOL issues and liveness
strategies used in TCP-based applications for live or interactive video streaming to cope
with stall and delay constraints requirements. Besides all the explained properties, TCP
has also the advantage of traversing through firewalls and NATs, a common issue in UDP,
altogether turning TCP into a dominant transport protocol for video services (SANI et
al., 2017).

Multipath support. Sharma et al. (SHARMA et al., 2008) proposed Mul-
tiPath LOss-Tolerant (MPLOT) protocol based on SACK-based TCP and cumulative
ACK. A framework, named Hybrid-ARQ (HARQ)/FEC, is defined for MPLOT. Based
on HARQ/FEC, MPLOT is using adaptive FEC proactively and reactively instead of
high retransmissions to recover losses. Proactive FEC (PFEC) packets are used to re-
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cover losses and when PFEC packets in a block are not enough to recover lost data,
then Reactive FEC (RFEC) packets need to transmit. This method leads to goodput
improvement and decreased recovery latency in high lossy channels (CHOW et al., 2009).
Regarding packet scheduling, paths in MPLOT are categorized into good and bad paths.
The channels with ranks higher than a threshold (median rank) are categorized as good
paths. Ranks are calculated based on network parameters, such as congestion window,
PLR and RTT. MPLOT provides an uncoupled congestion control which means each path
has its own congestion control. ECN is used to find congestion losses (from faulty/lost
channels) and to change the congestion window size. However, MPLOT is deployed for
wireless mesh networks and it is not easily expendable on the Internet due to scalability
and compatibility issues. The authors assume that a buffer is enough to compensate out
of order delivered packets, which are important in video quality (CHOW et al., 2009; LI
et al., 2014). Moreover, the approach is using a CBR coding scheme, which decreases the
performance when the path quality decreases sharply (CHOW et al., 2009).

2.3.2.3 DCCP

Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) (KOHLER et al., 2006) is a trans-
port protocol standardized by IETF in 2006. Here, firstly, we provide an overview of
DCCP, such as data transmission process, and its properties. Then, we discuss one re-
search work that is based on this protocol.

DCCP overview. DCCP is designed to use a single path for data transmission providing
bidirectional and unicast data delivery. Regarding data transmission process, DCCP uses
sequence numbers. Therefore, the client can detect losses and inform them to the sender
by ACKs. There is no retransmission method and in-order data delivery. In addition, there
is an ability for feature negotiation before or during transmission, such as ECN capability,
ACK ratio, and congestion control mechanism.

DCCP has different congestion control mechanisms that are represented by Con-
gestion Control IDentifier (CCID), for example, CCID2 and CCID3. CCID2 has a TCP-
like Congestion Control. Thus, the sender has a congestion window and sends data until
making the window full. Both dropped packets and ECN trigger the congestion algo-
rithm and halve the congestion window. Acknowledgments contain a list of received pack-
ets within some window, like Selective Acknowledgements (SACK)-based TCP. There-
fore, CCID2 (FLOYD; KOHLER, 2006) provides quick access to available bandwidth
and deals with quick bit rate changing (KOHLER et al., 2006; HUANG et al., 2012).
CCID3 (FLOYD et al., 2006) provides TFRC. CCID3 responds to congestion smoothly
and maintains steady bit rate (KOHLER et al., 2006; HUANG et al., 2012).
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A comparison among UDP, TCP and DCCP variants (CCID2 and CCID3) for
transferring MPEG4 video, shows that DCCP provides higher throughput and less packet
loss compared to UDP while UDP supplies much less delay and jitter. Finally, DCCP
comes up with the best QoS compared with TCP and UDP transport protocols over con-
gested network (AZAD et al., 2009). However, since subjective results in the work (HOSS-
FELD et al., 2014) shows stalling caused by TCP is preferred over distortion caused by
UDP for VoD streaming, DCCP without retransmission may also suffer from video dis-
tortion and may not outperform TCP and UDP for VoD in terms of QoE.

Multipath support. In our research works, Huang et al. (HUANG et al., 2012)
proposed a Multipath Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (MP-DCCP) for supplying
a multipath transmission to DCCP. In MP-DCCP, each link has its own DCCP connec-
tion, which means that each link can maintain its own congestion control window, sending
rate adjustment and CCID. The proposed schedule scheme in MP-DCCP is called QoS-
aware Order Prediction Scheduling (QOPS). QOPS assigns important frames, such as I
frames into paths with less Packet Loss Rate (PLR). Besides, QOPS predicts the order of
packets at the receiver side by estimating the path latency to deal with the out-of-order
problem. Based on the final results, among the congestion control algorithms defined in
DCCP standard, conjunction of CCID3 to MP-DCCP is recommended due to its steady
transmission.

2.3.2.4 MPTCP

Multipath TCP (MPTCP) (FORD et al., 2009; FORD et al., 2011) is a promi-
nent protocol for multipath transmission developed at IETF since 2009. MPTCP has
been implemented in the Linux kernel (ICTEAM, 2017), and also as an experimental
kernel patch for FreeBSD-10.x (CAIA, 2019). Industry has also adopted MPTCP on
smartphones (BONAVENTURE; SEO, 2016; ICTEAM, 2019). Two major deployments
are voice recognition (SIRI) application (APPLE, 2017) since 2013, and for any appli-
cation on iOS11 (CHESHIRE, 2019). Another major MPTCP deployment in high-end
Android smartphones (e.g., Samsung Galaxy S6 and Galaxy S6 Edge smartphones) relies
on network-operated SOCKS proxies, reaching bandwidth of 1 Gbps by KT Corporation,
in Korea 2015 (SEO, 2015). In the following, we first provide an overview of MPTCP.
Then, we discuss performance problems. Finally, we survey relevant works based on this
protocol.

MPTCP overview. MPTCP was designed to use multiple paths for data transmis-
sion. In particular, MPTCP establishes multiple subflows for a single MPTCP session.
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Figure 16 – MPTCP protocol stack (source: adapted from (FORD et al., 2009)).

A subflow is a TCP flow over an individual path and looks similar to a regular TCP
connection. Besides, there is a MP_CAPABLE option to identify that the connection is
MPTCP rather than TCP. Further, a token is associated to the MPTCP session. This
token is used for subflows to add to this particular session. In MPTCP, application layer
sees MPTCP connections as unique, as shown in Figure 16. Therefore, sender’s transport
layer packetizes data to TCP packets and receiver’s transport layer reorders and recreates
the byte stream without application layer knowing about it. As a result, application layer
stays unmodified and a standard socket API is used.

Regarding data transmission process, each packet contains two sequence numbers:
the Subflow Sequence Number (SSN) to loss detection and an additional Data Sequence
Number (DSN) to reconstruct the original data at the receiver. MPTCP also utilizes ACKs
for subflow and connection level. SACK/Cumulative ACKs are used at subflow level and
DSN-ACKs are used at connection level (HABIB et al., 2016). For data transmission
protection, MPTCP uses retransmission mechanism as in regular TCP. Besides, in the
case of packet loss over a subflow, retransmission could be over another subflow.

Default MPTCP uses coupled congestion control (each MPTCP connection has
its own congestion control) to avoid an unfair TCP connection. This algorithm provides
better congestion balancing than just using TCP congestion control over each subflow
(uncoupled) (WISCHIK et al., 2011; RAICIU et al., 2011) because MPTCP over regular
TCP connections could behave unfairly.

A shared MPTCP receiving buffer is used at the receiver side to receive and reorder
packets of different paths (CORBILLON et al., 2016). In other words, there is a single
window shared by all subflows at the receiver side.

Because in multipath approaches, packet scheduling strategy has an important
role, there are different strategies introduced for MPTCP. Performance comparison of
scheduling methods for multipath transfer is analyzed in (SINGH et al., 2012) and different
schedulers are implemented and evaluated in (PAASCH et al., 2014) for MPTCP. Default
MPTCP packet scheduling strategy selects the packets in First-In First-Out (FIFO) order
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and maps them to the different paths according to RTT-based policy.

MPTCP supports middleboxes and is compatible with the current network in-
frastructure (HABIB et al., 2016). This is due to this fact that SSN contains a consec-
utive sequence number for each subflow packet. Therefore, it can pass through middle-
boxes (BARRÉ et al., 2011). However, in case of conflict, MPTCP handles middleboxes
by fallback to the regular TCP (HESMANS et al., 2013). Moreover, MPTCP provides
resilience, mobility and load balancing (FAIRHURST et al., 2017).

Performance challenges. Studies in (DENG et al., 2014) and (SINGH et al., 2012)
show that MPTCP presents performance issues most critically in the case of heterogeneous
paths. The reasons of MPTCP performance limitations are discussed below:

∙ Out-of-order packets: MPTCP suffers from out-of-order packet problem. A com-
parison between Single Path TCP (SPTCP) and MPTCP in (NAM et al., 2016)
shows that SPTCP outperforms MPTCP when paths are heavily imbalanced in
terms of throughput. MPTCP operates poorly in this case due to a large number of
out-of-order delivered packets. Such imbalance throughput could also happen fre-
quently in the case of using 5G network simultaneously with other wireless networks.
In our research works, the approach proposed in (NAM et al., 2016) introduced a
dynamic MPTCP path control to remedy out-of-order problem.

∙ HOL blocking due to ARQ mechanism: Using ARQ mechanism by MPTCP
causes frequently HOL blocking problem, even more than a single TCP connec-
tion (CORBILLON et al., 2016). As previously explained in Section 1.2, HOL incurs
large End-to-End delay and low performance. In our research works, the proposed
approaches in ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b), (DIOP et al., 2012), (XU et al., 2016)
and (CAO et al., 2016) attempted to solve the retransmission problem in order to
decrease End-to-End delay.

∙ Frequent throughput fluctuation and unnecessary fast retransmission:
MPTCP uses Additive-Increase/Multiplicative-Decrease (AIMD) congestion control
algorithm to set congestion window sizes. The problem is that AIMD causes frequent
throughput fluctuation and significant End-to-End delay (WU et al., 2016b; LIM et
al., 2014). For example, out-of-order packet delivery, which is common in multipath
transmission, and losses, which could be wireless loss and not congestion loss, could
trigger unnecessary fast retransmission, which impacts undesirable reduction in the
size of congestion window and waste useful bandwidth (HABIB et al., 2016). In our
research works, ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b) considered the packet loss differentiation
to mitigate this problem.
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∙ Content-agnostic traffic scheduling: In MPTCP, availability of multipath con-
nections is unknown to the application. Therefore, MPTCP is unaware of application
information and video content features. The approaches proposed in (CORBILLON
et al., 2016) and (HAN et al., 2016) introduced cross layer solutions to access the
video content and deadlines, respectively.

∙ Fully reliable and ordered service: MPTCP is an extension of TCP protocol
with inherited fully reliable and ordered services, which are not required by video
streaming. In our research works, there are some efforts (DIOP et al., 2012; XU et
al., 2016), PR-MPTCP+(CAO et al., 2016) applying the concept of partial reliabil-
ity in MPTCP for real-time video delivery. This concept avoids retransmission for
acceptable loss rates and provides partial reliable video data transmission to the
upper layers (DIOP et al., 2012; XU et al., 2016; CAO et al., 2016).

Partial reliability leads to improved network performance parameters (e.g., delay,
bandwidth), and consequently, better QoE (DIOP et al., 2012).

Improved scheduling mechanisms. There are several proposals to improve MPTCP
regarding the above mentioned problems through scheduling functions that define the
multipath decision. Next, we briefly review them and provide more details. Cross layer
works to adapt application/network layer protocols with MPTCP (e.g., (HAN et al.,
2016), (CORBILLON et al., 2016) and (NAM et al., 2016)) will be presented later in
Section 2.3.4.

Wu J. et al. proposed quAlity-Driven MultIpath TCP (ADMIT) protocol (WU et
al., 2016b) for streaming high-quality mobile video with multipath TCP in heterogeneous
wireless networks. ADMIT is an extension of MPTCP with inheriting basic mechanisms
from it, including coupled congestion control, the same connection, subflow level acknowl-
edgments, and retransmission mechanism. The authors claimed that ADMIT is the first
MPTCP scheme that incorporates the quality-driven FEC coding and rate allocation
to mitigate End-to-End video streaming distortion. The proposed FEC Coding in AD-
MIT, adaptively chooses FEC redundancy and FEC packet sizes according to the network
situations (e.g., RTT, bandwidth and, packet loss rate) and delay constraint. This adap-
tive FEC coding leads to remedy the shortcomings of packet retransmission (e.g., serious
delay and performance degradation (WU et al., 2016a)) by protecting video data. Be-
sides that, the proposed rate allocator algorithm is responsible for load balancing. ZigZag
scheme (CEN et al., 2003) is also used in ADMIT. ZigZag has high effect on the FEC cod-
ing and rate allocator results due to distinguishing congestion losses from wireless losses.
Finally, packet scheduling strategy maps FEC packets to the different paths according
to the rate allocation vector. However, there is no mechanism to ACK for reconstructed
lost packets in FEC unit. Therefore, the ADMIT protocol keeps sending retransmissions
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of the lost packets until receiving the ACK. Besides, the packet scheduling strategy is
not aware of the frames different priorities. Another problem is that all packets of the
Group of Pictures (GoP) and redundant packets must be received before the GoP frames
are processed. Each video unit may consist of several packets and it may also depend on
other units.

The works (DIOP et al., 2012; XU et al., 2016), and PR-MPTCP+(CAO et al.,
2016) apply the concept of partial reliability in MPTCP. These works demonstrate that
capability of partial reliability for MPTCP outperforms the default MPTCP for real-time
video streaming. As a comparison among these works, one can note that the approach
in PR-MPTCP+ (CAO et al., 2016) defines that switching between MPTCP and partial
reliable capability occurs dynamically based on the network situation. However, in (XU
et al., 2016), partial reliability is only activated in the initial handshake, and there is
no explanation about how switching occurs in (DIOP et al., 2012). Besides, the works
in (DIOP et al., 2012) and PR-MPTCP+ (CAO et al., 2016) used old versions of MPTCP.
Finally, these works defined different methods for applying partial reliability, which are
explained in more details below.

Diop et al. (DIOP et al., 2012) introduced QoS-ORIENTED MPTCP in order to
improve QoS in terms of End-to-End delay. In this work, two QoS-aware mechanisms
are implemented with the concept of “partial reliability” in MPTCP for interactive video
applications. The first one, MPTCP-SD (selective discarding), eliminates the least im-
portant packets (B frames) at the sender side. This could decrease the network traffic
and avoid latency and loss of I and P frames. The capability of gathering priority in-
formation for MPTCP is implemented by using Implicit Packet Meta Header (IPMH)
interface (EXPOSITO et al., 2009).

In the second mechanism, a time-aware policy is used. In MPTCP-PR (time con-
strained partial reliability), delay of each queued packet on the receiver side is calculated
and whenever it gets close to a time limit (400 ms), packets are sent to the application,
and acknowledge would be sent for the missed packets. In addition, delivered packets after
a specific time limit are considered as losses, but acknowledgments are sent for them to the
sender. The results show that MPTCP-SD provides better video QoS than MPTCP-PR
and MPTCP.

Another MPTCP Partial Reliability extension is introduced in (XU et al., 2016)
to provide different required reliability level and recommended for video streaming. There
is a threshold for the maximum number of retransmission attempts, or maximum delay
of transmission for each packet. In this approach, the sender and receiver negotiate about
partial reliability function in the initializing phase. During data transmission whenever a
packet exceeds the defined threshold, the sender informs it to the receiver. Therefore, the
receiver will not wait anymore to receive that packet. Consequently, the receiver will send
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a forced acknowledgment and sender eliminates that packet from its buffer similar to the
time the packet delivered successfully. The forced acknowledgment also shows losses and
congestion in the network and triggers the congestion control algorithm.

Cao et al. (CAO et al., 2016) proposed Context-aware QoE-oriented MPTCP Par-
tial Reliability extension (PR-MPTCP+). In this work, sender monitors network conges-
tion and receiver buffer blocking to determine when it should enable partial reliability.
In order to detect network congestion, a function of RTT for each path is proposed and
to detect the buffer blocking, advertised receiver window (rwnd) is used. In the case of a
congested network, only the packets with enough deadline to play would be sent and the
packets with the highest priority could be retransmitted. In particular, in this work, the
concept of context is used to refer to the video content where I frames have the highest
priority. Whenever buffer blocking is detected, a subset of paths are adaptively selected
based on their quality (e.g., bandwidth). The approach switches to the full MPTCP mode
(standard MPTCP) when there is no buffer blocking. Authors of PR-MPTCP+ demon-
strate that this method outperforms the proposed approach in (DIOP et al., 2012) in
terms of video performance metric.

2.3.2.5 SCTP and CMT (Extension of SCTP)

The first SCTP specification was published in the now obsolete RFC 2960 (STEW-
ART et al., 2000) in 2000 and then it was updated in RFC 3309 (STONE et al., 2002)
and RFC 4460 (STEWART et al., 2006). The current protocol specification is in RFC
4960 (STEWART, 2007) containing updates and standardized by IETF in 2007. SCTP
provides multihoming, multistreaming, and there is support for SCTP by different oper-
ating systems and platforms (e.g., Linux and Android). Here, firstly, we have an overview
of SCTP, such as data transmission process, and SCTP properties. Then, we indicate
performance limitations. Finally, we discuss the research works that are based on this
protocol.

SCTP overview. SCTP is a message-oriented protocol like UDP and supports reliability
by using congestion control and retransmission like TCP (STEWART, 2007). Default
SCTP uses one path as a primary path for transferring data packets, and other paths are
used for redundancy transferring (retransmission and backup packets). Redundant paths
are used to have more resilience and reliable data transferring than using only a single
path. In particular, SCTP sets up an association with different IP addresses for each
end host (FU; ATIQUZZAMAN, 2004). Association, in SCTP, refers to the connection
between SCTP end hosts.

SCTP provides multistreaming capabilities that reduce the HOL blocking prob-
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lem. In SCTP, each stream is a subflow within the overall data flow, where multistream-
ing refers to the simultaneous transmission of several independent streams of data in an
SCTP association. SCTP multistreaming works by adding stream sequence numbers to
the chunks of each stream. Sequence numbering guarantees the in-order packet delivery
inside a stream while unordered delivery can happen across streams. Therefore, arrived
data of a stream can be delivered to the application layer even if other streams are
blocked because of losses. Default SCTP also uses another sequence space called Trans-
mission Sequence Number (TSN) for each chunk – the unit of information within an SCTP
packet (STEWART, 2007). TSN is global for all streams with the goal of loss detection
and reconstructing the original data at the receiver. Besides, SACK/Cumulative TSN
ACK are lveraged as acknowledgment methods. Cumulative TSN ACK is a field of SACK
to acknowledge the TSN of the last successfully received DATA chunk to the sender. For
data transmission protection, SCTP uses a retransmission mechanism upon two types or
events. First, whenever RTO expires. Second, after four SACK chunks have reported gaps
with the same data chunk missing. Besides, SCTP uses uncoupled congestion control, and
a shared buffer is used for all paths on the receiver side.

SCTP performance limitations. SCTP presents performance limitations in heteroge-
neous paths and it is challenging to adopt it for video streaming:

∙ Applications modification requirement: SCTP requires distinct socket API
and applications modifications (BARRÉ et al., 2011).

∙ Lack of support in middleboxes: SCTP suffers from lack of support in middle-
boxes (BARRÉ et al., 2011).

∙ Frequent primary path exchange: SCTP is slow due to frequent primary path
exchanges in case of failure. In SCTP, the process of path primary exchange takes a
long time (SILVA et al., 2016) by, for example, detecting 6 lost packets. In SCTP, a
packet is recognized as lost if the sender does not receive ACK at a specific time of
RTO. RTO is set to 1 second at the start and after each loss detection, it doubles.
Finally, the minimum time to change the path is 63 seconds. Therefore, the process
of path primary exchange takes a long time and causes a high delay. This issue
is considered in the works, (KELLY et al., 2004; OKAMOTO et al., 2014), and
SRMT (SILVA et al., 2016).

∙ Lack of load balancing support: Default SCTP is not load balancing over multi-
ple paths. Load balancing is an important factor in multipath transmission. Several
efforts have been done to add capability of bandwidth aggregation to SCTP, and also
adapting this protocol for video streaming. This issue is considered in the research
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works, CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015), CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d) and CMT-QA (XU
et al., 2013).

∙ Unnecessary fast retransmission: Out-of-order packet delivery and wireless
losses could trigger unnecessary fast retransmissions, decrease goodput sharply, and
consequently mitigate transmission efficiency (XU et al., 2013). This issue is con-
sidered in the research works, CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015), CMT-CA (WU et al.,
2016d) and CMT-QA (XU et al., 2013).

∙ Content-agnostic traffic scheduling: While considering video content fea-
tures in scheduling strategy could improve the QoE and network utilization, default
SCTP scheduling treats in a content-agnostic fashion. This issue is considered in
the research work, CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d).

∙ Fully reliable and ordered service: SCTP is a fully reliable and in order protocol,
which is not required by video streaming. In our research works, PR-SCTP (SAN-
SON et al., 2010) applied the concept of partial reliability in SCTP for real-time
video delivery.

Improved scheduling mechanisms. There are several approaches to improve SCTP
to solve the above mentioned problems and provide video streaming over this transport
protocol. We briefly mentioned them and next, we provide more details.

To reduce the explained problem of longtime primary path exchanging in SCTP,
Kelly et al. (KELLY et al., 2004) proposed a delay-centric strategy to set the primary
path based on the lowest End-to-End delay and RTT. The solution improves quality, but
using this adaptive primary path selection in the lossy wireless environment makes the
SCTP slow due to frequent path exchanges. This approach does not use the full ability of
all paths and uses the primary path for data transmission and secondary paths as backup.

A more stable solution based on SCTP is in (OKAMOTO et al., 2014). The au-
thors defeated with packet loss by proposing a selective bicasting method. Therefore,
instead of sending the same data through two different paths (bicasting), which would
lead to significant congestion and reduce the throughput, the selective bicasting method
duplicates only important packets. These important packets are retransmissions. However,
this approach has not defined sensitive data, like I frames, as important packets.

Da Silva et al. (SILVA et al., 2016) proposed a Selective-Redundancy Multipath
Transfer (SRMT) scheme. In this approach, the primary path is used to transfer data
and secondary paths are used to send redundant packets, which have more priority and
stronger delay limitation. These redundancies mitigate degradation QoE. There are two
key factors for packet selection over secondary paths. The first one is the amount of
redundant packets to be transferred, which is calculated based on smooth Round Trip
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Time (sRTT) of the primary path and the maximum delay tolerated by the application.
The second one is the selection of packets, which have to be sent redundantly based on
the importance of packets for reconstructing the video (a content-aware approach). For
example, I frames have the highest priority and among the I frame packets, the initially
ordered ones have more priority than others. P frames are the next and the lowest priority
is for B frames. Duplicated packets on the receiver side would be discarded. SRMT uses
the default SCTP handover scheme to avoid HOL problem.

In order to make reliable SCTP protocol flexible for video streaming, the Partially
Reliable SCTP (PR-SCTP) extension was firstly defined in (STEWART et al., 2004), and
later additional policies were specified in (TUEXEN et al., 2015). Similar to the explained
concept of partial reliability for MPTCP in Section 2.3.2.4, PR-SCTP introduced some
policies for choosing reliability level. PR-SCTP supports choosing the retransmission pol-
icy by using either a maximum number or a time for retransmissions, and after that, the
packet will not be retransmitted anymore. PR-SCTP shows benefits for time-sensitive
applications involving video and audio streaming (WANG et al., 2003). In our research
works, the proposed approach in (SANSON et al., 2010) utilized the partial reliability
services of PR-SCTP for real-time H.264/AVC video streaming. H.264/AVC has a Net-
work Adaptation Layer (NAL) feature, which is a layer of abstraction over the actual
encoded data. NAL header contains decoding parameters and its level of importance for
decoding. This information is used by PR-SCTP to decide the number of retransmissions
for each I, P and B frames. A probabilistic model is developed to find optimum values for
the maximum number of retransmissions for different types of frames in order to provide
a trade-off between reliability and delay. Retransmissions are over the secondary paths.
The result shows that the proposed solution outperforms UDP and TCP.

Another extension solution of SCTP is Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT)
(IYENGAR et al., 2006). Most CMT solutions use all the available paths simultane-
ously for data transferring to increase the throughput and network resiliency. There are
many schemes developed based on CMT, such as CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015), CMT-
CA (WU et al., 2016d) and CMT-QA (XU et al., 2013). Among these works, CMT does
not use any path selection method and uses Round Robin for data distribution. Using
Round Robin for CMT not only increases out-of-order delivery, and HOL blocking at
receiver, but also increases SACK overhead and additional unnecessary retransmission.
CMT evolved to perform better estimation of the network situation and choosing qualified
paths for data transmission in CMT-QA (XU et al., 2013), CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015)
and CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d). CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d) is also fed with video
content properties besides the network situation. These works are also different in design-
ing of congestion control and retransmission mechanism. More details will be presented
in Section 2.5.1.
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Xu et al. (XU et al., 2013) proposed a path and quality-aware adaptive concur-
rent multipath transfer (CMT-QA) approach for packet scheduling over network channels.
The goal of this scheme is decreasing out-of-order problem by reducing the unnecessary
fast retransmissions and reordering delay. To achieve this target, a path quality estima-
tion model (PQEM), an Optimal Retransmission Policy (ORP) and Data Distribution
Scheduler (DDS) are introduced. PQEM calculates each path quality by estimating the
rate of the distributed data, which is a function of sending buffer size and transmission
delay. In PQEM, the shared sender buffer is divided into subbuffers. Each path has its
own subbuffer and management independently and the allocation of buffer space size
is dynamical. ORP handles packet loss differentiation and retransmits the lost packets
over faster paths. DDS predicts the arrival time of data distributed over each path, and
determines the amount of data to be transferred based on the congestion control param-
eters including cwnd, rwnd and sender buffer size. Therefore, DDS distributes data per
path in the way that they arrive to the receiver in order. SACK is used for acknowledg-
ment method. However, the approach does not concern TCP fairness toward other traffic
flows (XU et al., 2015) and it is not appropriate for video due to the lack of use of video
content parameters.

Wu et al. (WU et al., 2015) proposed a distortion-aware concurrent multipath
transfer (CMT-DA) scheme and claimed that this approach was the first work to in-
troduce the video distortion into SCTP for enhancing HD video quality in heterogeneous
wireless environments. The goal of this approach is decreasing video distortion by mitigat-
ing the effective loss rate for variable bit rate video streaming. To achieve this goal, three
main methods are proposed: path status estimation and congestion control, flow rate al-
location, and data retransmission control. CMT-DA estimates path situations (e.g., RTT
and available bandwidth) by processing ACK feedbacks, and applies a distortion-aware
model at the flow level to schedule the packets. Aggregated feedback packets are sent
after each packet delivery. The used SACK/Cumulative ACK feedback packets return
to the sender through the most reliable paths to avoid losing or dropping during the
network transmission. In addition, the congestion control is designed per path and de-
fined parameters are RTT, cwnd and RTO. ECN detects path congestion and changes
the congestion window size. The rate controller is proposed to choose a subset of paths
dynamically and assign data transmission rates. The data retransmission control is de-
fined to retransmit the packets which are estimated to arrive at the destination within
the deadline. However, only flow level distortion consideration without analyzing frame
priority and decoding dependency of frames is not adequate for video streaming.

In another research work, Wu et al. (WU et al., 2016d) proposed a content-aware
CMT (CMT-CA) scheme and claimed this approach was the first SCTP to incorporate
the video content analysis into the scheduling for enhancing HD video quality in hetero-
geneous wireless environments. The goal of CMT-CA is to accurately estimate the video
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content parameters and appropriately schedule the video frames to achieve the optimal
quality. To achieve this goal, three main methods are proposed: quality evaluation based
decision making, congestion control, and data distribution. Quality evaluation based deci-
sion making estimates network situation and frame level distortion. Further, these pieces
of information are used for packet scheduling. Similar to what explained for CMT-DA,
SACK/Cumulative ACK feedbacks are used for path situation estimation and they are
sent after each packet delivery through the most reliable paths. The congestion control
for CMT-CA is designed per path, Markov model-based (MDP), and is TCP-Friendliness.
Congestion control parameters are RTT, cwnd, RTO and ssthresh. ZigZag scheme (CEN
et al., 2003) detects path congestion and MDP changes the congestion window size. Data
distribution is responsible for packet scheduling and different transmission is applied for I
and P frames. Therefore, high priority frames can be transmitted first, which helps to de-
crease video distortion. Besides that, the proposed algorithm drops the video frame if its
parent frame cannot be delivered due to bandwidth restriction. Therefore, this algorithm
conserves network resources. Besides the proposed methods, CMT-CA also utilizes simi-
lar data retransmissions methods designed in CMT-DA. For example, Selective Acknowl-
edgements (SACK) (FLOYD et al., 2000), which provides a list of correctly/incorrectly
received packets to the sender, and cumulative ACK, which informs the last successfully
received packet to the sender.

2.3.3 Network Layer Approaches

Video streaming approaches focusing on the network layer have access to the IP
level and to useful information in multipath scenarios, such as network, routing and data
forwarding information. In addition, network layer multipath approaches take care of data
spread over different interfaces without the application awareness about this process. The
biggest challenge of these solutions is that they generally require network changes, new
infrastructure or modifications in the kernel of operating systems. Our research works are
categorized into two groups based on the required network technologies: SDN/OpenFlow-
based and Proxy-based approaches. These research works will be discussed in this sub-
section. Table 3 presents each category.

2.3.3.1 SDN/OpenFlow

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a network architecture based on a logically
centralized control plane (KREUTZ et al., 2015) and programmatic abstractions (e.g.,
OpenFlow) to define the behaviour of the forwarding devices (e.g., routers, switches).
SDN controllers gather network information including capacity and packet loss rate of
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links in real-time and dynamically change routing paths based on the network situations
and policy definitions. In this chapter, we leave out of scope the topic of how paths are
computed. We only cover relevant works on refactoring and modifying the networking
stack on Android and Linux devices to be able to use multiple network interfaces simul-
taneously in (YAP et al., 2012), and we also discuss SDN feedback approach for path
decision actions, as proposed by MARS (SUN et al., 2016).

Yap et al. (YAP et al., 2012) explored how to make use of all the available net-
works around us. The approach provides a seamless HTTP connectivity on heterogeneous
networks. In this approach, to transfer data from one application over multiple interfaces,
the application uses one IP source address. Then, the networking stack spreads data over
multiple interfaces and assigns an IP address for each one. This was implemented by using
a virtual Ethernet interface to connect the application, with its local IP address, to a spe-
cial gateway inside the Linux kernel. This gateway combines multiple interfaces together
without the application knowledge. To implement the solution, the authors re-factored the
networking stack connectivity service of the Android kernel and added a controller Open
vSwitch (OVS) in the kernel of the mobile devices. OVS has an OpenFlow interface and
can utilize flow table entries. Therefore, controller and OVS helped to route and re-route
the flows and packet controlling.

The goal of Multiple Access Radio Scheduling (MARS) (SUN et al., 2016) is solv-
ing out-of-order problem and reducing the End-to-End delay. MARS is implemented on
separate TCP connections. The authors used SDN for flow aggregation and flow splitting,
and also designed a scheduling scheme, named MARS, which is based on relative RTT
measurement (which will be explained in Section 2.4.3). The relative RTT is calculated
each fixed period of time to make sure it is always valid. Accordingly, the low-latency
paths are chosen for data transmission. In MARS, the controller calculates bandwidth
and RTT of each path, and notifies them to the sender. The sender can also inquiry such
information from the controller. This information would be used in scheduler to split video
blocks into several paths. These flows combine on edge router close to the client for one-
interface receiver, but it can also work for the receiver with two interfaces. However, the
approach considers neither packet loss for path quality calculation nor priority of video
data units.

2.3.3.2 Proxy Solutions

It is possible to use proxy at one side (client/server) or at both sides. Using proxy
at one side hides multipath transmission from the other side. In the case of using proxy on
both sides, each endpoint communicates with the proxy via a normal connection without
awareness of the multipath communication. In proxy-based applications, a tunneling IP-
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in-IP mechanism (to encapsulate one IP packet as a payload in a new IP packet) is used to
redirect data to different paths over routing level. Consequently, proxy-based approaches
are transparent to both transport and application layers and do not require any changes
in them (LI et al., 2016b).

Chebrolu et al. designed a network layer architecture, Bandwidth Aggregation
(BAG) (CHEBROLU; RAO, 2006), to utilize bandwidth aggregation for real-time ap-
plications. In BAG, server streams video data to the client by using a UDP socket. In
particular, there is a proxy at the client side, which is aware of client interfaces and splits
flow over these network interfaces by using IP-in-IP tunneling (see Figure 17). The pro-
posed scheduling algorithm, Earliest Delivery Path First (EDPF), estimates the delivery
time of each packet over each path and spreads packets over the fastest path in order to
avoid packets from missing their deadlines and minimizing packet reordering. Delay and
wireless bandwidth between the proxy and the client are used for delivery time estima-
tion. As a result, EDPF is more efficient than Round Robin in avoiding HOL (LI et al.,
2016b). The advantage of using proxy at the client side is that no change is required at
the server side (LI et al., 2016b).

Network
proxy

Internet Internet

Internet

Internet
Video server

Multihomed  
receiver 

Figure 17 – BAG (CHEBROLU; RAO, 2006) system architecture featuring the use of a proxy and IP-in-IP
tunneling between a client and the proxy (source: adapted from (CHEBROLU; RAO, 2006)).

2.3.4 Cross Layer Approaches

Although it is possible to estimate throughput or bandwidth and other network
parameters at the application layer, they are not as accurate as the transport or network
layer measurements. Different layers have different knowledge levels. For instance, the
application layer is aware of video features, player buffer and deadlines. The transport
layer is able to calculate the bandwidth and RTT, and it also has a congestion control
mechanism. The network layer accesses IP level and routing paths, and the link layer has
wireless parameter access.

Therefore, the interaction between different layers has the benefit of utilizing the
advantages of different layers by signaling messages among them. This interaction is known
as cross layer and was epitomized in the Transport Services (TAPS) working group by
IETF (FAIRHURST et al., 2017). Mostly, lower layers gather network information and
feed them to higher layers (LI et al., 2016b).
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In cross layer approaches, usually application layer or transport layer becomes the
main layer. The main layer could decide a path for data transferring and manage load
balancing or apply a method to save energy. The main layer could even change other layers
behaviors. For example, application layer could change the TCP window size in order to
control throughput, modifies routing tables, disconnect and reconnect the interfaces to
manage failure or energy saving (LI et al., 2016b).

Therefore, we categorize our research works into two groups: decision by applica-
tion layer, and decision by transport layer, depending on which layer can be considered
the main one, as discussed further in this subsection and summarized in Table 3.

2.3.4.1 Application Layer Decision

Corbillon et al. (CORBILLON et al., 2016) proposed a cross layer approach with
interaction between application and transport layer. In this approach, an adaptive mech-
anism is used to select the segments on application layer and MPTCP is used as transport
protocol. The main goal of this approach is to maximize the amount of data that is re-
ceived on time to destination. Therefore, it utilizes the benefit of being application aware
to estimate playback deadline and it only sends the video units that have chance to arrive
in time. As there is no cross layer feedback available in MPTCP, it is assumed that such
a feedback exists and can be used. The feedback should indicate which path should be
selected by MPTCP to send the next packet and only after that the cross layer scheduler
would give MPTCP the data to send on this selected path (only one packet at a time).
Therefore, the scheduler, which is content-aware, can decide if and when a video unit is
given to the transport layer.

Ojanpera et al. (OJANPERÄ; VEHKAPERÄ, 2016) proposed a cross layer ap-
proach with interaction between application and network layer. The goal of this approach
is to improve quality and availability of video streaming. The approach utilizes DASH
to provide transparently bit rate adaptation support and MPTCP with default settings
(coupled congestion control and default scheduling strategy) to provide multipath trans-
mission capability. As explained in Section 2.3.1.2, rate adaptation method available in
DASH system could perform more efficiently if it could access accurate network informa-
tion. Therefore, in this work, a network management system, built upon the Distributed
Decision Engine (DDE) framework, is proposed. DDE provides network information, in-
cluding QoS, load, and capacity. Consequently, the client is adjusted to support DDE in
order to incorporate the gathered network information into the bit rate adaptation deci-
sion in order to cope with changes in the network available bandwidth. Then, the MPTCP
scheduler on the server side is responsible for mapping data on the different paths. For
achieving network load balancing, the operator network management (of DDE) can dy-
namically disable the access network for the client by DDE signaling. MPTCP reacts to
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the event by stopping the usage of the corresponding path and mapping the traffic to
other available paths. Finally, the results of the work show that using more network infor-
mation for client bit rate adaptation decision outperforms standalone throughput-based
by improving the stability of the video.

Wu et al. (WU et al., 2015) developed a model, Goodput-Aware Load distribuTiON
(GALTON), in application-network layer. GALTON optimizes the goodput performance
of video streaming over multipath networks. Goodput is an application level throughput,
a key parameter for video QoS and refers to the successfully received data at the receiver
within the deadline. In GALTON, the receiver monitors network status (e.g., available
bandwidth, RTT, PLR) and informs this information to the sender via feedback. The
sender estimates the path quality based on the reported network information and detects
congested paths by ZigZag scheme. There is also a proposed flow rate allocator which is
responsible for partitioning flows to several subflows and assigning them to the available
paths to optimize the aggregated goodput. It is also responsible for performing load
balancing. Then, packets scheduled to the same path would be spread out within imposed
deadline through the UDP connections. Besides that, scheduler adjusts probe rate and
probing packet sizes dynamically over the congested paths.

Wu et al. (WU et al., 2013) proposed a flow rate allocation-based Joint Source and
Channel Coding (FRA-JSCC) approach in an application-physical layer. Joint Source and
Channel Coding (JSCC) is an efficient solution for improving error-resilient in wireless
video transmission. Therefore, in this work, JSCC is optimized to a FRA-JSCC for mobile
video broadcasting in multipath networks. In FRA-JSCC approach, three main methods
are proposed. First, FEC redundancy estimation to protect video data against channel
losses. Second, source rate adaptation based on the calculated encoding rate. The en-
coding rate is concerned because high encoding rate makes more channel distortion and
imposes high delay due to heavier load and network congestion. On the other hand, low
encoding rate cannot provide the video delay requirements. Third, flow rate allocation
is responsible to dynamically select the appropriate paths out of all available access net-
works and assign the transmission rates to them based on Weighted Round Robin (WRR)
scheduling strategy.

2.3.4.2 Transport Layer Decision

Han et al. (HAN et al., 2016) proposed MP-DASH framework, with overall goal
of enhancing MPTCP to support adaptive video streaming (DASH) under user-specified
interface preferences. For this goal, MP-DASH is designed as a cross layer approach with
interaction between application and transport layer. In order to implement MP-DASH
two components are designed: MP-DASH scheduler, and MP-DASH video adapter, as
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Figure 18 – MP-DASH system architecture (source: adapted from (HAN et al., 2016)).

shown in Figure 18.

MP-DASH scheduler is implemented with MPTCP scheduler with knowledge of
network interface preferences from the user and aggregated throughput. MP-DASH video
adapter component, which is a lightweight add-on, is implemented to integrate the MP-
DASH scheduler with DASH rate adaptation. Video adapter exchanges information be-
tween video player and MP-DASH scheduler (segment sizes and deadlines from video
player to MP-DASH scheduler, and throughput from MP-DASH scheduler to the video
player). This way, DASH algorithms becomes multipath friendly and MP-DASH scheduler
becomes aware of delivery deadline. Besides that, MP-DASH splits the MP-DASH schedul-
ing functions into two parts: decision function on the client, and enforcement function on
the server. Decision function determines how to manage paths based on information from
video player (e.g., segment sizes and deadlines), and enforcement function operates the
decisions. The knowledge of network interface preferences is used to reduce cellular data
usage while maintaining video QoE. Therefore, the approach starts data transferring with
WiFi link and checks WiFi throughput dynamically to see if it is sufficient. If WiFi cannot
deliver data before deadline time, the cellular network should be enabled. The results of
the work show cellular usage reduced up to 99%, and radio energy consumption reduced
up to 85% compared with the default MPTCP.

The work in (NAM et al., 2016) proposed a dynamic MPTCP path control using
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) (which makes cross layer approach of transport and
network layer). The goal of the approach is to cope with out-of-order delivered packets
to speed up download rate and improve video QoE in ABR streaming. In this work,
the authors show the feasibility of using SDN platform regarding MPTCP. The SDN
controller monitors information and estimates path capacity. Then, the SDN controller
communicates periodically with the SDN clients to inform which paths are the best. The
SDN platform on the client side removes poor and low capacity links because poor links
increase the MPTCP reordering queue size. The removed paths attach again when they
return to the proper capacity. Throughput measurement is used to find the available
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path capacity. It also may consider other multiple factors, such as RTT and delay to
compute the best paths depending on the applications (e.g., video, VoIP or web surfing).
Therefore, SDN application dynamically selects the proper paths and adjusts the number
of paths in real-time. The evaluation shows that dynamically switch between MPTCP and
SPTCP increases download time. In addition, the results of DASH implementation over
the proposed dynamic MPTCP path control shows less bit rate change and rebuffering
than without dynamic MPTCP path control.

Cross-layer fairness-driven SCTP-based CMT solution (CMT-CL/FD) approach
(XU et al., 2015) is a path quality-aware approach over CMT. In CMT-CL/FD, cross
layer evaluates path quality by using loss rate information in Effective Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (ESNR) (which is calculated at the link layer), and bandwidth or transmission
rate information (which are estimated at the transport layer). ESNR is an upgrade cal-
culation for signal-to-noise ratio/noise ratio (SNR) to evaluate wireless communication
quality because the default SNR method has some shortcomings. For example, SNR is not
accurate in real-time communication, and is not able to capture co-channel interference,
frequency-selective fading and signal multipath effects (WU et al., 2013). Then, CMT-
CL/FD distributes data intelligently over different paths depending on their estimated
quality. A loss-cause dependent retransmission (RTX) policy is also introduced to distin-
guish wireless loss from congestion loss. Consequently, in case of congested network, cwnd
is changed and retransmission occurs (as explained in Section 2.3.2.5). Finally, this pro-
posed approach mitigates reordering, losses, and consequently decreases HOL problem.
However, none of these works use video content features for the scheduling strategy.

2.4 Scheduling, Resilience, and Path Selection
A key characteristic of video data is that, based on the en/decoding technology,

packets may have unequal importance (e.g. I frames vs P frames). Considering the im-
portance of each packet, different error protection levels can be applied. In addition,
packets can be sent over different network paths based on paths quality to meet real-
time deadlines, increase reliability, minimize out-of-order packet delivery, circumventing
path heterogeneity issues (LI et al., 2016b), as discussed in Section 4. Therefore, wirelesss
multi-path video scheduling strategies need to consider, at least, three main functional
aspects; packet selection, packet protection and path selection.

We now revisit the works surveyed in Section 2.3 through the new classification
presented in Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 based on the following questions:

∙ Which packet should be sent next?

∙ How to protect the packet?
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Table 5 – Classification of research works according to scheduling functions - application layer.

Which packet? How to protect the packet? Which path?

JSCC/
Channel Level

Error
Resilience/
Source Level

Bandwidth/ Video
Works Content

Awareness

Video
Distortion
(Frame
Level) ARQ DUP FEC Scalability MDC

RTT/
Delay PLR Throughput/

Goodput
Delay
Constraint

Video
Distortion
(Flow
Level)

MRTP
(MAO et al., 2006) N N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N

MPRTP
(SINGH et al., 2013) Y N Y N N N N Y Y Y N N

Xing et al.
(XING et al., 2012) N N Y N N N N N N Y N N

RTRA
(XING; CAI, 2014) N N Y N N Y N N N Y N N

Houzé et al.
(HOUZÉ et al.
2016)

N N Y N N N N Y N N Y N

Sohn et al.
(SOHN et al., 2015) N N Y N N Y N Paths pre-selected

Afzal et al.
(AFZAL et al.,
2018)

Y N N Y N N N Y Y Y N N

Evensen et al.
(EVENSEN et al.,
2010)

N N Y N N N N Y N Y N N

Evensen et al.
(EVENSEN et al.,
2011)

N N Y N N N N Y N Y Y N

Evensen et al.
(EVENSEN et al.,
2012)

N N Y N N N N Y N Y Y N

Greenbag
(BUI et al., 2013) N N Y N N N N Y N Y Y N

Table 6 – Classification of research works according to scheduling functions - transport layer.

Which packet? How to protect the packet? Which path?

JSCC/
Channel Level

Error
Resilience/
Source Level

Bandwidth/ Video
Works Content

Awareness

Video
Distortion
(Frame
Level) ARQ DUP FEC Scalability MDC

RTT/
Delay PLR Throughput/

Goodput
Delay
Constraint

Video
Distortion
(Flow
Level)

BEMA
(WU et al., 2016a) Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y Y N

Freris at al.
(FRERIS et al.,
2013)

Y Y N N N Y N Y Y Y N N

Correia at al.
(CORREIA et al.,
2012)

Y N N ? N N Y Paths pre-selected

MPLOT
(SHARMA et al.,
2008)

N N Y N Y N N Y Y N N N

MP-DCCP
(HUANG et al.,
2012)

Y N N N N N N Y Y N N N

ADMIT
(WU et al., 2016b) N N Y N Y N N Y Y Y Y Y

MPTCP-SD
(DIOP et al., 2012) Y N Y N N N N Y N N N N

MPTCP-PR
(DIOP et al., 2012) N N Y N N N N Y N N N N

PR-MPTCP+

(CAO et al., 2016) Y N Y N N N N Y N Y Y N

SRMT
(SILVA et al., 2016) Y N Y Y N N N Paths pre-selected

CMT-QA
(XU et al., 2013) N N Y N N N N Y N N N N

CMT-DA
(WU et al., 2015) N N Y N N Y N Y Y Y N* Y

CMT-CA
(WU et al., 2016d) Y Y Y N N N N Y Y Y Y N

∙ Which is the best path to send the packet?

2.4.1 Which Packet Should Be Sent Next?

One important scheduling task is selecting the next packet to be sent. Content
awareness and video distortion at frame level are key features to select the proper packets.
These features will be discussed in this subsection. Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 present each
category related to the protocol layer.

Note that, generally, ABR approaches rely on HTTP and separate TCP connec-
tions do not consider each one packet for data transmission and proper path for a DASH
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Table 7 – Classification of research works according to scheduling functions - network layer.

Which packet? How to protect the packet? Which path?

JSCC/
Channel Level

Error
Resilience/
Source Level

Bandwidth/ Video
Works Content

Awareness

Video
Distortion
(Frame
Level) ARQ DUP FEC Scalability MDC

RTT/
Delay PLR Throughput/

Goodput
Delay
Constraint

Video
Distortion
(Flow
Level)

Yap at al.
(YAP et al., 2012) N N Y N N N N Paths pre-selected

MARS
(SUN et al., 2016) N N Y N N N N Y N Y N N

BAG
(Chebrolu et al.,
2006)

N N N N N N N Y N Y N N

Table 8 – Classification of research works according to scheduling functions - cross layer.

Which packet? How to protect the packet? Which path?

JSCC/
Channel Level

Error
Resilience/
Source Level

Bandwidth/ Video
Works Content

Awareness

Video
Distortion
(Frame
Level) ARQ DUP FEC Scalability MDC

RTT/
Delay PLR Throughput/

Goodput
Delay
Constraint

Video
Distortion
(Flow
Level)

Corbillon et al.
(Corbillon et al.,
2016)

Y N Y N N N N Y Y Y Y N

Ojanperä et al.
(OJANPERÄ et al.
2016)

N N Y N N N N Y N N N N

GALTON
(WU et al., 2015) N N N N Y Y N Y Y Y Y N

FRA-JSCC
(WU et al., 2013) N N N N Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y

MP-DASH
(HAN et al., 2016) N N Y N N N N N N Y Y N

Nam et al.
(NAM et al., 2016) N N Y N N N N N N Y N N

CMT-CL/FD
(XU et al., 2015) N N Y N N N N Y Y Y N N

segment/subsegment need to be determined instead of packet (e.g., (XING et al., 2012;
XING; CAI, 2014; HOUZÉ et al., 2016; EVENSEN et al., 2010; EVENSEN et al., 2011;
EVENSEN et al., 2012; BUI et al., 2013)). However, when using MPTCP for HTPP-
based ABR video, the MPTCP scheduler performs its own transport-level scheduling for
the received DASH data stream.

2.4.1.1 Content Awareness

Considering video content features in the scheduling strategy helps to define the
priority of each packet, and subsequently choose the frame packets with higher priority to
send it first or via more qualified paths. In video streaming, some frames have higher effect
on video quality, and large frame inter-dependency. For example, I frames have highest
priority among other frames. These strategies are generally referred to as content-aware
scheduling strategies. In addition, a content-aware scheduling strategy could use stronger
packet protection for higher priority packets than the less priority packets, for example, by
applying adaptive FEC, which will be explained in next subsection. On the other hand, if
the scheduler is unaware of the video content features, the sending buffer would transmit
data packets in the same order as they arrived in the buffer (FIFO) without considering
the priority of packets (e.g., MPTCP scheduler).

Video content features are considered as inputs to the scheduling strategy in the
following works: MPRTP (SINGH et al., 2013), (AFZAL et al., 2018), BEMA (WU et al.,
2016a), (FRERIS et al., 2013), (CORREIA et al., 2012), MP-DCCP (HUANG et al.,
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2012), MPTCP-SD (DIOP et al., 2012), PR-MPTCP+ (CAO et al., 2016), CMA-CA (WU
et al., 2016d), (CORBILLON et al., 2016). In SRMT (SILVA et al., 2016), the primary
path is used for all data while the secondary paths are used to send redundant packets,
which are, in turn, chosen based on their priority (e.g. I frame packets have highest pri-
ority).

2.4.1.2 Video Distortion (Frame Level)

Video distortion impacts perceived video quality. Generally, video distortion is
considered at both frame level and flow level. In this section, we study the frame level
video distortion because it assesses inter-frame dependencies and analyzes each specific
video frame, including the frame priority and decoding dependency (FRERIS et al., 2013).
We will discuss flow level video distortion in Section 2.4.3.5. In particular, frame level dis-
tortion refers to the quality degradation of each frame of GoP after data transmission
and video decoding process (WU et al., 2016a). This way, the frame level distortion is
calculated as a total of truncation and drifting distortion. The truncation distortion refers
to the video quality degradation caused by packet drops during transferring data, and the
drifting distortion refers to the video quality distortion occurred by imperfect reconstruc-
tion of parent frames which are used for inter-frame prediction. In the research works,
frame level distortion is used by BEMA (WU et al., 2016a) for calculating FEC coding
parameters (e.g., code rate and symbol size), and also it is used by (FRERIS et al., 2013)
to assign higher priority values to the pictures which minimize the distortion of the de-
coded video affected by packet loss. Such information could also be used for path selection
in CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d).

2.4.2 How to Protect the Packet?

Providing packet protection techniques to the scheduler leads to data loss rate
decreases, and consequently, better video streaming throughput and QoE. In fact, inter-
dependency among video frames causes a compressed video to be very sensitive to data
loss. By this idea (GALL, 1991), individual frames of pictures are grouped together,
which is called GoP. Each GoP consists of one initial Intra (I)-frame, several Predicted
(P)-frames and possibly Bidirectional (B)-frames (FANG; CHAU, 2005). While an I frame
is encoded without reference to any other video frames, but a P frame is encoded with
reference to previous I or P frames, and a B frame is encoded with reference to both
immediate previous and forward I or P frames. Therefore, in the decoding process, loss
of some frames may preclude a proper decoding, especially in the miss of I frames. Thus,
it is important to protect frames (especially I frames) in lossy wireless channels. For this
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purpose, some JSCC/Channel Level and Error Resilience/Source Level techniques have
been implemented. These techniques will be discussed in this subsection. Tables 5, 6, 7,
and 8 present each category of such techniques divided by the protocol layer.

2.4.2.1 Joint Source and Channel Coding (JSCC)/Channel Level Techniques

The channel level techniques for JSCC are Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ),
Duplication (DUP) and Forward Error Correction (FEC).

Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) retransmits requests to provide reliable data
transmission. The retransmission occurs in case of packets lost or received with bit er-
ror. Inherently, all protocols atop or extensions of TCP (e.g., HTTP, DASH, MPTCP)
use ARQ. However, the retransmission wastes bandwidth, causing network congestion,
and consequently, increasing End-to-End delay. For example, in efforts to mitigate these
problems: CMT-QA (XU et al., 2013) retransmits packets over the path with minimum
transfer delay; CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015) and CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d) retransmit
only the estimated packets to arrive at the destination within the deadline; and CMT-
CL/FD (XU et al., 2015) selects the path with the largest cwnd for the retransmission,
which sends the lost packet before all the other packets that exist in the path buffer. In ad-
dition, considering the existence of many clients in multicast communications, responding
to the retransmission requests of all clients might be difficult for the server.

Other research works, which utilize ARQ as JSCC technique are MRTP (MAO
et al., 2006), MPRTP (SINGH et al., 2013), (HOUZÉ et al., 2016), (XING et al., 2012),
RTRA (XING; CAI, 2014), (SOHN et al., 2015), (EVENSEN et al., 2010), (EVENSEN
et al., 2011), (EVENSEN et al., 2012), Greenbag (BUI et al., 2013), MPLOT (SHARMA
et al., 2008), ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b), MPTCP-SD (DIOP et al., 2012), MPTCP-
PR (DIOP et al., 2012), PR-MPTCP+ (CAO et al., 2016), SRMT (SILVA et al., 2016),
(YAP et al., 2012), MARS (SUN et al., 2016), (CORBILLON et al., 2016), (OJANPERÄ;
VEHKAPERÄ, 2016), MP-DASH (HAN et al., 2016), and (NAM et al., 2016).

Packet duplication (DUP) refers to concurrently transmission of packet duplicates
through all available paths. While this could protect packets and improve the QoE, sending
all the video packets through different paths leads to significant congestion and reduce the
throughput. Instead, it is possible to duplicate only selected packets according to their
importance for image reconstruction. For example, in our research works, BEMA (WU et
al., 2016a) concurrently transmits only I frame packets through all paths. The approach
proposed in (AFZAL et al., 2018) not only considers the video content but also network
quality conditions. This way, the approach duplicates I frame packets if only all available
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paths are highly congested. Accordingly, MRTP (MAO et al., 2006) and SRMT (SILVA
et al., 2016) utilize duplication to protect packets.

Forward Error Correction (FEC) appeared to remedy the shortcoming of packet
retransmission and delay constraints, especially for live video streaming. Such a tech-
nique is also applied in multicast communication and whenever retransmission is costly
or impossible, for instance, in one-way communication links (HUO et al., 2015).

FEC can be applied to circumvent packet erasures/loss by cross-packets FEC in
the application or transport layer (inter-packet FEC), and/or to handle bit errors in the
physical layer (ZHAI et al., 2004) (intra-packet FEC). In wired networks, it can have
packet loss and packet truncation due to congestion. Therefore, either the packets are
dropped by the network routers or the receiver due to excessive delay. In wireless networks,
besides packet loss and packet truncation, there exists also bit errors due to noisy channels.
Next, more details about inter- and intra-packet FEC techniques are provided.

In inter-packet FEC, redundant/parity packets are commonly generated in addi-
tion to source packets to perform cross-packet FEC, which is usually achieved by era-
sure codes. These allow the receiver to detect error packets and correct data without
retransmission. The capability of FEC to recover the lost data depends on the added
redundant symbols. Among the many existent erasure codes, the most commonly stud-
ied ones are Reed-Solomon (RS) (FROSSARD, 2001), Low-Density Generator Matrix
(LDGM) (NAKACHI et al., 2013) and Raptor codes (SHOKROLLAHI, 2006). In our
research works, ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b), GALTON (WU et al., 2015) and FRA-
JSCC (WU et al., 2013) utilize RS due to stringent delay constraint. MPEG-H part 10
defines several MMT AL-FEC algorithms, including RS codes and LDGM. Raptor coding
is used in BEMA (WU et al., 2016a) due to low processing time and high error correction
capability. Such erasure codes could be applied at frame level, GoP level, or subGoP level
for video protection (WU et al., 2013).

In frame level (KUO et al., 2014), the frames in each GoP are classified in terms
of their type and their distance from the leading I frame. Then, FEC is applied on the
frames according to their priority. Besides, low priority frames can be dropped based on
network conditions. In GoP level (see Figure 19), each GoP packetizes in 𝑘 source packets.
Then, FEC encoding maps source packets to some encoded packets. A FEC block of 𝑛

data packets contains of 𝑘 source packets, and (𝑛 − 𝑘) redundant packets. Redundancy in
FEC is calculated as (𝑛 − 𝑘)/𝑘, and the code rate is equal to 𝑘/𝑛. In SubGoP level (WU
et al., 2016a), each GoP consists of several subgroups, each mapped to a source block. In
our research works, GoP level is used in ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b), GALTON (WU et
al., 2015), FRA-JSCC (WU et al., 2013), and SubGoP level is used in BEMA (WU et al.,
2016a).
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Figure 19 – GoP level FEC technique.

A trade-off between bandwidth/End-to-End delay and FEC redundancy is re-
quired. In particular, a smaller FEC packet size indicates a larger FEC block size due
to the larger number of redundant packets (WU et al., 2016b). While higher redundancy
leads to better recoverability, it also increases overhead rate and bandwidth consumption.
Consequently, congestion, packet reordering, FEC decoding delay and End-to-End delay
have their probability increased, especially in the presence of burst losses. Therefore, an
adaptive FEC is required to minimize these problems (e.g., bandwidth consumption and
End-to-End delay), and maximize the recoverability by adaptively changing FEC param-
eters (e.g., adequate FEC packet size and FEC redundancy) according to the network
channel status, application delay characteristics, or based on the importance of content
data. For example, a stronger FEC would be used in a more lossy channel while not re-
quired in a more stable channel with less loss rate percentage, or more robust FEC could
also be used only for I frames rather than B or P frames.

In our research works, adaptive FEC is used in several works, like FRA-JSCC (WU
et al., 2013) and GALTON (WU et al., 2015) to find FEC redundancy, ADMIT (WU et
al., 2016b) to adjust FEC redundancy and code rate, and BEMA (WU et al., 2016a) to
set code rate and symbol size. Moreover, MPLOT (SHARMA et al., 2008) also adaptively
chooses block sizes, considering the usage of large block sizes in order to reduce bursty
loss for delay-tolerant applications. We also identified FEC usage in MRTP (MAO et al.,
2006).

Besides using FEC method, an adequate technique is also requested to distinguish
losses due to traffic congestion with the ones caused by wireless channel disturbances and
impairments. It is based on the fact that FEC redundancy in wireless lossy networks leads
to better packet recovery; however, adding more FEC redundancy in a congested network
worsens network situation since it pushes higher congestion and more losses (WALLACE;
SHAMI, 2012) due to bit stuffing operations. More technical details on packet loss differ-
entiation are provided in Section 2.5.1.
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In intra-packet FEC, channel coding is applied to correct bit errors in the phys-
ical layer. Turbo Codes (parallel Concatenated Constitutional coding) and Low-Density
Parity-Check (LDPC) codes are generally used. Error detection is performed at the link
layer, based on Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). Due to this approach, only packets
passing CRC stage are visible on the network/Internet layer.

Therefore, FEC provides reliable access network and End-to-End video distortion
minimization. Moreover, a joint-ARQ and FEC usage approach can enhance efficiency, de-
pending on the adopted strategy to couple both techniques. For example, in our research
works, ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b) utilizes FEC for reconstructing data, and consequently,
it leads to delay reduction, making video data ready for fast video playback. However,
there is no additional help to mitigate the number of retransmissions and bandwidth
consumption increases drawbacks, since there is no ACK message sending to inform the
server that the data is successfully reconstructed. Therefore, the MPTCP protocol on the
server keeps sending retransmission of each lost packet until it receives the ACK from the
receiver. This scenario outlines a motivation for a proper ARQ-and-FEC joint approach,
using FEC for data protection, while retransmitting events only occur when there is no
way to perform data reconstruction.

2.4.2.2 Error Resilience/Source Level

Besides employing JSCC techniques to recover from packet loss and bit errors,
increasing the error resilience of the video sequence itself is also an important task. To
provide this functionality, error resilience techniques embrace, among others, the usage of
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) and Multiple Description Coding (MDC) methods.

In SVC (KAZEMI et al., 2014), source video is encoded in one base layer and
several enhancement layers. These layers are hierarchically dependent to each other. This
means that, at the receiver, each layer can be decoded only when its lower layers have been
correctly received. Therefore, video quality is improved based on the number of received
enhancement layers. In order to improve the efficiency of SVC, base layer is often protected
by FEC or it is transmitted through more reliable paths, due to its importance. In the
proposed approach (FRERIS et al., 2013), each packet is transmitted to the network only
if all other related packets in lower layers have been sent before. Other research works,
which utilize SVC as Error Resilience are MRTP (MAO et al., 2006), RTRA (XING; CAI,
2014), (SOHN et al., 2015), CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015), GALTON (WU et al., 2015)
and FRA-JSCC (WU et al., 2013).

In MDC (KAZEMI et al., 2014), source video is encoded into several independent
compressed streams which are called descriptions. Each description can be decoded inde-
pendently and shall provide acceptable quality. When one or more descriptions arrive at
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the receiver, a video with a certain quality level would be made by the decoder. MDC is
a good alternative to retransmission in order to remedy the delay constraint in real-time
video streaming.

According to a reviewed work about MDC techniques for video streaming (KAZEMI
et al., 2014), MDC is more useful than FEC in the case of high lossy networks, since FEC
uses long code block sizes, increasing bandwidth consumption as well. MDC also out-
performs SVC in high lossy networks, but SVC is more proper than MDC in low loss
rate networks, due to overhead reduction. MDC is also recommended for multicast with
heterogeneous receivers (KOBAYASHI et al., 2009). Accordingly, works like (CORREIA
et al., 2012) and MRTP (MAO et al., 2006) utilize MDC as error resilience technique.

2.4.3 Which Is the Best Path to Send the Packet?

Before discussing how could select the proper path to transfer the packet, it is
worthwhile to mention that using many paths for data transmission does not always lead
to better QoE, since many paths for video delivery make large overheads due to parallel
connections (HABIB et al., 2016). According to (MITZENMACHER, 2001), it is possible
to achieve maximum multipath benefits with just using two paths by using a proper
scheduling strategy.

The simplest scheduling strategy is Round Robin (LI et al., 2016b). This strategy
sorts paths and sends data to the next available path in circular order without taking into
account the heterogeneous paths’ characteristics. In Round Robin strategy, slow channels
would be overloaded while fast channels remain underutilized (e.g., CMT (IYENGAR et
al., 2006)).

Obviously, scheduling strategies that are aware of path characteristics (e.g., RTT,
packet loss rate) generate wiser scheduling decisions. These strategies generally referred
to path-aware scheduling strategies. For example, Weighted Round Robin (WRR) is a
scheduling strategy which assigns weight to each path. Weight shows path capability
regarding available bandwidth/delay/packet loss rate. This way, data distribution is pro-
portional to the path transmission capability (e.g., MPTCP and FRA-JSCC (WU et al.,
2013)). Earliest Delivery Path First (EDPF) is another scheduling strategy that esti-
mates the delivery time of each packet over each path. Then, the packets are transmitted
over the fastest path in order to prevent from missing their deadlines and minimizing
packet-reordering (e.g., BAG (CHEBROLU; RAO, 2006) and MPLOT (SHARMA et al.,
2008)).

Finding End-to-End path capability of real-time video traffic communication leads
to estimate path quality or path reliability (AFZAL et al., 2018), (WU et al., 2016b), (WU
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et al., 2016a), (XU et al., 2013). Therefore, scheduling strategy could map higher priority
packets to the more reliable or qualified paths (assume that it is a combination of content-
aware and path-aware scheduling strategy).

It is important to note here that mapping many packets to most qualified or reliable
paths pushes congestion over that path, and consequently decreases video quality, which
is called load imbalance problem (WU et al., 2015). Therefore, using a method to balance
the data over the available paths is required. In our research works, BEMA (WU et
al., 2016a), (FRERIS et al., 2013), ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b), CMT-CA (WU et al.,
2016d), CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015) and GALTON (WU et al., 2015) use load balancing
mechanism to avoid imbalance problem.

Most network characteristics used to find the quality or reliability probability
of network channels are RTT/Delay, PLR, Available bandwidth/Throughput/Goodput.
There are also some other metrics that lead to better path selection and scheduling deci-
sion, such as delay constraint and video distortion at flow level. These network character-
istics and metrics will be discussed in this subsection. Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 present each
category per protocol layer.

2.4.3.1 RTT/Delay

Round Trip Time (RTT) is the time required for a packet to be sent plus the time
it takes to receive an ACK of that packet (WU et al., 2015; WU et al., 2016b). Therefore,
RTT consists of the packet transmission time and path propagation delay (WU et al.,
2016b). In order to avoid sudden variations of RTT, some approaches (e.g., MPTCP
and SCTP) apply a smoothing factor to the RTT which is called smooth Round Trip
Time (sRTT). In approaches without ACK method, for example, UDP-based approaches,
one-way delay could be considered instead of RTT.

Considering RTT/Delay for path scheduling decreases the probability of expired
arrival packets, stall or out-of-order packet delivery. In our research works, MARS (SUN
et al., 2016), which is implemented over separate TCP connections, utilized a relative
RTT measurement method based on OpenFlow protocol. In this approach, duplicated
packets (probes) are sent through different interfaces. The probes would return to the
sender through the common reverse path from the edge switch close to the client side.
The transfer process can be implemented with the tables of OpenFlow at the edge switch.
The approach measures the relative delay of forward paths instead of their absolute delay
because, in case of absolute forward path delays, the tight clock synchronization between
sender and receiver is required. More information and comparison details between relative
and absolute delay can be found at (RIBEIRO; LEUNG, 2006).

In SCTP protocol, the acknowledgment of the sent packet (SACK) can be trans-
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mitted over different paths. Mostly the acknowledgment packet returns through the most
reliable path to mitigate the probability of dropped or overdue feedback packets. Since
paths have different delay characteristics, the estimated RTT is incorrect and using this
estimated RTT to find the path quality leads to the wrong result. For this reason, CMT-
QA (XU et al., 2013) does not use RTT directly. Instead, it uses transmission delay.
Transmission delay refers to the time difference between the time of the first chunk en-
tering each path sender buffer from a group of distributed data chunks and the time of
the last chunk leaving the path sender buffer. CMT-CL/FD (XU et al., 2015) utilizes the
SCTP heartbeat mechanism to calculate RTT. In this mechanism, the HEARTBEAT-
ACKs have to return through the same path used to send the HEARTBEAT messages.

Since in RTCP protocol, which is generally used by RTP, is possible to calculate
RTT by using sender and receiver reports, the multipath transmission approaches over
RTP, such as MRTP (MAO et al., 2006) and MPRTP (SINGH et al., 2013) extended
RTCP in order to calculate RTT in multipath transmission solutions.

FRA-JSCC (WU et al., 2013) and BAG (CHEBROLU; RAO, 2006), which are
the approaches that use UDP as transport protocol, utilize propagation delay. FRA-
JSCC (WU et al., 2013) calculates propagation delay network characteristic by using the
existing time stamp in each packet header.

RTT/Delay is also used for packet loss differentiation decision in CMT-QA (XU et
al., 2013), CMT-CL/FD (XU et al., 2015), BEMA (WU et al., 2016a), ADMIT (WU et
al., 2016b), GALTON (WU et al., 2015), and CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d). More technical
details on packet loss differentiation are provided in Section 2.5.1. Besides, RTT/Delay can
also be used for other tasks. For example, MRTP (MAO et al., 2006) sets retransmission
timeout value by RTT, and Greenbag (BUI et al., 2013) utilizes RTT to determine when
to send requests for the next segments.

Other research works, which consider RTT/Delay network characteristic for their
scheduling decision are (HOUZÉ et al., 2016), (AFZAL et al., 2018), (EVENSEN et
al., 2010), (EVENSEN et al., 2011), (EVENSEN et al., 2012), (FRERIS et al., 2013),
MPLOT (SHARMA et al., 2008), MP-DCCP (HUANG et al., 2012), MPTCP-SD (DIOP
et al., 2012), MPTCP-PR (DIOP et al., 2012), PR-MPTCP+ (CAO et al., 2016), CMT-
DA (WU et al., 2015), (CORBILLON et al., 2016), and (OJANPERÄ; VEHKAPERÄ,
2016).

2.4.3.2 PLR

Packet Loss Rate (PLR) comprises of network transmission lost packets, which
are lost/error arrived packets during the communication paths, and the expired arrival
packets (overdue) (WU et al., 2015). Three basic reasons cause packet losses (XU et al.,
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2013); 1) congestion due to limited bandwidth or buffer size, 2) noise or interference in
the wireless networks, 3) path failure or handover. Therefore, sending highest priority
frame packets on the paths with less PLR leads to better QoE. Besides, PLR network
characteristic and distinguishing packet loss differentiation are key factors for adaptively
FEC protection (Section 2.4.2.1), avoiding unnecessary fast retransmission (Section 2.3.2),
and video distortion estimation (Section 2.4.1.2 and Section 2.4.3.5).

PLR is considered for scheduling decision in the following works: MRTP (MAO
et al., 2006), MPRTP (SINGH et al., 2013), (AFZAL et al., 2018), BEMA (WU et al.,
2016a), (FRERIS et al., 2013), MPLOT (SHARMA et al., 2008), MP-DCCP (HUANG
et al., 2012), ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b), CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015), CMT-CA (WU et
al., 2016d), (CORBILLON et al., 2016), GALTON (WU et al., 2015), FRA-JSCC (WU
et al., 2013), and CMT-CL/FD (XU et al., 2015).

2.4.3.3 Available Bandwidth/Throughput/Goodput

Available bandwidth is defined as the maximum video rate that can be transmitted
over End-to-End path (WU et al., 2016b). Different methods are introduced to estimate
available bandwidth in the literature (PAUL et al., 2016; JAIN; DOVROLIS, 2002; ZHOU
et al., 2008). Some approaches utilize throughput or goodput for this purpose. The amount
of data that could traverse through a path is known as throughput. Throughput refers
to all useful and not useful data, including data retransmissions, and overhead data (e.g.,
headers). If the scheduler considers only throughput among all network characteristics, it
may distribute packets over high loss rate channels, and consequently, serious degrade of
goodput performance and video quality occurs (WU et al., 2016c). Goodput refers to the
amount of useful data (exclusive protocol overhead or retransmission) delivered success-
fully to the destination within the imposed specific deadline(WU et al., 2015). Goodput
is also known as application level throughput. Regarding (WU et al., 2016b), the ap-
proaches over HTTP/TCP could estimate the available bandwidth by using the observed
TCP throughput. In our research works, (FRERIS et al., 2013) measures bandwidth by
using Abing (SUEHRING, 2017). GALTON (WU et al., 2015) and FRA-JSCC (WU et
al., 2013) implement pathChirp algorithm (RIBEIRO et al., 2003) for this purpose. CMT-
CL/FD (XU et al., 2015) computes available bandwidth as the ratio between the average
packet length and average inter-packet sending time. CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d) and
CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015) believe that cwnd has effect on bandwidth, therefore, these
works calculate it as (𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑/𝑅𝑇𝑇 ). In RTRA (XING; CAI, 2014), once a segment has
been successfully downloaded, the transmission bandwidth would be calculated as divi-
sion of the total size of transmitted data over the transmission time, and then, a Markov
channel model is used to estimate future available bandwidth.
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Other research works, which consider Available bandwidth/Throughput/Goodput
network characteristic for their scheduling decision are MRTP (MAO et al., 2006), MPRTP
(SINGH et al., 2013), (XING et al., 2012), (AFZAL et al., 2018), (EVENSEN et al.,
2010), (EVENSEN et al., 2011), (EVENSEN et al., 2012), Greenbag (BUI et al., 2013),
BEMA (WU et al., 2016a), ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b), PR-MPTCP+ (CAO et al., 2016),
MARS (SUN et al., 2016), BAG (CHEBROLU; RAO, 2006), (CORBILLON et al., 2016),
MP-DASH (HAN et al., 2016), (NAM et al., 2016).

2.4.3.4 Delay Constraint

A real-time video application imposes a decoding deadline. In this manner, the
overdue packets cannot handle at the decoder, even if they arrive successfully. Therefore,
the End-to-End delay has to be less than delay constraint (WU et al., 2016b). Besides
that, considering delay constraint in scheduling strategy could also avoid playback buffer
starvation (WU et al., 2016a).

In our research works, the delay constraint of GALTON (WU et al., 2015), AD-
MIT (WU et al., 2016b), FRA-JSCC (WU et al., 2013) and CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d)
are set with values 300, 500, 250 and 100 ms for each video frame respectively. This value
in BEMA (WU et al., 2016a) is set equal to its playback duration, so the delay constraint
should be 40 ms if the video is encoded at 25 frames per second. GALTON (WU et al.,
2015) uses delay constraint to compute transmission intervals in order to mitigate con-
secutive losses. ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b) calculates the rate allocation vector and FEC
coding parameters respect to delay constraint. FRA-JSCC (WU et al., 2013) finds source
rate adaption under delay constraint. CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d) finds the optimal
congestion window sizes and frame scheduling vector to mitigate video distortion. While
CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015) is not appropriate for the video streaming with stringent
delay constraint but the retransmission method is based on the delay constraint. In the
work (FRERIS et al., 2013), the same deadline time is assumed for all users, which is de-
termined as a system parameter by the service provider. Then, this is used to find packet
loss probability.

Proposed approaches in (HOUZÉ et al., 2016), (EVENSEN et al., 2011; EVENSEN
et al., 2012) and GreenBag (BUI et al., 2013) are application-aware, therefore, they are
aware of buffer level at the receiver in order to calculate the delay constraint. These
approaches utilize adaptive streaming over multiple separate TCP connections, and mostly
path selection is integrated with the adaptation logic. In works (EVENSEN et al., 2011)
and (EVENSEN et al., 2012), the delay constraint is calculated by the client to select the
suited bit rate. The client calculates the amount of already received content to playout
in the buffer (transfer-deadline) and estimates how long it takes to receive the already
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requested data (pipeline-deadline). The difference between pipeline-deadline and transfer-
deadline shows the amount of time that the client can wait to receive the next segment
without interruption. Then, this estimation is compared with the estimation of the times
it takes to receive the desired segment in the different bit rates, and the most proper bit
rate is selected. After that, the segment is divided into subsegments. The size of each
subsegment is decided based on the measured throughput of each interface that it will be
requested through. The approach in (HOUZÉ et al., 2016) finds suited segment bit rate
with checking the size of the first frame in each segment representation. It chooses the
representation with the highest bit rate and high probability to get the frame on time.
Then, it finds the best size of byte range per path dynamically based on paths’ RTT.
GreenBag (BUI et al., 2013) utilizes paths’ delay and available bandwidth to determine
per path subsegment size. If one path received its subsegment within a segment, but the
other path is significantly lagging, so, the former path takes over some portion of the
problematic path to recover. The above mentioned approaches could achieve zero or close
to zero interruption during playback time.

Two more other application-aware approaches with concerning delay constraint
are (CORBILLON et al., 2016) and MP-DASH (HAN et al., 2016). These approaches
utilize adaptive streaming over MPTCP paths. MP-DASH (HAN et al., 2016) feed the
modified MPTCP with the deadline of each video data unit in order to further use and
path selection. The approach in (CORBILLON et al., 2016) understands the display time
of each video unit with access to the Picture Order Counts (POC) and the coding iden-
tifier of each frame (because it is content awareness). Therefore, the approach estimates
the deadlines and ignores transmission of packets which will miss their playback deadline
and instead, assigns more priority to the packets which their deadline time is close. The
high priority packets can be spread through less RTT paths. This helps to use bandwidth
more efficiently and experience less video distortion. In PR-MPTCP+ (CAO et al., 2016),
when the network is detected as congested, only the packets with enough deadline time
to play would be sent.

2.4.3.5 Video Distortion (Flow Level)

We previously discussed frame level video distortion in Section 2.4.1.2. Here, we
study flow level video distortion. End-to-End video distortion at flow level (intra-coding)
is calculated as total of source and channel distortion (WU et al., 2015). Source distortion
is determined by the video source rate and video sequence parameters because of their
impact on the efficiency of video codec. For example, in case of the same video encoding
rate, a more complex video sequence has higher distortion. As another example, increas-
ing the video encoding rate causes decreasing distortion. Channel distortion refers to the
packet losses during the network transmission and expired arrivals. Some other features
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including the frame structure and GoP size also have an impact on both the source and
the channel distortion. Flow level video distortion is considered for scheduling strategy
in the following research works: ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b), CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015)
and FRA-JSCC (WU et al., 2013).

Although most important network characteristics and metrics for path selection
were discussed, but there are some other parameters that are used directly or indirectly
(to calculate RTT, PLR or other metrics) by different approaches. For example, cwnd is
used in MPLOT (SHARMA et al., 2008), MP-DCCP (HUANG et al., 2012) (CCID2),
CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d) and CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015), sending rate is used in
MP-DCCP (HUANG et al., 2012) (CCID3) and CMT-CL/FD (XU et al., 2015), cost
function is utilized in MP-DASH (HAN et al., 2016) and GreenBag (BUI et al., 2013). In
MP-DASH, cost can be data usage, energy consumption or both, and in GreenBag (BUI
et al., 2013), cost refers to energy consumption. Other useful factors can be buffer size,
packet size, packet count and etc.

2.5 Analysis and Comparison of Methods and Techniques
In the previous two sections, we analyzed different multipath wireless video stream-

ing works based on layer dependency and scheduling functions. In this section, we study
other effected features and related methods that are used in these works. Table 9 re-
classified the candidate previously explained research works based on the features or
methods the authors used.

2.5.1 Packet Loss Differentiation

A packet loss differentiation method can distinguish congestion losses from wire-
less losses. In the heterogeneous wireless networks, packet losses due to lossy channels,
handover, noise or interface in the wireless network occur more than losses due to con-
gestion (XU et al., 2013). Identifying reason for losses is essential. For example, if losses
occur because of congestion in the network, then retransmission or adding more FEC
redundancy pushes worse congestion and more losses (WALLACE; SHAMI, 2012) (Sec-
tion 2.4.2). But, decreasing cwnd mitigates congestion. On the other hand, if losses occur
because of wireless lossy network, then decreasing cwnd drops goodput sharply (Sec-
tion 2.3.2). But, adding more FEC redundancy leads to better recovery. Therefore, with
an accurate loss differentiation method could react properly to the network situation.

In our research works, MPRTP (SINGH et al., 2013) categorizes a path as a lossy
one if feedback reports show only transmission losses and no discards (overdue packets)
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Table 9 – Comparison of approaches.

Works
Packet loss
Differentiation
Method

Fairness Video
Compression

Error
Concealment

Experimental
Environment

Performance
Metrics

Video
Services

MRTP
(MAO et al., 2006) Not used N Not defined Not defined OPNET

PSNR,
Bandwidth utilization,
Buffer overflow
probability,
Playout buffer size

Real-time

MPRTP
(SINGH et al., 2013) Used Y H.264/AVC x264

Realistic testbed,
NetEm,
Disjoiont paths,
Client interfaces: WiFi and 3G
or multiple 3G

PSNR,
Loss rate,
Bandwidth utilization,
Connection setup time

Live,
Real-time

Xing et al.
(XING et al., 2012) Not used N H.264/AVC

x264
encoder,
FFmpeg
decoder

Realistic testbed,
Android framework,
Disjoint paths,
Client interfaces: WiFi and 3G

Playback fluency average,
Playback quality,
Quality switch,
Average 3G traffic,
Playback traces,
Buffer occupancy

Not defined

RTRA
(XING; CAI, 2014) Not used N H.264/SVC JSVM

Realistic testbed,
Android framework,
Client interfaces:
WiFi and Bluetooth

PSNR,
Startup delay,
Playback fluency average,
Playback quality,
Quality switch,
Bandwidth utilization,
Playback traces,
Buffer occupancy

Real-time

Houzé et al.
(HOUZÉ et al., 2016) Not used N HEVC HM

NS-3,
Client interfaces:
five homogeneous xDSL links

Cumulative Distribution
Function
(CDF) of frame sizes,
QoE (SAMVIQ method)

Live

Afzal et al.
(AFZAL et al., 2018) Not used N H.264 FFMPEG

NS3-DCE,
Client interfaces:
LTE, WiFi (802.11n)

PSNR,
SSIM,
Goodput,
Loss rate,
I and NI
frame packet loss rate,
Delay

Real-time

Sohn et al.
(SOHN et al., 2015) Not used N SHVC JSVM

Own visual studio
implementation,
Client interfaces:
WiFi and Ethernet

Throughput,
Play time for base layer,
Quality switch

Live,
VoD

Evensen et al.
(EVENSEN et al., 2010) Not used N Not defined Not defined

Realistic testbed,
Ubuntu framework,
NetEm,
Client interfaces:
WiFi (IEEE 802.11b) and
Cellular (HSDPA)

Quality distribution,
Missed deadlines,
Throughput

Live

Evensen et al.
(EVENSEN et al., 2011) Not used N Not defined Not defined

Realistic testbed,
Ubuntu framework,
NetEm,
Client interfaces:
WiFi (IEEE 802.11b) and
Cellular (HSDPA)

Quality distribution,
Missed deadlines,
Throughput

Live

Evensen et al.
(EVENSEN et al., 2012) Not used N Not defined Not defined

Realistic testbed,
Ubuntu framework,
NetEm,
Client interfaces:
WiFi (IEEE 802.11b)
and Cellular (HSDPA)

Quality distribution,
Missed deadlines,
Throughput

Live,
VoD

GreenBag
(BUI et al., 2013) Not used N Not defined Not defined

Realistic testbed,
Own C and JAVA
implementation,
Android framework,
NetEm,
Client interfaces:
WiFi and LTE

Playback time,
Interruption time,
Energy consumption,
Buffer size,
In-order data

Real-time

BEMA
(WU et al., 2016a) ZigZag Y H.264/AVC JM

Exata,
Client interfaces:
Cellular, WiFi (802.11a/g)
and WiMAX (802.16)

PSNR,
End-to-End delay,
Goodput,
Streaming rate,
Number of frames lost,
Inter-packet delay,
Bandwidth utilization,
Loss rate

Live

Freris at al.
(FRERIS et al., 2013) Not used Users’

fairness H.264/SVC Not defined

NS-2,
Matlab for subroutins,
Client interfaces:
Ethernet, WiFi (802.11b) and
WiFi (802.11g)

PSNR,
Streaming rate,
Packet delivery delay,
Delivery ratio,
Run time,
Cost functions evaluation
(service differentiation)

VoD

Correia at al.
(CORREIA et al., 2012) Not used N H.264 /AVC Picture-Copy

Method Not defined PSNR Not defined

MPLOT
(SHARMA et al., 2008) ECN Y Not defined Not defined NS-2

Bandwidth utilization,
Congestion window size
(fairness test),
Goodput,
Effect of loss correlations

Not defined

MP-DCCP
(HUANG et al., 2012) ECN N H.264 /AVC Not defined

NS-2,
Disjoint Paths,
Client interfaces:
WiFi, 3G and Ethernet

Decodable ratio of
transmitted frames Live

ADMIT
(WU et al., 2016b) ZigZag Y H.264/AVC JM

EXata,
Client Interfaces:
WiFi, Cellular and WiMAX

PSNR,
End-to-End delay,
Goodput,
Congestion window size
(fairness test),
Inter-packet delay,
FEC redundancy,
Out-of-order packets

Live
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Works
Packet loss
Differentiation
Method

Fairness Video
Compression

Error
Concealment

Experimental
Environment

Performance
Metrics

Video
Services

MPTCP-SD
(DIOP et al., 2012) Not used Y H.264/AVC Not defined

NS-2,
Disjoint paths,
Client Interfaces: 3G and 3G

PSNR Real-time
(interactive)

MPTCP-PR
(DIOP et al., 2012) Not used Y H.264/AVC Not defined

NS-2,
Disjoint paths,
Client Interfaces: 3G and 3G

PSNR Real-time
(interactive)

PR-MPTCP+

(CAO et al., 2016) Not used Y Not defined Not defined

NS-3,
Disjoint paths,
Client interfaces:
WiFi and LTE

PSNR,
VQM,
SSIM,
Number of frames
received or dropped

Real-time

SRMT
(SILVA et al., 2016) Not used N H.264/AVC Not defined

Simulator not defined,
Client interfaces:
WiFi (802.11g), 3G
Or WiFi, ADSL

PSNR,
SSIM,
Goodput,
Delay distribution

Live,
VoD

PR-SCTP
(SANSON et al., 2010) Not used N H.264/AVC Not defined

Realistic testbed,
FreeBSD framework,
Netem

Successful frame
transmission ratio,
Frame late index

Real-time

CMT-QA
(XU et al., 2013) ORP N H.264/AVC Not defined

NS-2,
Disjoint paths,
Client interfaces:
3G, WiMAX (802.16)
and WiFi (802.11)

PSNR,
VQM,
SSIM,
Number of frames lost,
Out-of-order packets,
Average retransmission,
Average throughput

Real-time

CMT-DA
(WU et al., 2015) ECN N H.264/SVC JSVM

EXata,
Client interfaces:
Cellular, WiFi and WiMAX

PSNR,
Inter-packet delay,
Goodput,
Loss rate,
Out-of-order packets

Real-time

CMT-CA
(WU et al., 2016d) ZigZag Y H.264/AVC FFmpeg

EXata,
Client interfaces:
Cellular, WiFi and WiMAX

PSNR,
End-to-End delay,
CDF of inter-packet
delay,
Out-of-order packets,
Goodput,
Number of
frames (I,P) lost

Real-time,
live

Yap at al.
(YAP et al., 2012) Not used N Not defined Not defined

Realistic testbed,
Android and Ubuntu
framework,
Real access networks,
Up to 10 client interfaces
composed of:
3G (HSPA, CDMA), WiMAX
and WiFi (802.11a/g)

Throughput,
Goodput,
CPU load,
Power consumption,
RTT

Not defined

MARS
(SUN et al., 2016) Not used N Not defined Not defined

Own JAVA socket
implementation,
Four client interfaces
composed of:
WiFi and LTE

Out-of-order packets,
Reordering delay,
End-to-End delay,
Throughput

Real-time

BAG
(CHEBROLU et al.,
2006)

Not used N H.263 Not defined
Realistic testbed,
Up to five client interfaces
composed of 3G

Delay distribution,
Lost frame ratio,
Required Bandwidth,
Video disruption
(glitch statistics)

Real-time
(interactive)

Corbillon et al.
(CORBILLON et al.,
2016)

Not used Y HEVC FFmpeg

Own C++
implementation,
Disjoint paths,
Client interfaces: 3G and WiFi

PSNR,
MS-SSIM,
Received frame ratio,
Received tile ratio

Live,
VoD

Ojanperä et al.
(OJANPERÄ et al.,
2016)

Not used Y H.264/AVC FFmpeg

Realistic testbed,
Ubuntu framework,
Client interfaces:
WiFi (802.11g)
and WiFi (802.11a)

Throughput,
Quality switch, Not defined

GALTON
(WU et al., 2015) ZigZag N H.264/SVC JSVM

EXata,
Client interfaces:
WiFi, WiMAX,
Cellular (HSDPA)
or multiple wired interfaces

PSNR,
Goodput,
End-to-End delay,
Loss rate

Real-time

FRA-JSCC
(WU et al., 2013) Not used N H.264/SVC JSVM

EXata,
Client interfaces:
WiFi (802.11b), WiMAX
and Cellular

PSNR,
End-to-end delay,
Loss rate,
Available bandwidth

Real-time

MP-DASH
(HAN et al., 2016) Not used N H.264/AVC Not defined

Realistic testbed,
Ubuntu framework,
Real access networks,
Client interfaces:
WiFi and Cellular

Throughput,
Energy consumption,
Download time,
Average 3G traffic

Not defined

Nam et al.
(NAM et al., 2016) Not used Y H.264/AVC Not defined

Realistic testbed,
Ubuntu framework,
Real MPEG-DASH platform,
Mininet over WiFi for SDN,
Real access networks,
Client interfaces:
WiFi (802.11g)
and WiFi (802.11a)

Played bit rate,
Rebuffering,
Out-of-order packets

Real-time

CMT-CL/FD
(XU et al., 2015) RTX Y Not defined Not defined

NS-2,
Disjoint paths,
Server and client interfaces:
3G (WCDMA),
WiMAX (802.16)
and WiFi (802.11)

PSNR,
Video buffer underflow,
Throughput,
Fairness test

Real-time
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over that path. A path is categorized as a mildly congested one if feedback reports show
both transmission losses and discards either in a single or consecutive reports. If this be-
havior occurs in more than three consecutive reports, it means that the path is congested.
CMT-QA (XU et al., 2013) handles the packet loss differentiation by proposing optimal
retransmission policy (ORP). In ORP, when a loss occurs, (𝑅𝑇𝑇/𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑) is calculated,
and the result would be compared with a threshold. This threshold is defined as path
quality. Therefore, if (𝑅𝑇𝑇/𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑) is more than the threshold, the loss is due to wireless
loss. Otherwise, it is a congestion loss. If losses occur more than once and consecutively,
then congestion is the reason. CMT-CL/FD (XU et al., 2015) proposed loss-cause depen-
dent retransmission (RTX) policy. In RTX, two cases are considered; 1) When the loss is
detected by fast retransmission. Thus, the residual capacity of the path is calculated. If
it is a positive value, it means that the path is underused and wireless loss is occurred.
Otherwise, if the residual path value is negative, congestion is the reason. 2) When the
loss is detected by expiring RTO. In this case, the path is failed or severe congestion is
occurred. CMT-DA (WU et al., 2015), MPLOT (SHARMA et al., 2008) and (CORREIA
et al., 2012) utilize Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to distinguish loss differen-
tiation. ECN is defined by IETF (RAMAKRISHNAN et al., 2001) in 2001. ECN-aware
routers informs congestion by setting a mark in the IP header, without dropping any
packet. BEMA (WU et al., 2016a), ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b), GALTON (WU et al.,
2015) and CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d) use ZigZag scheme, which is introduced in (CEN
et al., 2003). ZigZag classifies losses as wireless based on the number of losses and on
the difference between relative one-way trip times and the mean of relative one-way trip
times. For further information about the effect of different types of losses like random loss
or bursty loss on video streaming quality refer to (APOSTOLOPOULOS, 2000).

2.5.2 Fairness

Table 9 summarizes the research works that consider fairness, which was previously
introduced in Section 2.3. Works address fairness in terms of consumed resources by the
proposed congestion algorithms (e.g., MPRTP (SINGH et al., 2013), MPLOT (SHARMA
et al., 2008), CMT-CL/FD (XU et al., 2015)), or as adopted by TFRC (e.g., BEMA (WU
et al., 2016a), CMT-CA (WU et al., 2016d)) or in terms of MPTCP coupled congestion
control (e.g., ADMIT (WU et al., 2016b), MPTCP-SD/PR (DIOP et al., 2012), PR-
MPTCP+ (CAO et al., 2016), Corbillon et al. (CORBILLON et al., 2016), Ojanperä
et al. (OJANPERÄ; VEHKAPERÄ, 2016)). Besides, in our research works, Freris at
al. (FRERIS et al., 2013) consider user fairness of network resources.
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2.5.3 Video Compression and Error Concealment

Several video codecs were used in the research works cited in Table 9, such as
H.263 (RIJKSE, 1996), H.264/AVC (ITU-T, 2003), H.264/SVC (SCHWARZ et al., 2007),
HEVC (ITU-T, 2013), and SHVC (BOYCE et al., 2014). After video transmission, if pro-
tection methods are not able to recover the lost packets, the decoder itself can employ
error concealment. This way, decoder exploits correlations in the previously received video
sequence to conceal the lost information. JM, for instance, performs frame copy while
FFmpeg performs temporal interpolation. According to (CHANG et al., 2012), in case
of whole-frame losses, when isolated B frames were lost and concealed by either JM or
FFmpeg, about 40% of the losses were not even noticed by observers. Our research works
used JM ((JVT), 2017a), x264 (X264, 2017), JSVM ((JVT), 2017b), FFmpeg (FFMPEG,
2017), HM ((JCT-VC), 2017) for error concealment.

2.5.4 Experimental Environment

Table 9 shows that experimental evaluation is mostly dominated by network simu-
lators, such as OPNET (OPNET, 2017), NS-2 (NS2, 2017), NS-3 (NS3, 2017), EXata (EX-
ATA, 2017), NetEm (NETEM, 2017; HEMMINGER, 2005). Only few works, mainly due
to costs, scale, and scope, carried their evaluation on real testbeds. Wireless-enabled net-
work emulators like Mininet-WiFi (FONTES et al., 2015) are also another category of
experimental environments. We also cover some additional implementation details. For
example, which type of network interfaces are used in experiments, or if the simulation
uses disjoint paths (no common link or node). Using disjoint paths improves bandwidth
aggregation and has the benefit of additional fault-tolerance compared with non-disjoint
paths (SINGH et al., 2015), altogether contributing to the users video experience.

2.5.5 Performance Metrics

Several performance metrics were used in the research works cited in Table 9.
Most of them are explained in Section 2.3.2. We have added some additional video qual-
ity metrics, such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Video Quality Metric (VQM),
Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) (WANG et al., 2004), MultiScale Structural SIMilarity (MS-
SSIM) (WANG et al., 2003), and Subjective Assessment Methodology for VIdeo Quality
(SAMVIQ) (BLIN, 2006).
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2.5.6 Video Services

The last column of Table 9 presents for each of research works which type of video
service was considered by the authors, such as VoD, live, and real-time as an upper set
including interactive video streaming applications. As discussed in Sections 1.2 and 2.3,
each type of video services has different QoS requirements such as delay-sensitivity.

2.6 Open Research Issues
Many research avenues around multipath wireless video streaming are open. In the

following, we overview some relevant evolving aspects and present future work opportu-
nities.
Standardization developments. MMT is a recent standard protocol with potential
abilities discussed in the survey. Future work could evaluate the performance of MMT
over MPTCP or QUIC utilizing multipath scheduling methods defined in these protocols
for video streaming over heterogeneous networks. HTTP/2 provides noticeable features
such as the ability to push content in advance, and frame multiplexing. Therefore, fur-
ther attention on multipath delivery over HTTP/2 shall be pursuit (FRÖMMGEN et
al., 2017). Another standards related topic would be the use of HEVC, especially SHVC,
which do not seem to be widespread in the networking literature despite being widespread
in the video coding community.
Network Softwarization. Attempts to integrate SDN with multipath video stream-
ing (Section 2.3.3) promise effectiveness for path-aware strategies due to its ability to
programmatically define the End-to-End network behaviour. While OpenFlow is consid-
ered the mostly accepted interface between control and data planes (KREUTZ et al.,
2015), alternative means for southbound interaction of controllers and datapath devices
(e.g. P4 programmable data planes), including SDN protocol extensions relevant for wire-
less communications (e.g., (Yan et al., 2015; LEE et al., 2014)) deserve further research
efforts. SDN and NFV as enabling technologies of multi-domain network service orches-
tration (SOUSA et al., 2019) will certainly keep attracting research attention and will
play a critical role in the realization of multipath strategies for video streaming and other
types of services.
5G. Fifth generation (5G) cellular wireless roll-outs will become reality over the next
years. 5G aims to introduce new services that require extreme bandwidth and ultra-low
latency (DANDACHI, 2017). One concept presented in 5G to reach this goal is the pres-
ence of multihoming capability. There is some research on 5G multihoming open challenges
and multihoming services (IBNALFAKIH et al., 2016; KARIMI et al., 2017). Furthermore,
there are several study and efforts for MPTCP operation in 5G (PURKAYASTHA et al.,
2017; KARIMI et al., 2017). In addition, studies show that emerging technologies such
as SDN to MPTCP in 5G networks could improve the transmission performance due
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to SDN capability to control the subflows by monitoring network condition (LEI et al.,
2018; BARAKABITZE et al., 2018b). Therefore, video streaming over 5G networks is an
important emerging research area where innovative solutions will be required considering
multihoming solutions along SDN/NFV-based technologies.
WiFi Evolution. There are also big advancement in wireless technologies from WiFi
communication to increase the wireless networking performance such as 802.11ad and
802.11ay for 60 GHz, or 802.11ax for 2.4 Ghz and 5 Ghz concurrently, in the near fu-
ture (GHASEMPOUR et al., 2017; HUAWEI, 2019) aim to achieve great throughput and
ultra-low latency. Therefore, there is room to evaluate whether these new WiFi technolo-
gies can support video streaming alone or not? Another open question here is to explore
the impact of these new WiFi technologies on multipath video streaming.

Energy considerations. Power efficiency is an essential requirement. The work (LI et
al., 2012) shows high power consumption by LTE when video streams over HTTP. En-
ergy consumption even increases more by using multiple network interfaces. Therefore,
optimizing power consumption needs further attention in the proposed approaches.
Security. Multipath delivery could mitigate some security threats inherently through
the use of alternative paths throughout the network. There is little work in the scope of
multipath multimedia streaming security. At the same time, Digital Rights Management
(DRM) and the license issues are also security related issues critical for some video ser-
vices.
Mobility and Internet of Vehicles (IoV). Although terminal mobility, velocity, mo-
tion degree and related mobile aspects are factors affecting video quality, they are rarely
discussed in the literature. This type of considerations are be key in the delivery of wire-
less video in mobile environments in scope of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) (Kaul
et al., 2017) and Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications (FONTES et al., 2017).
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence. Leveraging artificial intelligence and
machine learning methods are increasingly becoming key tools for network and service
optimization (LATAH; TOKER, 2018) and can be used for advanced scheduling and
adaptive coding decisions (MAO et al., 2017b). The importance of machine learning ap-
proaches to improve video quality has been recognized by Netflix which proposed a new
video quality assessment method named Video Multimethod Assessment Fusion (VMAF).
VMAF is a machine learning-based model that is trained and tested using the results of a
subjective experiment in order to deliver the best video quality to the user (TRESTIAN
et al., 2018). Besides, there are also several machine learning-based efforts to learn QoS
measurements (AL-JAWAD et al., 2018) or QoE from user reactions (VASILEV et al.,
2018; ALZAHRANI et al., 2018) to solve various optimization and control problems for a
single path video streaming. In our state-of-art, there are some approaches utilizing ma-
chine learning systems learning QoS from user device and using it for multipath scheduling
decisions (XING et al., 2012; XING; CAI, 2014). Thus, similarly, an interesting solution
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could be utilizing machine learning systems learning QoE from user reactions and using
it for multipath scheduling decisions.

2.7 Conclusion
Demand for live and on-demand video delivery have dramatically increased along

always higher user expectation on QoE. Mobile environments increase the challenges when
a client is in movement and requires a seamless connection while throughput varies, and
unpredictable latencies and failure exist.

One promising approach in order to improve QoE for wireless video streaming is
multipath delivery, which increases available bandwidth, resilience and load balancing.
From the industry perspective, several companies have implemented their own multipath
approaches, such as AVAYA (AVAYA, 2019) and Cisco (EtherChannels, 2019). Apple
and SAMSUNG have also started to support multipath on smartphones (CHESHIRE,
2019; GALAXYS5, 2017) for different services like voice recognition, or to increase the
download speed of specific software packages. Therefore, we expect a growth in multipath
video streaming in the near future. However, there are still many issues to be solved,
especially for solutions which are not compatible witch each other or that require changes
in servers and/or clients, or network equipment to support it (CHESHIRE, 2019).

In this work, we have provided an in-depth survey of multipath wireless video
streaming proposals, covering over forty relevant pieces of work. We have categorized and
explained the research works based on the layer in the protocol stack and the original
protocol/feature dominating in each work. Network equipment compatibility has be also
discussed. In addition, scheduling, resilience and path selection techniques are presented.
Finally, we have studied different key related methods, such as packet loss differentiation,
video compression, error concealment, etc.

To conclude with, we highlight some points and observations resulting from the
literature survey. Several challenges exist when designing a multipath video streaming
approach, which are explained in Section 1.2. We observe that in order to overcome
these challenges, packet scheduling strategy should consider several factors. The first
one is the layer dependency that is discussed in Section 2.3, and the research works are
summarized and categorized based on it in Table 3. Research shows that the scheduler has
a better decision when it has complete and accurate information about video contents,
packet delivery deadlines, playback buffer, RTT, available bandwidth, and other network
information. Implementing scheduling functions on a specific layer could access only a
part of this information. Therefore, cross layer approaches get high attention due to their
ability of gathering information of different layers for better scheduling decision.

Another important factor to design a scheduler is client and network equipment
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compatibility. This topic is also discussed in Section 2.3 and summarized in Table 3.
While the most flexible case to implement is when only client modification is required,
some approaches require changing the server, or both server and client, or also the network
infrastructure. It is also important to note the ability to traverse middleboxes.

Fundamental aspects to be considered to improve the performance of scheduling
functions discussed in Section 2.4 and summarized in Tables 5, 6, 7, 8 include which
packet should be sent next, through which path, and with which type of error protection.
An adequate scheduling strategy should be content-aware, and path-aware, as well as
it should utilize a proper channel or source level packet protection method. Such a
scheduling approach improves QoE, bandwidth aggregation, load balancing, and mitigates
HOL blocking and out-of-order video packet deliveries.

Section 2.5 and Table 9 show some related methods used in the research works
and the key performance indicators to evaluate the approaches. One observation is that
while calculating video quality metrics is very useful to understand the performance of
each approach, many of the works only consider network QoS metrics without assessing
video performance in terms of QoE as the key performance indicators from an end-user
perspective.

The path ahead towards the broad realization of multipath wireless of video
streaming solutions is not without issues. In Section 2.6, we overview a series of open
challenges and point to some research opportunities.
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3 Advancing MMT for Multipath Wireless
Video Streaming

This chapter introduces the multipath improved MMT to reduce the negative ef-
fects of network congestion and wireless lossy network condition on the perceived video
quality for wireless video streaming. In this regard, the multipath MMT system is pre-
sented regarding video parsing, statistic computation, feedback mechanism, periodic path
probing and mainly explanation of how the proposed CAPA scheduling strategy works in
Section 3.1. Finally, Section 3.2 concludes remarks in this work.

3.1 Multipath MMT System
A diagram overview of the proposed multipath MMT system considered in this

thesis is presented in Figure 20. The goal of this system is to achieve high quality video
streaming solution for the MMT protocol by adopting scheduling strategies considering
path conditions and video content features. This system is completely defined at applica-
tion layer. We define a unicast video transmission system considering the multipath data
transmission of a single video flow over multiple access networks. Each network is modeled
as an independent End-to-End communication path and UDP is employed to transmit
video data. The modules proposed for this MMT system are implemented at both sender
and receiver sides.

At the sender side, there are different modules, namely parser, feedback RX, sched-
uler, and packet TX. Firstly, each video packet is handled by the parser module to extract
the frame type of video content (described in Subsection 3.1.1). This information would
be informed to the scheduler module and later would be used for path decision by it. Ad-
ditionally, feedback RX module receives feedback packets periodically from the receiver.
This module discards the overdue received feedback packets and informs the updated
paths’ information to the scheduler. In sequence, the scheduler module evaluates the path
metrics and uses them together with the frame type information to assign a proper path
for each video packet based on its own strategy (described in Subsection 3.1.5). Finally,
packet TX module transmits the video packet through the decided path.

At the receiver side, existing modules include packet RX, statistic, feedback TX,
reassembler, decoder, renderer. After receiving packets by the packet RX module, statis-
tics (such as goodput, average delay, number of lost packets, and jitter) should be gener-
ated via the statistics module periodically (after each predefined time interval) in order
to monitor the quality of the transmission paths (described in Subsection 3.1.2). This
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Figure 20 – Diagram overview of the proposed multipath MMT system.

information should be sent to the sender in a feedback packet by assembling the follow-
ing two signaling messages defined in MMT standard (MPEG, 2014): Reception Quality
Feedback (RQF) and Network Abstraction for Media Feedback (NAMF) (described in
Section 3.1.3). Since feedback information is very important and has a high effect on the
sender scheduler decision, it is necessary to send it over the best path (instead of using
the same receiving path). Thus, there is a scheduler implementation at the receiver side
as well. Therefore, feedback packets could be delivered to the sender fast and with a low
probability of losing.

If the received packets by the packet RX module are not overdue, then they go
to the reassembler module to reassemble the encoded video bitstream, and consequently,
to the decoder module for error concealment and decoding. Finally, the decoded video is
ready to display by the video renderer module.

3.1.1 Video Parsing

As previously explained in Section 2.4.1.1, understanding the frame type of each
video packet content and considering this information in scheduling strategy helps to
choose the frame packets with higher priority to transmit through more qualified paths or
to protect them during transmission. In our multipath MMT system, the parser module is
responsible for extracting the frame type information of each MMT video packet content
by accessing the ISOBMFF structure of the fragmented video and parsing the first bits
of each fragment. The ISOBMFF structure of a fragmented video sequence is shown in
Figure 21. As it is shown in this figure, the MPU metadata consists of ‘ftyp’, ‘mmpu’, and
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‘moov’ boxes. It can also contain any other boxes that are applied to the whole MPU.
Fragment metadata consists of ‘moof’ box and ‘mdat’ box header. The video data is then
split into multiple data units of MFU in ‘mdat’ box. Therefore, the parser module, im-
plemented in this work, looks for the ‘moof’ box and with this information, it reaches to
the content of fragment, which is stored in the ‘mdat’ box, and then it can access to the
frame type information available there. This information is sent to the scheduler to be
used for path decision.

ftyp mmpu moov  moof mdat ... ...

MPU metadata Fragment
metadata MFU MFU MFU... ...

moof mdat

Fragment
metadata MFU MFU MFU... ...

Figure 21 – Structure of ISOBMFF file for a fragmented video sequence (source: adapted from (MPEG, 2014)).

3.1.2 Statistic Collection

The statistics are computed periodically for each path, and they are sent to the
sender via feedback packets to make the sender aware of all paths’ conditions. Our mul-
tipath MMT system employs delay, jitter, packet loss, and goodput statistics.

∙ Packet delay: upon receiving the packet, the receiver computes the difference
between the received timestamp and the sent timestamp as marked in the packet
to compute the delay of the packet, called one-way delay. Note that, sender and
receiver have access to a common global clock reference (e.g., via Network Time
Protocol (NTP) or other clock synchronization technologies) (YUSTE et al., 2015).
The delay of the received packets in each feedback interval time is then used to
compute the average packet delay in that interval time.

∙ Packet jitter: our MMT system computes the jitter as the difference between the
current average packet delay and the moving average packet delay. The moving
average packet delay uses the average packet delays of the last jitter window size
number of values. The value configured for this parameter is 16.

∙ Packet loss: in this work, each MMT packet contains two sequence numbers: the
subflow sequence number, which is used to detect packet losses over each path,
and flow sequence number to detect total losses and reconstruct the original data
sequence at the receiver. Even if we didn’t check middleboxes in this work, but based
on state-of-the-art, the consecutive subflow sequence number could assist packets
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to traverse middleboxes, such as firewalls, because using regular sequence number
could lead to problems such as packets dropping due to gaps in sequence numbers
or due to out of order packets (BARRÉ et al., 2011).

To detect packet losses occurred over each path, the receiver keeps track of the
received packets by monitoring the subflow sequence number field in the packets.
When a packet with expected subflow sequence number does not arrive at the re-
ceiver, the receiver adds an entry in the delayed or missing packet list that it main-
tains for each subflow. To categorize a packet as a lost one, the receiver waits for a
certain time and starts a timer. If the packet with the expected subflow sequence
number does not arrive at the receiver by the time and the timer expires, the re-
ceiver categorizes that packet as a lost one. Then, the receiver updates the packet
loss statistics for the feedback time interval and deletes the entry from the missing
packet list. We also identify overdue packets and included them as lost packets.

To compute total packet losses, the flow sequence number is considered. Therefore,
if a packet is sent through both paths (duplicated) and it would be lost over both
of them, then, it is only counted once as total losses.

∙ Goodput: in this work, we compute goodput in Mbps (Mega bits per second) for
each path. The formula below defines the goodput computation of each path (𝑔𝑝𝑝)
as the division of the number of delivered bits by Δ𝑡.

𝑔𝑝𝑝 = #𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠

Δ𝑡
(3.1)

Figure 22 illustrates how Δ𝑡 is computed. For instance, in the WiFi path (shown
in blue in Figure 22), Δ𝑡 is the time difference between the time the first packet in
the feedback time interval was sent (packet 11) and the time the last packet in the
feedback time interval was delivered (packet 15). Similarly, in the LTE path (shown
in orange in Figure 22), Δ𝑡 is the time difference between the time the first packet
in the feedback time interval was sent (packet 12) and the time the last packet in
the feedback time interval was delivered (packet 16).

3.1.3 Feedback Mechanism

Upon computing the statistics described in Section 3.1.2, the receiver sends statis-
tic information as feedback to the sender. The periodicity of the feedback is defined by
the feedback interval time. Setting interval time, which defines feedback frequency, has a
trade-off between accuracy and overhead. For example, with higher feedback frequency,
the accuracy can be improved but there is more overhead since it needs to send more
feedback packets. Conversely, less feedback frequency indicates lower accuracy, despite of
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Figure 22 – Time differences for goodput computation.

lower overhead. Moreover, the feedback frequency should be according to the video trans-
mission bit rate. While a video transmission has has higher bit rate, feedback frequency
should be higher than those with low video transmission bit rate. For our feedback mech-
anism we opted to send feedback messages to the sender every 0.5 seconds (WU et al.,
2016a) due to it is small enough to react the network changes but long enough to not to
cause too much overhead.

Other possibility to define feedback time interval, rather than constant interval
time employed in this work, is to configure an adaptive time interval for it which could
be according to the network conditions. For example, if the receiver notices that the
transmission path is in congestion, by monitoring path condition, it can increase feed-
back frequency (SINGH et al., 2013). Another adaptive solution is sending feedback after
each frame (MAO et al., 2006). In this case, there is a very high frequency of feedback.
Therefore, it is useful for very high dynamic networks, such as ad hoc networks where
the sender can quickly adapt to transmission errors. For example, the encoder changes
its encoding mode or parameters, producing variable redundancy for error resilience, or
assigning variable traffic paths based on the network condition.

The standard MMT protocol defines a signaling mechanism to deliver feedback
information to the sender. While several signaling messages are defined in the MMT
protocol, two of them were specially identified by us to fulfill the need of delivering back
computed statistics to the sender: RQF and NAM, which are described in Figure 23. The
feedback message is composed of two sets of NAM and RQF data for each path and is
sent as a MMT signal. The fields that met our needs for the current feedback mechanism
are listed below:

∙ RQF

– packet loss ratio (to carry the packet loss)

– inter arrival jitter (to carry the jitter)
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– propagation delay (to carry the one-way delay)

∙ NAM

– available bit rate (to carry the goodput)

– current delay (to carry the highest one-way packet delivered delay in each
feedback time interval)

Figure 23 – RQF and NAM message fields.

3.1.4 Periodic Path Probing

In order to check previously congested paths and identify changes in stagnant
path conditions, we have implemented periodic path probing by sending a video packet
- called probe packet - every predefined time interval (0.2 second in our work). After
receiving feedback information containing metrics computed by the receiver due to the
probe packet, the sender is aware of the current condition of the previously congested
path. If the condition improved, the path can be considered again by the sender as a
possible choice for sending subsequent packets.

3.1.5 Content-Aware and Path-Aware Scheduling Proposal

For selecting a path to send packets, the sender follows the CAPA strategy defined
by its scheduler module to allocate the data through the multiple transmission paths. In
this regard, the scheduler monitors the current conditions of each path and verifies the
content of each MMT video packet to select the best path for each packet to be trans-
mitted. Besides, the scheduler also considers heterogeneous network context to properly
allocate bit rate to each path in order to efficiently utilize path capacities, cope with
network conditions such as congestion or lossy channels, and execute load balancing.
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An overview of the proposed scheduler module architecture is presented in Fig-
ure 24. This proposed scheduler module is composed of four sub-modules: traffic splitter,
path estimator, discarder and content-aware path assignment arbiter.

Traffic splitter considers heterogeneous network context to properly split the video
traffic, copes with each path capacity and its current conditions in order to avoid either
congestion or underutilization of network resources and to perform load balancing. There-
fore, for each feedback information received as input, traffic splitter applies the adaptive
traffic split scheme proposed in Subsection 3.1.5.1 to assign a packet rate to each path.

Traffic splitter 

Discarder

Path estimator Contentaware 
path assignment  

arbiter 

Feedback
information

Path decision

Packet
frame type 

Packet rate for each path 

Paths' conditions  
and transition probabilities

 
Reduced packet rate  

for each path 

Paths' conditions  

Figure 24 – Overview of the proposed scheduler module architecture.

Besides, path estimator also uses the feedback information to adaptively catego-
rize each path condition as good, mild/lossy or bad by following the method detailed
in Subsection 3.1.5.2. Each path could be categorized as good, mild or bad considering
path’s congestion situation. The path condition is estimated as lossy when the channel
is a lossy channel with burst wireless losses due to wireless errors (e.g., noise or inter-
face). Therefore, if the path condition is estimated as mild (congestion)/(burst wireless)
lossy or bad, the possibility of losing video packets is high, either because they will be
dropped by the network itself or because they will be considered as overdue packets when
arriving at the receiver side. In case of congestion network condition, discarder applies a
discard strategy, described in Subsection 3.1.5.3 on the input data, using the estimated
packet rate, feedback information, paths’ conditions and transition probabilities to find
the packet discard rate for each path. This strategy helps reducing congestion by avoiding
sending packets that would probably be lost.

The content-aware path assignment arbiter receives all the calculated information
by aforementioned modules, the packet rate, the packet discard rate, and paths’ condi-
tions, then it applies the defined content-aware strategy to decide a path for each packet
transmission. This way, it considers the content of each video packet to better protect I
frames and the closest 𝑛 P frames, named as near-I (NI) frames in this work. The reason
for protecting NI frames is based on the fact that errors on these first P frames of the
GoP have a higher impact on the perceived quality of experience (HUSZÁK; IMRE, 2010).
Our proposed content-aware strategy follows the rules described in Subsection 3.1.5.4. The
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mathematical notations used throughout this thesis work are summarized in Table 10.

Table 10 – Definition of parameters.

Symbol Definition
𝑁 total number of transmission paths
𝑏𝑤𝑝 maximum bandwidth of path 𝑝 [kbps]
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑝 minimum delay of path 𝑝 [ms]
𝑔𝑝𝑝 goodput of path 𝑝 [Kbps]
𝑑𝑝 average one-way delay of path 𝑝 [ms]
𝐺𝐷𝐷𝑝 GDD (goodput-division-delay) of path p
𝜆𝑝 the packet rate split factor for path 𝑝
𝑃 a matrix of transition probabilities among the states
𝑝𝑖𝑗 transition probability from each state (i) to state (j)
𝐶 a weighted matrix to store 𝑐𝑖𝑗

𝑐𝑖𝑗 the number of transitions from each state (i) to state (j)
𝑑𝑝,𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑐𝑢𝑟 current weighted moving average of one-way delay of path 𝑝
𝑑𝑝,𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑝𝑟𝑒 previous weighted moving average of one-way delay of path 𝑝
𝜎𝑑𝑝,𝑐𝑢𝑟 current standard deviation of one-way delay of path 𝑝

𝜎𝑑𝑝,𝑝𝑟𝑒 previous standard deviation of one-way delay of path 𝑝

𝑇𝑙 packet loss rate threshold [%]
𝑇𝑑 one-way delay threshold [ms]
𝐷𝑝 highest one-way delay of path 𝑝 [ms]
𝐿𝑝 packet loss rate of path 𝑝

3.1.5.1 Adaptive Video Traffic Split

The flowchart in Figure 25 depicts the process of the proposed adaptive video
traffic split strategy. We propose to split the video traffic based on a goodput-division-
delay (𝐺𝐷𝐷) metric dynamically computed by the scheduler after receiving a feedback
packet. 𝐺𝐷𝐷 for each path is calculated as 𝐺𝐷𝐷𝑝 = 𝑔𝑝𝑝

𝑑𝑝
, where 𝑔𝑝𝑝 is the goodput of

path 𝑝 measured in [kbps] and 𝑑𝑝 is the average one-way delay of path 𝑝 measured in [s].
The packet rate split factor for each path (𝜆𝑝) is then computed as

𝜆𝑝 = 𝐺𝐷𝐷𝑝

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐺𝐷𝐷𝑝

, (3.2)

where 𝑁 is the total number of transmission paths. As an initial estimation, when feedback
packets were not yet received by the scheduler, 𝜆𝑝 is computed as

𝜆𝑝 =
𝑏𝑤𝑝

𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑝

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑏𝑤𝑝

𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑝

, (3.3)

where 𝑏𝑤𝑝 is the inherent maximum path bandwidth and 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑝 is the minimum path
delay. Therefore, higher bit rate is assigned to the path with higher goodput and lower
one-way delay. Another solution considering the resource availability is defined in (WU
et al., 2016b).
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Figure 25 – Flowchart of adaptive video traffic split strategy.

3.1.5.2 Estimation of Path Condition

The flowchart in Figure 27 depicts the process of the proposed strategy to estimate
paths’ conditions. We propose to model the path condition estimation problem as a three-
state Markov model where each state represents one path condition: Good Condition
(GC), Mild/Lossy Condition (MC/Lossy) and Bad Condition (BC) - Figure 26. A
matrix 𝑃 of transition probabilities among the three states is computed and periodically
updated by the scheduler. A matrix 𝐶 is also kept to store the number of transitions from
each state 𝑖 to state 𝑗 (𝑐𝑖𝑗). Following (XING; CAI, 2014), the elements of matrix 𝑃 are
computed by the following equation:

𝑝𝑖𝑗 = 𝑐𝑖𝑗 + 1
𝑁∑︁

𝑗=1
𝑐𝑖𝑗 + 𝑁

, (3.4)
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where 𝑝𝑖𝑗 is the transition probability from 𝑖 to 𝑗.

        GC

  MC/Lossy         BC

PBM
PMM PBB

PMG

PGM PBG

PGB

PMB

PGG

Figure 26 – Three-state Markov model used for estimation of path condition.

In order to define the path condition state, two predefined thresholds are used: 𝑇𝑑

for one-way delay and 𝑇𝑙 for packet loss rate. 𝑇𝑑 was set as 50 milliseconds following rec-
ommendations in (WU et al., 2016c), where this is the maximum limit delay for achieving
high quality multipath HD video transmission in heterogeneous wireless networks. For
the definition of 𝑇𝑙, we were inspired by the work in (CHOW et al., 2009), which specifies
a multipath streaming scheme (EMS) with FEC (Forward Error Correction). The work
states that, with H.264 encoding, the packets loss rate should be less than 1% in order
to ensure high quality real-time live streaming. Since FEC is not applied in this work to
MMT packets, this limit was slightly extended and 𝑇𝑙 was set as 2%.

The following two metrics specified in (CEN et al., 2003) were also computed and
used in this work:

𝑑𝑝,𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑐𝑢𝑟 = 31
32 . 𝑑𝑝,𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑝𝑟𝑒 + 1

32 . 𝑑𝑝 (3.5)

𝜎𝑑𝑝,𝑐𝑢𝑟 = 15
16 . 𝜎𝑑𝑝,𝑝𝑟𝑒 + 1

16 . |𝑑𝑝 − 𝑑𝑝,𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑐𝑢𝑟| (3.6)

where 𝑑𝑝,𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑐𝑢𝑟 is the current weighted moving average of one-way delay of path 𝑝,
𝑑𝑝,𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑝𝑟𝑒 is the previous weighted moving average of one-way delay of path 𝑝, 𝜎𝑑𝑝,𝑐𝑢𝑟

is the current standard deviation of one-way delay of path 𝑝 and 𝜎𝑑𝑝,𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 is the previous
standard deviation of one-way delay of path 𝑝.

The two thresholds (𝑇𝑑 and 𝑇𝑙) and the two computed metrics (𝑑𝑝,𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑐𝑢𝑟 and
𝜎𝑑𝑝,𝑐𝑢𝑟) are then combined in the following way:

∙ Path is in GC state if 𝐷𝑝 ≤ 𝑇𝑑 && 𝐿𝑝 ≤ 𝑇𝑙, where 𝐷𝑝 and 𝐿𝑝 are the highest
one-way delay of path 𝑝 and packet loss rate of path 𝑝, respectively, for a single
feedback interval time;
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∙ Path is in MC/Lossy state if 𝐷𝑝 ≤ 𝑇𝑑 && 𝐿𝑝 > 𝑇𝑙;

∙ Path is in BC state if 𝐷𝑝 > 𝑇𝑑 ‖ 𝑑𝑝 > 𝑑𝑝,𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑐𝑢𝑟 + 𝜎𝑑𝑝,𝑐𝑢𝑟
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Figure 27 – Flowchart of paths’ conditions estimation strategy.
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3.1.5.3 Discard Strategy

The flowchart in Figure 28 depicts the process of the discard strategy. Based on this
proposed strategy, if the path is congested, a discard strategy is applied by the scheduler
to avoid increasing network congestion by not even sending packets that will be probably
either overdue or dropped. As part of the strategy, the transition probabilities computed
according to Eq. (3.4) are used to reduce the path bit rate split factor 𝜆𝑝 in the following
way:

 

Keep λp

Reduce  :λp

=  . (1 − )λp λp pMB

Reduce  :λp

=  .  (1 − )λp λp pBB
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Figure 28 – Flowchart of discard strategy.
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∙ if the path is in MC/Lossy it is important to consider the path history in order to
verify if there is a higher probability of moving to GC or to BC. The last computed
objective metrics are compared with the metrics received in the previous feedback
message. If the number of lost packets, jitter and delay have increased, then the
probability of moving to BC is higher and 𝜆𝑝 is updated as 𝜆𝑝 = 𝜆𝑝 .(1 − 𝑝𝑀𝐵),
where 𝑝𝑀𝐵 is the probability of transition from MC to BC. Otherwise, it means
that the path congestion condition is improving or there is only a lossy channel.
Therefore, no packet will be discarded;

∙ if the path is in BC, then 𝜆𝑝 = 𝜆𝑝 . (1−𝑝𝐵𝐵), where 𝑝𝐵𝐵 is the probability of being
in BC and staying in BC state.

Another solution defined in (CORBILLON et al., 2016) is estimating of packet
display deadline and discarding ones which have no chance to arrive in time.

3.1.5.4 Adding Content-Aware Protection

The flowchart in Figure 29 depicts the process of content-aware protection strategy.
In addition to the path-aware scheduling strategy detailed in Subsections 3.1.5.1, 3.1.5.2
and 3.1.5.3, we also define a content-aware scheme to better protect I and near-I (NI) frame
packets in this work. Our content-aware scheme does not discard any I or NI packet and
employs packets duplication and/or rerouting according to the following rules specified
for the scenario with two transmission paths (𝑁 = 2):

∙ if both paths are in GC, then no packet will be duplicated and the bit rate split
factors computed according to Eq. (3.2) for each path will be used.

∙ if one path is in GC and the other path is in MC/Lossy or BC, then all I packets
will be sent only through the path in GC;

∙ if one path is in MC/Lossy and the other path is in BC or both paths are either
in BC or MC/Lossy, then all I packets will be duplicated and sent through both
paths;

The same rules are applied for NI frame packets, except they are duplicated only
when both paths are in MC/Lossy. Note that the protection scheme is not applied to
P frame packets. Therefore, they are transmitted according to all the rules specified in
previous subsections, including the discard strategy.

It must be highlighted that our scheduling strategy, CAPA, does not discard any
packet containing I or NI frame data. In other words, the proposed discard strategy applies
only to P frame packets.
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Figure 29 – Flowchart of content-aware strategy.

3.2 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced a novel scheduling strategy as a multipath

MMT solution. Our proposed scheduling strategy, CAPA, applies some methods leading to
achieve the main goal of improving perceived video quality; 1) adaptive video traffic split
scheme to allocate a proper bit rate for each transmission path considering heterogeneous
network context with aim of executing load balancing, relieve congestion, and proper
utilizing of each path capacity; 2) markovian based method to estimate path conditions
and transition probabilities; 3) discard strategy to reduce congestion by avoiding sending
packets that would probably be lost; and 4) content-aware strategy to select the best path
for transmitting each video packet, and protecting packets with high priority.
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It is important to highlight that our approach does not require any change in
the protocol itself since the scheduler can be implemented as part of the client/server
applications. Besides, we leveraged the feedback signaling mechanisms defined in the MMT
standard.

Even if CAPA can successfully adapt to varying network path conditions taking
into account the characteristics of the video content, however, there are some candidate
improvements to be done. For example, one possible improvement for content-aware strat-
egy is adding a Forward Error Correction (FEC) stage exploiting what is already specified
as the Application Layer FEC of the MMT standard. Besides, it is possible to improve
adaptive video traffic split scheme by considering more network metrics. One other can-
didate future work is that the fix parameters defined in the path estimator could be
adaptive either at configuration or per application or per profile. The current discard
strategy could also improve considering the packet deadline, estimating the arrival time
of each packet, and consequently, discarding the ones who cannot reach the receiver in
time. Estimating arrival time for packets could also help the scheduler to send the packets
with closer deadlines on the path with the shortest delay. Other candidate improvements
are employing Scalable Video Coding (SVC) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR).
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4 Performance Evaluation

In this chapter, we provide simulation results to evaluate the efficacy of the pro-
posed CAPA. In this way, firstly, we explain our implemented environment by ns-3 simu-
lation in Section 4.1. Then, video sequences, selected and encoded to test in our environ-
ment, are described in Section 4.2. We also define key performance indicators to evaluate
the user-perceived streaming video quality in Section 4.3.

In the defined environment (Section 4.1), a sender and a receiver are connected
via WiFi and LTE paths. Each of these paths can support the video streaming alone
without congestion when they have unchanged normal background traffic (70% of full
link capacity for downlink and 10% of full link capacity for uplink) with no wireless loss
rate. For instance, the achieved goodput and number of lost packets for LTE path when
all the Elephants Dream packets are sent over LTE with a rate of 4 Mbps are illustrated,
respectively, in Figures 30(a) and 30(b). These figures attest that LTE can handle its
background traffic plus the video traffic without congestion and loss. The achieved good-
put and number of lost packets for WiFi path when all the Elephants Dream packets
are sent over WiFi with a rate of 4 Mbps are illustrated, respectively, in Figures 31(a)
and 31(b). Similarly, these figures attest that WiFi can handle its background traffic plus
the video traffic without congestion and loss. However, even if each path can support the
video streaming but having multipath video delivery could increase the speed and achieve
higher goodput.

(a) LTE goodput (b) LTE packet losses

Figure 30 – LTE path condition when all the Elephants Dream packets are sent over LTE with unchanged normal
background traffic and no wireless loss rate.

There are many ways to do multipath. The simplest one is evenly splitting (ES),
where packets are evenly split in both transmission channels. Even though ES is a simple
scheduling strategy, it can take advantage of the network multipath capabilities and it can
increase the total achieved goodput. The achieved goodput and number of lost packets for
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(a) WiFi goodput (b) WiFi packet losses

Figure 31 – WiFi path condition when all the Elephants Dream packets are sent over WiFi with unchanged normal
background traffic and no wireless loss rate.

(a) LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput (b) Total packet losses

Figure 32 – The achieved goodput and total losses results when the Elephants Dream packets are distributed
according to ES with unchanged normal background traffic and no wireless loss rate.

ES with a rate of 4 Mbps when similarly the paths have unchanged normal background
traffic (70% of full link capacity for downlink and 10% of full link capacity for uplink)
with no wireless loss rate are illustrated, respectively, in Figures 32(a) and 32(b). Results
show the same behaviour for ES too, which is ES ability to support the video traffic
without congestion and loss. However, ES cannot achieve the available capacity of each
path properly. Besides, the network situation is not always with constant background
traffic. In real network environments, background traffic varies and congestion can occur
in the network. Therefore, it is required to have a multipath method which can achieve
load balancing in order to relieve the congestion. Another challenging network condition
is burst wireless losses, which is also a common network condition. A proper multipath
strategy could protect the video content for this network condition.

Therefore, we came up with another scheduling strategy; path-aware (PA). PA
considers paths’ condition for packet transmission. This approach assigns a proper bit
rate for each path in order to achieve load balancing. In addition, it also has a discard
strategy to reduce congestion. However, although considering video content features in
scheduling strategy could improve the QoE and network utilization, it is not considered in
PA. PA scheduling strategy previously detailed in Subsections 3.1.5.1, 3.1.5.2 and 3.1.5.3.
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Finally, we proposed a Content-Aware and Path-Aware (CAPA) scheduling strat-
egy. CAPA is not only aware of paths’ conditions to balance the load and apply discard
strategy but also it is aware of video contents. Therefore, CAPA is capable of select-
ing the best path for transmitting each video packet, and it can also protect the ones
with high priority in order to face all the previously mentioned challenges and improve
the perceived video quality. CAPA scheduling strategy previously detailed in Subsec-
tions 3.1.5.1, 3.1.5.2, 3.1.5.3, and 3.1.5.4. In other words, PA is the CAPA strategy while
content-aware is disabled. Comparing CAPA with PA makes clear how much content-
aware protection contributes to the overall performance.

In the next step, we define different network conditions in order to evaluate our
proposed strategy, CAPA. Firstly, we consider congestion network scenario, which could
significantly decrease the perceived video quality. We also study our scheduler behaviour
with different video qualities under our congested network environment. Then, we consider
wireless channel lossy networks, where channels have high burst losses. Regarding (XU et
al., 2013), this condition could even occur more than congestion condition in the network,
which has a high adverse effect on the perceived video quality. These defined simulation
scenarios are described together with results discussion in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we
evaluate our proposed strategy when it competes with another MMT flow for fairness
support. Finally, we conclude remarks in Section 4.6.

4.1 Simulation Setup
A ns-3 DCE (NS3, 2016) model is implemented to simulate the proposed strategy

in a realistic network scenario. DCE is a module for ns-3 that allows to execute existing
implementations of network protocols or applications without source code changes, and it
has the capability of using Linux kernel instead of using some open source implementation,
which may be unstable and incomplete.

In the evaluation environment, as shown in Figure 33, our multipath simulation
setup comprises of two wireless networks: LTE and WiFi. These networks are implemented
by the LTE and WiFi modules available in the ns-3 simulation library. We chose LTE
and WiFi connections because this is the most common setup for today’s mobile devices.
The different specifications and heterogeneity between LTE and WiFi are among the big
challenges of this work for properly splitting video traffic and achieving load balancing. As
summarized in Table 11, for the LTE path, based on (OPENSIGNAL, 2017) and (USMAN;
PRIHATMOKO, 2011), 𝑏𝑤𝑝 and 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑝 are defined, respectively, as 18.3 Mbps and 15
milliseconds (ms). The 802.11n/5GHz model is chosen for the WiFi path. Therefore, 𝑏𝑤𝑝

and 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑝 are defined for the WiFi path, respectively, as 54 Mbps and 10 ms (KIM et
al., 2004; OH; LEE, 2015). The packet loss rate values are set later based on different
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Figure 33 – Evaluation environment where a sender video server uses multiple paths to stream video to a receiver
smartphone.

network scenarios.

Table 11 – Main network parameters.

Path Maximum bandwidth of path (𝑏𝑤𝑝) Minimum delay of path (𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑝)
LTE 18.3 Mbps 15 ms
WiFi 54 Mbps 10 ms

Besides, as depicted in Figure 33, uplink and downlink background traffics are
added in the ns-3 simulation. The downlink background traffic is generated by the server
for both paths. The uplink background traffic is generated by the network nodes. Back-
ground traffic condition detail is explained later based on the different network scenarios.

4.2 Video Sequences
We have selected a broad range of sequences including cartoon and natural scene

which are the movies with motion, details and very tough colors. The cartoon sequences
are named Elephants Dream, Big Buck Bunny and Sintel, and the natural video sequences
are named Meridian, and LIVE. The LIVE video sequence is a concatenated of nine short
videos available in Image & Video Engineering (LIVE) Laboratory1; AirShow, AsianFu-
sion, Chimera1102347, Chimera1102353, ElFuenteDance, ElFuenteMask, Skateboarding,
Soccer, and Sparks. We show a sample frame of each sequence in Figure 34. We also sum-
marize a short video description and some of the video content characteristics in Table 12.

The video sequences have 1920×1080 resolution and 15,000 total number of frames.
The GoP size is of 16 frames, and the employed GoP structure is IPPPP...P without B
frames. The H.264/AVC JM Reference Software (JM, 2015) is used as the encoding tool
1 http://live.ece.utexas.edu/research/Quality/index.htm
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AirShow  AsianFusion Chimera1102347 Chimera1102353

ElFuenteDance  ElFuenteMask Skateboarding Soccer

Sparks 

Elephants Dream Big Buck Bunny Sintel Meridian

Figure 34 – Video frame examples of each video sequence and each short video content of LIVE sequence.

and the MP4 fragmentation procedures are done by the GPAC MP4BOX (GPAC, 2015)
tool. Decoding and error concealment are performed with FFmpeg (FFMPEG, 2017).
More details about encoding and decoding process is provided in the next subsection.

All the sequences are encoded with the same source bit rate of 4 Mbps. The video
original PSNR values (PSNR value without losing any packet) are shown in Table 13,
ordered from the highest to the lowest number. As expected, we can see that videos have
different original qualities due to the different content of each video. However, all of them
have enough quality for video transmission above 40 dB.

We also encoded Meridian and Big Buck Bunny with source bit rates of 3 and 5
Mbps for a specific scenario explained in Subsection 4.4.1.3. We selected these two video
sequences because they have respectively the highest and the lowest original PSNR when
encoded with source bit rate of 4 Mbps. Table 14 shows the video original PSNR values
related to each of these encoding rates.

Note that video encoded with higher rate has larger PSNR. This is clearly shown
in Table 13 together with Table 14. For example, Meridian with bit rates of 3, 4, and
5 has 51.1, 52.35, and 53.34 dB respectively. Similarly, Big Buck Bunny with bit rates
of 3, 4, and 5 has 41.72, 42.95, and 44.02 dB respectively. We provide more details in
Section 4.4.1.3.

Parameter choice. To select the number of P frames as NI frames in this work, we
compare the PSNR results of CAPA considering different number of P frames, from 0
to 4, under the congested network scenario, which will be explained in Subsection 4.4.1.
In this scenario, all the video sequences are encoded with 4 Mbps. PSNR results are
summarized in Table 15. The second column of the table shows that PSNR results in
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Table 12 – Description and content characteristics of video sequences.

Type of video Video sequence Description and content characteristics

Elephants Dream
(BLENDER, 2005)

Developed by the Blender Institute,
About two characters exploring the surrounding world composed by machines,
Long sequence, spatial detail complexity (PINSON et al., 2013),
amount of camera motion, fast motion (KYUNG et al., 2016)

Big Buck Bunny
(BLENDER, 2007)

Developed by the Blender Institute,
Showing animals of the forest,
Long sequence, outdoor environments, large grassy fields and trees with leaves,
Featuring animals’ hair and fur, high detail, fast motion (KYUNG et al., 2016)

Cartoon
sequences Sintel

(BLENDER, 2009)

Developed by the Blender Institute,
About a female protagonist and a dragon,
Long sequence, fire/smoke/volumetrics and explosions, fast motion
(PINSON et al., 2013)

Meridian
(NETFLIX, 2016)

Produced by Netflix,
About detectives investigating,
Long sequence, smoke, rain, harsh lighting, human face, low motion

Natural
video
sequences

LIVE
(UTEXAS, 2018)

LIVE is concatenated of following short video sequences produced by Netflix
(BAMPIS et al., 2018):

AirShow: showing aircraft exhibition,
Camera tracks object of interest, blue sky background

AsianFusion: showing fusion cuisine,
Static camera, zoom-in, uniform background

Chimera1102347: showing bar scene,
Multiple human faces, zoom-in, low motion

Chimera1102353: showing couple dancers,
Multiple human faces, zoom-in, low motion

ElFuenteDance: showing Aztec ritual dance, drums, close-up, couples dancing
tango, wide angle view,
Rich spatial activity, multiple human faces

ElFuenteMask: showing "Día de los muertos" sculpture closeup, costumes
group, costume closeup,
Medium spatial activity, saliency, very tough colors, rich texture

Skateboarding: showing skateboard riding,
Fast motion, complex camera motion, saliency, rich texture

Soccer: showing epic goals in soccer and football fans in stadium,
Fast moving camera, rich spatial and temporal activity

Sparks: showing sparks,
Slow camera motion, human face, fire sparks, water

Table 13 – Original PSNRs for video sequences encoded with 4 Mbps.

Video sequence Original PSNR [dB]
Meridian 52.35
Sintel 50.86
Elephants Dream 47.07
LIVE 43.60
Big Buck Bunny 42.95

case of considering none of P frames as NI frame (NI=0), the third column shows PSNR
results considering the first initial P frame as NI frame (NI=1) and so on. One can see in
this table is that most of the video sequences have the best results in case of considering
3 initial P frames as NI frames. Therefore, in this work, only the initial 3 P frames in the
GoP were considered as NI frames and the remaining 12 frames in each GoP are regular
P frames. Table 15 also clearly shows the efficiency of protecting NI frame packets to
improve the PSNR.
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Table 14 – Original PSNRs for video sequences encoded with 3 and 5 Mbps.

Video sequence Encoding rate [Mbps] Original PSNR [dB]
3 51.1Meridian 5 53.34
3 41.72Big Buck Bunny 5 44.02

Table 15 – PSNR results from the different video sequences encoded with 4 Mbps considering different number
of P frames as NI frames. These results are according to CAPA under congested network scenario.

PSNR [dB]

Video sequence NI=0
(No P frame)

NI=1
(The initial 1 P frame)

NI=2
(The initial 2 P frame)

NI=3
(The initial 3 P frame)

NI=4
(The initial
4 P frame)

Meridian 41.18 41.88 42.41 42.30 42.28
Sintel 38.54 39.30 39.53 39.80 39.62
Elephants Dream 36.14 36.42 36.65 37 36.31
LIVE 33.52 33.72 34.29 34.43 34.23
Big Buck Bunny 33.53 33.98 34.50 34.25 34.49

Since the PSNR results always depend on the content and original sequences,
we show the distribution of I and NI frame packets when the videos are encoded with
the source bit rate of 4 Mbps in Table 16. The second column of Table 16 shows the
distribution of I frame packets. The third column to the last column of Table 16 show
the distribution of NI packets in case of considering different numbers of initial P frames
in the GoP as NI frames. One can observe from this table is that the sequences have
different packet distributions due to the different amount of texture, details, and actions.
As shown in this table, among our video sequences, Big Buck Bunny has the most I packets
(41.20%). Considering 3 initial P frames as NI frames, Big Buck Bunny has 10.98% NI
frame packets, and the rest (47.82%) is P frame packets. Note that, since CAPA protects
I and NI packets, therefore in this example, it protects 52.18% video packets of this video.
Considering three initial P frames as NI frames, Big Buck Bunny has the highest I and
NI frame packets (52.18%) and after that, Meridian has 48.97%. This values for LIVE
and Elephants Dream are, respectively, 42.74% and 42.53%, and finally, Sintel has the
lowest I and NI frame packets of 37.58%.

Table 16 – Packets distribution according to frame type for video sequences encoded with 4 Mbps.

NI packets [%]Video sequence I packets [%] NI=1 NI=2 NI=3 NI=4
Meridian 32.04 6.04 12.03 16.93 21.65
Sintel 18.88 7.00 12.70 18.70 24.25
Elephants Dream 25.38 6.25 11.98 17.15 22.13
LIVE 23.99 7.90 13.54 18.75 23.90
Big Buck Bunny 41.20 4.55 10.34 10.98 19.78

Selecting 3 initial P frames as NI frames in the GoP, Table 17 shows the distribution
of I and NI frames for Meridian and Big Buck Bunny encoded with source bit rates of 3
and 5 Mbps.
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Table 17 – Packets distribution according to frame type for video sequences encoded with 3 and 5 Mbp when NI
= 3.

Video sequence Encoding rate [Mbps] I packets [%] NI packets [%]
3 33.51 16.66Meridian 5 30.84 17.09
3 42.20 14.54Big Buck Bunny 5 41.17 15.14

4.3 Key Performance Indicators
We evaluate our experimental results in terms of QoS metrics including delay,

packet loss rate, and goodput in order to evaluate performance from the network per-
spective. Moreover, we also evaluate our experimental results in terms of QoE metrics
including PSNR, and SSIM to evaluate video quality. We previously explained how good-
put, packet loss rate, and delay are computed in Section 3.1.2. Here, we explain PSNR
and SSIM metrics.

The QoE can be performed by subjective or objective methods. In subjective meth-
ods, a number of observers (i.e., “subjects”) judge the quality of video and the results for
each video sequence are expressed in Mean Opinion Score (MOS) given as an average for
all observers. Objective methods are computational models to estimate the video qual-
ity (VRANJEŠ et al., 2013; SHAHID, 2014). However, subjective quality experiments are
expensive to process. Besides that, in this work, it is important to measure quantification
of the improvement or deterioration in quality. Therefore, we used objective metrics of
PSNR, and SSIM to evaluate video quality cause these two are popular full reference
metrics. In full reference metrics, the original video is used as a reference and distorted
video is compared with the original one. More information about objective video quality
metrics and performance comparison can be found at (VRANJEŠ et al., 2013).

∙ PSNR: PSNR is a basic, yet, important objective video quality metric. This metric
is based on the pixel-by-pixel comparison expressed as a function of Mean Squared
Error (MSE) between the original and the distorted video frames represented in dB.
Frames with more similarity give higher PSNR values. The correspondence between
the values of PSNR with the MOS is shown in Table 18.

∙ SSIM: SSIM is one of the most common objective video quality metrics, which
shows the similarity of the original frames with distorted video frames. This met-
ric compares not the pixel values but the frame elements perceived by the human.
Therefore, it describes the image quality differences better than PSNR. It uses struc-
tural distortions to evaluate the perceptual distortion based on the three factors:
luminance, contrast, and texture. The final SSIM index takes together all of these
distortions. Result of SSIM is a number between -1 and 1 that represents the video
quality, where 1 can only be achieved if both frames are identical. The correspon-
dence between the values of SSIM with the MOS is shown in Table 18.
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Figure 35 – System architecture for performance evaluation in this thesis - objective video quality metrics.

The system architecture for performance evaluation considering objective metrics
is shown in Figure 35. In this figure, the original YUV video is encoded by the
H.264/AVC JM Reference Software (JM, 2015). Then, FFmpeg is used to encapsu-
late the video in MP4 file. After that, the MP4 fragmentation procedures are done
by the GPAC MP4BOX (GPAC, 2015) tool. After data transmission through the
ns-3 simulation, in order to provide the distorted video to compute PSNR and SSIM,
we developed a C++ application, namely MMT-MP4 parser. MMT-MP4 parser fills
the lost packets’ positions with zeroes in the original MP4 file. In particular, MMT-
MP4 parser is capable of understanding the MP4 atom structure and then capable
of applying zeroes in the right positions according to the information of packet losses
calculated on the receiver. This way, from the original MP4 video, we can generate
the received MP4 sequence by means of adding the transmission errors (distorted
MP4 video). After this, the FFmpeg error concealment method is responsible for
trying to repair the corrupted missy bitstream and therefore reconstruct the de-
coded video (distorted YUV video). Then, PSNR and SSIM are computed between
the original YUV video and the distorted YUV video.

Different objective metrics (JUNG, 2017; NETFLIX, 2019b; BT.1683, 2004; J.144,
2004) have been proposed in literature to predict perceived video quality. One can-
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didate future work could be evaluating our video quality with more metrics such as
MS-SSIM which shows close aligned with the results that would have been obtained
with subjective testing (CLARITY, 2019).

Table 18 – Mapping PSNR and SSIM to MOS scale based on VQAMap (MOLDOVAN et al., 2016) rules.

MOS Quality PSNR SSIM
5 (Excellent) ≥ 36 ≥ 0.93

4 (Good) ≥ 29 & < 36 ≥ 0.85 & < 0.93
3 (Fair) ≥ 22 & < 29 ≥ 0.76 & < 0.85
2 (Poor) ≥ 20 & < 24 ≥ 0.62 & < 0.76
1 (Bad) < 20 < 0.62

4.4 Different Network Scenarios
In this section, we discuss the performance of our proposed CAPA in different

network situations; congested network in Subsection 4.4.1 and wireless lossy network
in Subsection 4.4.2. These common network situations cause burst packet losses in the
network, and consequently, the receiver may not receive a sufficient number of packets to
properly decode the video. Therefore, it could have a severe adverse effect on the perceived
video quality. We remind, in this thesis, the packet losses caused due to network congestion
are called congestion losses and the packet losses caused due to wireless errors (e.g., lossy
channels, noise or interface) are called wireless losses.

4.4.1 Congested Network Scenario

In this subsection, we discuss the performance of our proposed CAPA in a con-
gested network situation. Therefore, in this scenario, we vary background traffic to make
congestion in the network in order to observe the response of the scheduling strategy.
This background traffic condition will be detailed in Subsection 4.4.1.1. Besides, in order
to have a more realistic simulation setup, the ns-3 channel random error is employed to
capture the effects of noisy wireless channels. Related work (CHEN et al., 2013) assumes
loss rate values of 1% for the WiFi path and 0.1% for the LTE path. However, due to
the results of our simulations where sequence losses for WiFi become extremely high (cf.
results in Annex A), we opted to reduce the maximum random loss rate to 0.5%, which
is still a realistic assumption.

We discuss the performance of our proposed scheduler under the defined congested
network scenario (where all sequences are encoded with the same bit rate) in Subsec-
tion 4.4.1.2. We also study the behaviour of our proposed strategy, CAPA, for different
video bit rates under the same congested network scenario in Subsection 4.4.1.3.
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4.4.1.1 Background Traffic Condition

Evaluation considering different background traffic models has been one of the
main challenges to be addressed. For a broad and sound evaluation, the background
traffic conditions to be explored should cover most of the potential real cases while being
able to evaluate the performance of the scheduling strategy.

In this scenario, constant uplink and variable downlink background traffics are
added in the ns-3 simulation to stress out the proposed scheduling strategy in different
network congestion situations. The downlink background traffic is generated by the server
and initially set as 70% of full link capacity for both paths. On the other hand, the uplink
background traffic is generated by the network nodes and set as 10% of each full link
capacity, in accordance to real network scenarios where the uplink traffic is smaller than
the downlink traffic.

WiFi
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120 200 320280 440 56040 80 160 600520480400360240

85% 100%

120 200 320280 520 60040 80 160 560480440400360240

95% 100%

80% 85% 90%
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Figure 36 – Variable downlink background traffic setup to first simulate congestion separately in each path and
then simultaneous congestion in both paths.

Variable downlink background traffic is illustrated in Figure 36. As illustrated in
this figure, we have 3 network congestion parts in our simulation; LTE congestion, WiFi
congestion, LTE and WiFi congestion. The first part of the simulation, LTE congestion,
is from 40 to 120 seconds of simulation time. During this period, the background traffic of
only the LTE path is increased up to completely (100%) saturating the LTE channel while
the background traffic of the WiFi is kept constant. For this purpose, after 40 seconds of
simulation time, the LTE background traffic is increased to 85% of its full link capacity,
then from 80 to 120 seconds, it’s background traffic is increased to 100%.

In the second part, WiFi congestion, the opposite behaviour is simulated and,
from 200 to 400 seconds of simulation time, the background traffic of the WiFi path is
increased up to completely (100%) saturating the WiFi channel while the background
traffic of the LTE is kept constant. For this purpose, after 200 seconds of simulation time,
the WiFi background traffic is increased to 80% of its full link capacity, then from 240 to
280 seconds, it’s background traffic is increased to 85%, to 90% from 280 to 320 seconds,
to 95% from 320 to 360 seconds, and to 100% from 360 to 400 seconds.

Finally, in the last part, from 480 to 600 seconds of simulation time, background
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traffic is increased in both paths to simulate simultaneous congestion in LTE and WiFi.
For this purpose, the LTE background traffic is increased to 75% from 480 t0 520 seconds,
to 80% from 520 to 560 seconds, to 85% from 560 to 600 seconds. Simultaneously, the
WiFi background traffic is increased to 80% from 480 t0 520 seconds, to 85% from 520 to
560 seconds, to 90% from 560 to 600 seconds of simulation time.

This explained background traffic is also depicted as a plot in Figure 37. This plot
would be used in the rest of this thesis together with goodput and PSNR graphs in order
to facilitate readers to track the network condition and understand graphs explanation
easily. Besides, in this figure, three background traffic level is defined; normal, high and
very high background traffic. We defined that the path has normal background traffic when
its amount is around 65% to 75% of full link capacity. We defined it as high background
traffic when its amount is around 75% to 90% of full link capacity, and we defined it as very
high background traffic when its amount is more than 90% of full link capacity. Therefore,
one can note regarding this proposed background traffic is that we considered extreme
cases. For example, having very high background traffic is a rare network situation and
not a condition that happens all the time.

Figure 37 – Variable downlink background traffic setup to first simulate congestion separately in each path and
then simultaneous congestion in both paths showing in a plot form.

4.4.1.2 Experimental Evaluation for Constant Transmission Bit Rate

Here, we discuss the performance of our proposed scheduler under the defined
congested network scenario. In order to compare results in the same network simulation
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scenario, all sequences are encoded with the same source bit rate (4 Mbps) - previously
explained in Section 4.2. We also consider the constant transmission bit rate stream in
this experiment (4 Mbps for this scenario).

Figure 38 depicts the absolute number of video packets (VP) for each video,
the number of packets sent, the total number of packets received unique (no duplicated
packet), and the total number of packets received (including duplicated packets), measured
from the various video sequences according to the different scheduling strategies. One can
see in this figure is that more packets received unique by CAPA strategy compared to
both PA and ES strategies for all sequences. The reason is that CAPA can effectively
allocate a proper bit rate for each path based on their available bandwidth. Besides, some
packets with low priority are discarded to reduce congestion, and the packets with high
priority would be rerouted or even duplicated to ensure reliable data delivery during con-
gestion network. However, duplication for protecting packets has cost of sending more
packets through the network. It is important to highlight that high priority frames have
higher number of packets than low priority ones. Therefore, it is possible to see this fact
in the figure that the total packets sent according to CAPA strategy is higher than the
number of video packets for all sequences. Note that content of video always effects on
the performance and the amount of duplication.

Video sequence

Figure 38 – Performance comparison of the various video sequences according to the different scheduling strategies
under congested network scenario.

In contrast to the CAPA, as shown in Figure 38, the total packets sent according
to PA strategy is less than the number of video packets. This is due to this fact that PA
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discards some packets at the sender to reduce congestion (and there is no duplication).
Even if PA does not outperform CAPA due to lack of content awareness, but yet, PA has
received more packets compared to ES because it has a proper load balancing to cope with
network congestion. Regarding ES strategy, the total number of packets sent is the same
as the number of video packets due to there is not either any discard or any duplication.
ES has received the lowest number of packets compared to the other approaches for all
sequences, which means it has the highest losses. This is because ES suffers from lack of
any proper strategy to cope with network condition and load balancing.

Yet another note regarding Figure 38 is that the difference of total received packets
and total received packets unique (orange color in bars), in CAPA strategy, shows the
number of packets received duplicated. It can be clearly noted in this figure that these
duplicated received packets are very small for Sintel sequence compared to the others. The
reason is that Sintel has the lowest I and NI packets and, therefore, the lowest number of
duplication among our sequences.

Network quality of service results.

Goodput: Figure 39 shows the LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Elephants Dream
sequence under congested network scenario according to the different scheduling strate-
gies; (b) CAPA, (c) PA, and (d) ES. In order to facilitate readers tracking the network
condition, the defined background traffic, previously explained in Subsection 4.4.1.1, is
also shown in Figure 39(a) top of the goodput subfigures.

Figure 39(b) illustrates that the total achieved goodput is higher and more stable
when our proposed scheduling strategy is applied compared to PA and ES distribution.
One can note is that load balancing is clearly achieved between both paths and the higher
inherent capacity of the WiFi path is exploited. In addition, congestion (first in LTE and
then in WiFi) is properly handled by the scheduler by switching traffic among paths and
keeping a stable total goodput of 4 Mbps through all simulation, except for the last part
where both paths get congested. Goodput decrease in this last part is not only due to
congestion but also to packets lost due to the discard strategy applied by the scheduler
to avoid further congestion. One important note is that discard strategy is only applied
on the low priority packets and not on high priority packets. Moreover, the content-aware
packet protection method protects the high priority packets by duplicating or rerouting.

Figure 39(c) illustrates the total achieved goodput according to PA scheduling
strategy. Similar to the CAPA strategy, PA can provide load balancing, achieve higher
inherent capacity of the WiFi path and keep a stable total goodput of 4 Mbps through all
simulation, except for the last part where both paths get congested. One can note is that
the goodput reduction in the last part of the network according to PA strategy is more
than goodput reduction at the same time according to CAPA strategy. This is due to
this fact that the discard strategy is applied on all types of packets (blindly and without
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(b) CAPA 
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(d) ES 

Figure 39 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Elephants Dream packets for (a) the defined background
traffic according to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the proposed CAPA, (c) PA, and (d) ES,
under congested network scenario.

considering the video packet content priority) and there is no content-aware strategy to
protect high priority packets.

One can observe from Figure 39(d) is that, at the initial part of simulation, where
there is normal background, video traffic is equally split between LTE and WiFi. There-
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fore, each channel has a goodput of 2 Mbps and the total goodput is of 4 Mbps. Then,
when LTE gets heavily congested, its goodput sharply decreases due to packet losses, and
the total goodput (2 Mbps) achieved in this period is only due to packets transmitted over
WiFi. In the second part of the simulation, LTE recovers from congestion and then WiFi
gets congested. However, since WiFi inherent capacity is higher than LTE, congestion is
better handled for a while but since the congestion is increasing then the the goodput de-
creases to almost zero for WiFi. Finally, in the last part where both paths get congested,
the goodput reduction is clearly noticeable. This behaviour of ES is due to lack of any
path-aware or content-aware strategy.

The goodput performance according to different strategies for other tested video
sequences are provided in Annex C due to they have the same behaviour of what already
explained for Elephants Dream.

Packet loss rate: Figure 40 shows the effectiveness of the proposed scheduling strategy
to decrease loss rate in CAPA compared to PA and ES scheduling strategies. The results
show that CAPA decreases the total loss rate, respectively, by up to 31.82%, and 78.96%
compared to PA and ES. There is also better protect of I and NI frame packets according
to CAPA compared to PA and ES which is shown in Figure 41. The results show that
CAPA decreases the I and NI frame packet loss rate, respectively, by up to 53.37%,
and 86.39% compared to PA and ES. In addition, as it is shown in Figure 41, due to
differences of the video sequences previously mentioned and shown in Table 16, Big Buck
Bunny, the one with the highest percentage of I and NI frame packets, has also the most
I and NI packet losses in all compared conditions.

Figure 40 – Comparison of loss results from the various video sequences according to the different scheduling
strategies under congested network scenario.

Having Figure 40 together with Figure 41 shows the proposed scheduling strategy
gains better protect of I and NI frame packets. For all sequences, the I and NI frame packet
loss rate over the total packet loss rate decreases. For instance, according to our proposed
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Figure 41 – Comparison of I and NI loss results from the various video sequences according to the different
scheduling strategies under congested network scenario.

scheduling strategy, total lost packets for Meridian are 4.30% (of total sent packets) and
1.64% of these losses are I and NI losses (of total sent packets), which corresponds to
38.13% of the total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are
4.72% and 2.06% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 43.64% of the
total losses. When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 17.87% and
9.18% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 51.37% of the total losses.
Therefore, the rate is reduced from 43.64% to 38.13% compared to PA, and from 51.37%
to 38.13% compared to ES.

Similarly for Sintel, according to our proposed scheduling strategy, total lost pack-
ets are 3.62% and 0.83% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 22.92%
of the total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 4.86%
and 1.78% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 36.62% of the total
losses. When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 17.21% and 6.10% of
these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 35.44% of the total losses. Therefore,
the rate is reduced from 36.62% to 22.92% compared to PA, and from 35.44% to 22.92%
compared to ES.

Also for Elephants Dream, according to our proposed scheduling strategy, total
lost packets are 4.52% and 1.92% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to
42.47% of the total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are
6.19% and 2.88% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 46.52% of the
total losses. When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 17.25% and
7.70% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 44.63% of the total losses.
Therefore, the rate is reduced from 46.52% to 42.47% compared to PA, and from 44.63%
to 42.47% compared to ES.

Likewise for LIVE, according to our proposed scheduling strategy, total lost packets
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are 4.33% and 1.57% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 36.25% of
the total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 5.12% and
2.20% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 42.96% of the total losses.
When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 17.23% and 7.66% of these
losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 44.45% of the total losses. Therefore,
the rate is reduced from 42.96% to 36.25% compared to PA, and from 44.45% to 36.25%
compared to ES.

Finally for Big Buck Bunny, according to our proposed scheduling strategy, total
lost packets are 4.22% and 1.95% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to
46.20% of the total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are
6.19% and 3.17% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 51.21% of the
total losses. When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 17.68% and
9.62% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 54.41% of the total losses.
Therefore, the rate is reduced from 51.21% to 46.20% compared to PA, and from 54.41%
to 46.20% compared to ES.

Delay: Table 19 shows the CAPA average one-way delay reduction of non-overdue packets
compared to PA and ES scheduling strategies under congested network scenario. In this
table, the larger the negative values, the performance is better. The results clearly indicate
that our proposed CAPA strategy efficiently enables a better adjustment compared to ES
by balancing the bit rate distribution and the discard strategy. However, CAPA does not
have always delay reduction compared to PA because actually the packets are not lost,
meaning that we have a priority. The priority is to increase the quality of the perceived
quality (measured by PSNR and SSIM). This way, CAPA reduced the number of packets,
which would be lost in PA.

Table 19 – Results for delay reduction of CAPA compared with PA and ES scheduling strategies from the different
video sequences under congested network scenario.

Video sequence Scheduling strategy Delay
PA -2.7%Meridian ES -10%
PA 0%Sintel ES -7.6%
PA 0%Elephants Dream ES -7.5%
PA 0%LIVE ES -7.7%
PA 0%Big Buck Bunny ES -5.12%

Objective video quality results.

PSNR: the PSNR values, shown in Figures 42, attest to our objective of improving
the QoE of end users by employing our scheduling strategy. The results show that CAPA
improves the average video PSNR, respectively, by up to 4.25 dB (12.97%), and 7.22 dB
(20.58%) compared to PA and ES. This is due to proper load balancing and considering
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path conditions together with video packet contents to transmit packets and perform
packet protection. The differences in measured quality results are caused by the different
amount of texture, details, action, etc.

Figure 42 also depicts the original video qualities (PSNRs) together with the av-
erage PSNR values measured from the various video sequences according to the different
scheduling strategies in order to show how much quality reduction occurs for each schedul-
ing strategy. It can be clearly observed that CAPA has lowest quality reduction compared
to PA and ES for all sequences. For instance, for Meridian sequence, CAPA is lost 10.07
dB of original quality. This value is increased to 14.32 dB and 17.07 dB for PA and ES,
respectively.

Figure 42 – Comparison of average PSNR results from the various video sequences according to the different
scheduling strategies under congested network scenario.

To have a more detail view of the PSNR results, Figure 43 shows the PSNR values
from Elephants Dream sequence for all video frames. In this figure, the three defined
network congestion parts are shown in gray colour in terms of frame number. Therefore,
the LTE congestion part, which is from 40 to 120 seconds of simulation time, corresponds
to frame numbers from 960 to 2889 of Elephants Dream sequence. The WiFi congestion
part, from 200 to 400 seconds of simulation time, corresponds to frame numbers from 4814
to 9643, and LTE and WiFi congestion part, from 480 to 600 seconds of simulation time,
corresponds to frame numbers from 11561 to 14836. Note that, compared to the original
PSNR shown in Figure 43(a), there are PSNR variations for all the three strategies even
when there is no network congestion. This is due to having random loss through all the
simulation time while FEC is not applied in this work to MMT packets.

One can observe from this figure is that CAPA (Figure 39(b)) achieves apparently
higher PSNR values compared to PA (Figure 39(c)) and ES (Figure 39(d)) for all the
three network congestion parts. This is due to the higher achieved goodput previously
discussed and showed about Figure 39. Another observation from this figure is that while
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for the first and second part of the simulation, LTE congestion, and WiFi congestion,
ES has the lowest values, but in the last part, during the period time of LTE and WiFi
congestion, the PSNR values for PA are the lowest, even less than ES. Mainly because
of blindly discard strategy applied on the packets by PA, which may discard even high
priority packets (I and NI packets).

The PSNR values for all video frames according to different strategies for other
tested video sequences are provided in Annex D due to they have the same behaviour of
what already explained for Elephants Dream.

Figure 43 – PSNR values from Elephants Dream video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies
compared to (a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested network scenario.

SSIM: besides PSNR, the SSIM values, shown in Figures 44, also attest to our objective of
improving the QoE of end users by employing our scheduling strategy. CAPA substantially
outperforms other strategies in improving the video SSIM and increases the video SSIM,
respectively, by up to 0.033 (3.78%), and 0.102 (12.54%) compared to PA and ES.

In order to reveal the differences in subjective video quality, results from the Ele-
phants Dream video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies are shown
in Figures 45, 46, and 47, respectively, for LTE congestion, WiFi congestion, LTE and
WiFi congestion network situations. Note that it is just one frame to illustrate the type
of artifacts after losing packets and decoding the sequence.

In conclusion, the experimental evaluation of this subsection for CAPA strategy
shows that our proposed strategy efficiently outperforms PA and ES in improving QoE
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Figure 44 – Comparison of SSIM results from the various video sequences according to the different scheduling
strategies under congested network scenario.

PA ES

Original CAPA

Figure 45 – Comparison of subjective quality measured from the 2051-th frame of the Elephants Dream sequence
during period time of LTE congestion.

while optimizing the total network goodput under congested network scenario.

4.4.1.3 Experimental Evaluation for Different Video Bit Rates

Here, we have some experiments to check the behaviour of our proposed strategy,
CAPA, for different video bit rates in our defined congested network scenario but it is
not the propose of this work to determine for each sequence what is the best. Therefore,
for this simulation scenario, sequences are encoded with the source bit rates of 3 and 5
Mbps (previously explained in Section 4.2) and packets are distributed on the network,
respectively, with the constant transmission bit rates of 3 and 5 Mbps in order to fit fewer
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Original CAPA

PA ES

Figure 46 – Comparison of subjective quality measured from the 9138-th frame of the Elephants Dream sequence
during period time of WiFi congestion.

Original CAPA

PA ES

Figure 47 – Comparison of subjective quality measured from the 13518-th frame of the Elephants Dream sequence
during period time of LTE and WiFi congestion.

packets or more packets in the same simulation time.

Figure 48, similar to what depicted in Figure 38, illustrates performance compar-
ison of different scheduling strategies under the defined congestion network scenario, but
differently, it is measured from Meridian and Big Buck Bunny sequences with different
source bit rates (B) of 3 and 5 Mbps.
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Video	sequence

Figure 48 – Performance comparison of Meridian and Big Buck Bunny video sequences for different bit rates of
3 and 5 Mbps according to the different scheduling strategies under congested network scenario.

One observation from Figure 48 together with Figure 38 is that, as expected,
encoded video with higher bit rate has higher number of packets too. For example, while
Meridian sequence with bit rate of 4 Mbps has 215080 packets (52.35 dB quality), it has
163839 number of packets (51.1 dB quality) with source bit rate of 3 Mbps, corresponds
to the 23.82% fewer video packets (and 1.25 dB less quality). Number of packets increases
to 266618 (53.34 dB quality) when it has source bit rate of 5 Mbps, which corresponds
to the 23.96% more video packets (and 0.99 dB more quality) compared to video with
source bit rate of 4 Mbps. Similarly, while Big Buck Bunny sequence with source bit rate
of 4 Mbps has 215912 packets (42.95 dB quality), it has 166137 number of packets (41.77
dB quality) with source bit rate of 3 Mbps, corresponds to the 23.05% fewer number of
video packets (and 1.18 dB less quality). Number of packets increases to 265858 when it
has source bit rate of 5 Mbps (44.02 dB quality), which corresponds to the 23.13% more
video packets (and 1.07 dB more quality).

The number of packets is what matters because having fewer video packets means
sending fewer data through the network, having less congestion, and consequently, fewer
losses. In contrast, having more video packets means sending more data through the
network, having more congestion, and consequently, more losses which could decrease
perceived video quality. Furthermore, since there is less congestion in the network when
sequences are distributed with transmission bit rate of 3 Mbps, CAPA duplicates fewer
packets for both Meridian and Big Buck Bunny. Therefore, it is possible to see this fact in
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the figure that the total packets sent according to CAPA strategy are only slightly higher
than the number of video packets. In contrast, due to high congestion for both Meridian
and Big Buck Bunny, when they are distributed with transmission bit rate of 5 Mbps,
our proposed scheduler needs to duplicate more packets to protect them. Therefore, the
total packets sent according to CAPA strategy, in this case, is notably higher than the
number of video packets.

Finally, we observe that, in Figure 48, when sequences are encoded with source bit
rate of 3 Mbps, CAPA received more unique packets and outperformed both PA and ES
strategies for all sequences, but when sequences are encoded with the source bit rate of 5
Mbps, CAPA could only exceed ES. However, studying QoS and QoE metrics in the rest
will show that CAPA could yet outperform PA and achieve our objective of improving
QoE.

Network quality of service results.

Goodput: Figure 49 shows goodput performance of different scheduling strategies
for Meridian sequence with bit rate of 5 Mbps through our network environment under
such defined extreme cases of background traffic to emphasizes the scheduler behaviour
when transmitting high data. We chose this sequence because it has the highest number of
packets (2666618) among our sequences. Generally, the behaviour of strategies obtained
for Meridian sequence with bit rate of 5 Mbps are very similar to what obtained for Ele-
phants Dream with bit rate of 4 Mbps, which we explained previously in Subsection 4.4.1.2
about Figure 39. The difference here is that the network gets more congested due to higher
data transmission. However, yet, CAPA outperforms other scheduling strategies and could
achieve higher and more stable goodput compared to PA and ES distribution.

The goodput performance according to different strategies for Meridian with source
bit rate of 3 Mbps and Big Buck Bunny with source bit rates of 3 and 5 Mbps are provided
in Annex E due to they have the same behaviour of what already explained for Meridian
with constant transmission bit rate of 5 Mbps.

Packet loss rate: Figure 50, similar to what depicted for Figure 40, shows the
comparison of loss results of the different scheduling strategies under congested network
scenario, differently, for Meridian and Big Buck Bunny video sequences with bit rates of 3
and 5 Mbps. Regarding loss results for video with source bit rate of 3, similar to Figure 40,
loss results show effectiveness of the proposed scheduling strategy to decrease loss rate
in CAPA compared to PA and ES scheduling strategies. The results show that CAPA
decreases the total loss rate, respectively, by up to 20.65%, and 87.22% compared to
PA and ES. There is also better protect of I and NI frame packets according to CAPA
compared to PA and ES which is shown in Figure 51. The results show that CAPA
decreases the I and NI frame packet loss rate, respectively, by up to 39.60%, and 91.71%
compared to PA and ES.
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Figure 49 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Meridian packets for (a) the defined background traffic
according to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the proposed CAPA, (c) PA, and (d) ES, under
congested network scenario.

Regarding loss results for video transmission with source bit rate of 5, however,
while CAPA outperforms ES scheduling strategy decreasing the total loss rate, and I and
NI loss rate, respectively, by up to 86.24% and 55.65%, but it is not success to outgo PA
strategy, not either in total loss rate (Figure 50) and not in I and NI loss rate (Figure 51).
However, it does not mean that CAPA cannot achieve the main objective of our work,
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Figure 50 – Comparison of loss results from Meridian and Big Buck Bunny video sequences with bit rates of 3
and 5 Mbps according to the different scheduling strategies under congested network scenario.
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Figure 51 – Comparison of I and NI loss results from from Meridian and Big Buck Bunny video sequences with
bit rates of 3 and 5 Mbps according to the different scheduling strategies under congested network
scenario.

which is better perceived video quality than PA. In fact, CAPA has different content-
aware strategies to protect high priority packets and based on them, it has the strongest
protection case for I frame packets, and after that, for NI frame packets. Therefore, having
higher loss rate in this simulation is due to losing more P and NI frame packets. The I
frame loss rate for CAPA in this simulation for Meridian is 2.2% while this value is 2.5%
for PA strategy. Similarly, the I frame loss rate for CAPA in this simulation for Big Buck
Bunny is 2.22% while this value is 3.13% for PA strategy. Therefore, the content-aware
protection method of CAPA could properly protect I frame packets, and consequently,
could achieve improvement of video quality, even in such a worse congested network. In
the rest, PSNR and SSIM results shown in Figures 52 and 54 attest it.

Yet another note regarding Figures 50 and 51 is that, as expected, sequence with
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more packets have more losses.

Delay: Table 20, similar to what summarized in Table 19, shows the CAPA average
one-way delay reduction of non-overdue packets compared to the alternative schedul-
ing strategies under congested network scenario. Differently, for Meridian and Big Buck
Bunny video sequences with bit rates of 3 and 5 Mbps. Remark that, in this table, the
larger the negative values, the performance is better.

Regarding delay results for video with bit rate of 3, the results indicate that our
proposed CAPA strategy efficiently enables a better adjustment compared to ES to net-
work conditions by balancing the bit rate distribution and the discard strategy. However,
CAPA does not have delay reduction compared to PA.

Regarding delay results for video with bit rate of 5, CAPA is adding some delay
over all, but it is delivering I frame packets. For example, for Meridian, CAPA reduces
I losses 12% and 65.94%, respectively, compared to PA and ES. Similarly, for Big Buck
Bunny, CAPA reduces I losses 29.07% and 70.43%, respectively, compared to PA and ES.

Therefore, the QoE does not come free. There is always a trade off; sending more
traffic due to packet duplication adds more delay because of adding more traffic into
the buffers and network entities. Hence, it increases delay with still respective the final
deadlines. In other words, at the end what matters for the end user is the perceived video
quality. Maybe the network does not like the approach because it causes more packets to
be transmitted but for the end user it does. Therefore, it needs to pay delay.

Table 20 – Comparison of CAPA delay results with PA and ES scheduling strategies from the different video
sequences with different video bit rates under congested network scenario.

Video sequence Scheduling strategy Delay
PA 0%Meridian (B=3) ES -2.70%
PA 0%Big Buck Bunny (B=3) ES -0.66%
PA +8.27%Meridian (B=5) ES +6.13%
PA +8.18%Big Buck Bunny (B=5) ES +6.22%

PSNR: similar to what depicted in Figure 42, the PSNR results shown in Figure 52
also attest to our objective of improving QoE by employing our scheduling strategy. The
results show that CAPA improves the average video PSNR for video with bit rate of 3
Mbps, respectively, by up to 3.06 dB (7.61%), and 5.45 dB (17.87%) compared to
PA and ES. The results also show that CAPA improves the average video PSNR for video
with bit rate of 5 Mbps, respectively, by up to 3.33 dB (9.48%), and 7.34 dB (29.30%)
compared to PA and ES.

Another observation in Figure 52 is that, as expected, even though Big Buck Bunny
with higher encoded bit rate has higher original quality but it loses more quality after
transmission compared to when it is encoded in bit rate of 3 Mbps. The same behaviour
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Figure 52 – Comparison of average PSNR results from Meridian and Big Buck Bunny video sequences with
bit rates of 3 and 5 Mbps according to the different scheduling strategies under congested network
scenario.

can be noticed for Meridian. The reason is that with more packets, more losses occur
during data transmission. Remark that the measured quality results always depend on
the content and original sequences.

To have a more detail view of the PSNR results, Figure 53 shows the PSNR values
from Meridian sequence with source bit rate of 5 Mbps for all video frames. In this figure,
the LTE congestion part, which is from 40 to 120 seconds of simulation time, corresponds
to frame numbers from 971 to 2912 of Meridian sequence. The WiFi congestion part,
from 200 to 400 seconds of simulation time, corresponds to frame numbers from 4852 to
9722, and LTE and WiFi congestion part, from 480 to 600 seconds of simulation time,
corresponds to frame numbers from 11668 to 15000.

The results behaviour obtained for this sequence is very similar to what obtained
for the sequence encoded with bit rate of 4 Mbps previously illustrated in Figure 43. This
way, CAPA (Figure 53(b)) achieves apparently higher PSNR values compared to the both
PA (Figure 53(c)), and ES (Figure 53(d)) for all three network congestion parts. This is
due to the higher achieved goodput already discussed and illustrated in Figure 49. Also,
while for the LTE congestion part and WiFi congestion part, ES has the lowest values, but
in the last part, when both paths are congested, the PSNR values for PA are the lowest
(even less than ES). Mainly because of blindly discard strategy applied on the packets by
PA which may discard even high priority packets (I and NI packets).

The PSNR values for Meridian with source bit rate of 3 Mbps and Big Buck Bunny
with source bit rates of 3 and 5 Mbps are provided in Annex F due to they have the same
behaviour of what already explained for Meridian with bit rate of 5 Mbps.

SSIM: besides PSNR, the SSIM values, shown in Figure 54, also attest to our objective
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Figure 53 – PSNR values from Meridian sequence with bit rate of 5 Mbps according to the different scheduling
strategies compared to (a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested network
scenario.

of improving the QoE of end users by employing our scheduling strategy. The results show
that CAPA improves the video SSIM for video with bit rate of 3, respectively, by up to
0.030 (3.367%), and 0.091 (10.96%) compared to PA and ES. The results also show
that CAPA improves the video SSIM for video with bit rate of 5, respectively, by up to
0.019 (2.2%), and 0.080 (9.96%) compared to PA and ES.

(B=3) (B=3) (B=5) (B=5)

Video sequence 

Figure 54 – Comparison of SSIM results from Meridian and Big Buck Bunny video sequences with bit rates of 3
and 5 Mbps according to the different scheduling strategies under congested network scenario.
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In order to reveal the differences in subjective video quality, Figures 55, 56, and 57
show a sample decoded frame with losses impact from the Meridian sequence with source
bit rate of 5 Mbps according to the different scheduling strategies, respectively, during
period time of LTE congestion, WiFi congestion, LTE and WiFi congestion. Remark that
it is just one frame to illustrate the type of artifacts after losing packets and decoding the
sequence.

Original CAPA

PA ES

Figure 55 – Comparison of subjective quality measured from the 2078-th frame of the Meridian sequence during
period time of LTE congestion.

In conclusion, experimental results provided in this scenario for different bit rates of
video sequences under congested network scenario show that CAPA perfectly outperforms
PA and ES to achieve the main objective of PSNR and SSIM for different video bit rates.
Furthermore, results in Figures 52 and 54 for video with source bit rate of 5 Mbps (high
data) show that not only CAPA significantly outperforms PA and ES scheduling strategies
in improving the video PSNR and SSIM, but also, regarding Table 18, it can achieve
PSNR and SSIM, respectively, 38.42 dB and 0.93 for Meridian, maps to "excellent" MOS
quality, PSNR and SSIM gain of, respectively, 32.39 dB and 0.883 for Big Buck Bunny,
maps to "good" MOS quality, even in our environment with such defined extreme cases of
background traffic. Therefore, CAPA could even handle high data efficiently compared to
PA and ES.

Table 21 summarizes the results for Meridian and Big Buck Bunny sequences with
source bit rates of 3, 4 and 5 Mbps. One can see is that increasing the original quality,
in our simulation scenario, cannot improve the perceived quality. This is due to the fact
that higher quality has more packets, and consequently, increases losses due to higher
congestion in our environment with the defined extreme background traffic. Therefore,
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Original CAPA

PA ES

Figure 56 – Comparison of subjective quality measured from the 9152-th frame of the Meridian sequence during
period time of WiFi congestion.

Original CAPA

PA ES

Figure 57 – Comparison of subjective quality measured from the 13492-th frame of the Meridian sequence during
period time of LTE and WiFi congestion.

even if the original quality is higher but more quality would be lost. Besides that, the
original quality here is important because after adding 1 Mbps, the quality does not
change too much. Finally, when the original PSNRs (qualities) are good enough, there is
no reason to go higher with the initial quality.
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Table 21 – Comparison of original PSNR results with perceived video PSNR results from Meridian and Big Buck
Bunny video sequences with bit rates of 3 and 5 Mbps according to CAPA.

Video sequence Source bit rate [Mbps] Original PSNR [dB] PSNR result [dB]
3 51.1 43.25
4 52.35 42.28Meridian
5 53.34 38.42
3 41.77 35.94
4 42.95 34.25Big Buck Bunny
5 44.02 32.39

4.4.2 Wireless Lossy Network Scenario

In this subsection, we discuss the performance of our proposed CAPA in a wire-
less lossy network situation. Therefore, in this scenario, while the background traffic is
kept constant in the whole simulation time, different wireless burst loss conditions are
defined for paths to observe the response of the scheduling strategy. Background traffic
and wireless loss conditions are detailed in Subsection 4.4.2.1. Then, we discuss the per-
formance of our proposed scheduler under the defined wireless lossy network scenario in
Subsection 4.4.2.2 in terms of both QoS and QoE metrics.

4.4.2.1 Background Traffic and Wireless Loss Condition

In this scenario, constant downlink and uplink background traffics are added in
the ns-3 simulation. The downlink background traffic is generated by the server and, as
illustrated in Figure 58, set as 70% of full link capacity for both paths. On the other
hand, the uplink background traffic is generated by the network nodes and set as 10% of
each full link capacity, in accordance to real network scenarios where the uplink traffic is
smaller than the downlink traffic.

WiFi
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Figure 58 – Constant downlink background traffic setup.

This explained background traffic is also depicted as a plot in Figure 59. This plot
would be used in the rest of this wireless lossy network scenario together with goodput and
PSNR graphs in order to facilitate readers to track the network condition and understand
graphs explanation easily. One can note regarding this proposed background traffic is that
both LTE and WiFi background traffics always have normal background traffic in this
network scenario.
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Figure 59 – Constant downlink background traffic setup showing in a plot form.

Wireless loss condition. In this scenario, the ns-3 burst error model was employed
to capture the effects of burst packet losses caused due to wireless error channels in the
network in order to observe the response of the scheduling strategy. Related work (WU
et al., 2013) assumes loss rates of 5% for the WiFi and 2% for the LTE path. However,
for most of our simulations and most of our sequences, the losses for WiFi and LTE were
too high (cf. Annex B). Therefore, we kept the proportion between the loss rates of WiFi
and LTE but reduced to 1% for WiFi, and 0.4% for LTE.

We have defined three wireless loss parts in our simulation; LTE lossy channel,
WiFi lossy channel, LTE and WiFi lossy channels. These three parts are shown in gray
color in Figure 59 and are defined in the same periods set in Subsection 4.4.1.1 for con-
gested network scenario. Therefore, the first part of the simulation, LTE lossy channel,
is from 40 to 120 seconds of simulation time. During this period, the LTE channel has a
burst loss rate of 0.4% while the WiFi has no burst loss. In the second part, WiFi lossy
channel, the opposite behaviour is simulated and, from 200 to 400 seconds of simulation
time, WiFi channel has burst loss rate of 1% while LTE has no burst loss. Finally, in the
last part, from 480 to 600 seconds of simulation time, both LTE and WiFi have burst
losses, respectively, 0.4% and 1% to simulate simultaneous wireless burst losses in LTE
and WiFi.
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4.4.2.2 Experimental Evaluation for Constant Transmission Bit Rate

Here, we discuss the performance of our proposed scheduler under the defined
wireless loss network scenario. Similar to the congested network scenario explained in
Subsection 4.4.1.2, all sequences are encoded with the same source bit rate of 4 Mbps,
previously explained in Section 4.2, and are transmitted with constant bit rate of 4 Mbps.

Video sequence

Figure 60 – Performance comparison of the various video sequences according to the different scheduling strategies
under wireless lossy network scenario.

Figure 60, similar to what depicted in Figure 38, shows performance comparison
of the various video sequences according to the different scheduling strategies, but dif-
ferently from Figure 38, it is under wireless lossy scenario. Similarly, in this figure, more
packets received unique by CAPA strategy compared to both PA and ES strategies for
all sequences. Besides, the total number of packets sent according to CAPA strategy is
higher than the number of video packets for all sequences due to high amount duplica-
tion. However, generally, no packet is discarded under lossy network scenario. Also, PA
does not apply discard strategy under wireless lossy networks since it has the same dis-
card strategy as CAPA. Therefore, the number of sent packets are equal to the number
of video packets. PA also received less packets compared to ES strategy. This is mainly
because PA has higher losses when WiFi is lossy compared to this part in ES (further will
be explained in more details in explanation of Figure 61). Pointing out this again that
content of video always effects on the performance and the amount of duplication.
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Network quality of service results.

Goodput: Figure 61, similar to what depicted in Figure 39, shows the LTE, WiFi and to-
tal (joint) goodput for Elephants Dream video sequence according to the different schedul-
ing strategies; (b) CAPA, (c) PA, and (b) ES. But, differently from Figure 39, it is under
wireless lossy scenario. In order to facilitate readers tracking the network condition, the
defined background traffic, previously explained in Subsection 4.4.2.1, is also shown in
Figure 61(a) top of the goodput subfigures.

Figure 61(b) illustrates that the total achieved goodput is higher and more stable
when our proposed scheduling strategy is applied compared to PA and ES distribution.
One can note that load balancing is clearly achieved between both paths and the higher
inherent capacity of the WiFi path is exploited. In LTE lossy channel part, video packets
are properly handled by the scheduler by switching traffic among paths and keeping a
stable total goodput of 4 Mbps. In WiFi lossy part, the situation for WiFi channel is so
much worse than the situation for LTE in the first lossy part of simulation due to the much
higher burst wireless loss rate. Therefore, in this WiFi lossy part, CAPA duplicates I and
NI packets to ensure reliable delivery. Similarly, when both channels are lossy, the content-
aware packet protection method protects these high priority packets by duplication.

Figure 61(c) illustrates the total achieved goodput according to PA scheduling
strategy. Although PA can keep a stable total goodput of 4 Mbps for the first part of LTE
lossy channel, in part of WiFi lossy channel, and in part of LTE and WiFi lossy channels, it
is losing too many packets, and consequently, it has big goodput reduction. The reason is
that PA does not have content-aware method and packet duplication compared to CAPA.

One can observe from Figure 61(d) is that, at the initial part of simulation, where
channels are not lossy, video traffic is equally split between LTE and WiFi. Therefore,
each channel has a goodput of 2 Mbps and the total goodput is of 4 Mbps. Then, when
LTE becomes lossy, goodput for LTE decreases slightly due to the low burst loss rate.
In the second part of the simulation, LTE recovers from burst wireless losses and then
WiFi becomes lossy with higher bit rate than LTE at the first lossy part of the simulation.
Therefore, there is more goodput reduction due to more losses. In the last part, where both
channels are lossy, both paths lose packets and the total goodput is decreased more than
two last lossy situation parts of the network. One can observe from this figure compared
to 61(c) is that PA is losing more packets in part of WiFi lossy channel simulation due to
higher data rate transmission on WiFi in PA strategy.

The goodput performance according to different strategies for other sequences is
provided in Annex G due to they have the same behaviour of what already explained for
Elephants Dream.

Packet loss rate: Figure 62, similar to what depicted in Figure 40, shows the effectiveness
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(a)	Background
											traffic

(b)	CAPA

(c)	PA

(d)	ES

Figure 61 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Elephants Dream packets for (a) the constant background
traffic with burst wireless loss condition according to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the
proposed CAPA, (c) PA, and (d) ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.

of the proposed scheduling strategy to decrease the loss rate in CAPA compared to PA
and ES scheduling strategies. The results show that CAPA reduces the total loss rate,
respectively, by up to 72.09%, and 58.2% compared to PA and ES. There is also better
protect of I and NI frame packets according to CAPA compared to PA and ES, which is
shown in Figure 63 similar to what depicted in Figure 41. The results show that CAPA
decreases the I and NI frame packet loss rate, respectively, by up to 86.35%, and 79.65%
compared to PA and ES.
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In both Figures 62 and 63, however, PA has higher losses and also higher I and
NI losses compared to ES. This is mainly because PA has higher losses when WiFi is
lossy compared to this part in ES. Goodput achievement of PA previously illustrated in
Figure 61(c) attests these higher losses and lower goodput of PA compared to ES when
WiFi is lossy. Yet another point observing from Figure 63 is that due to differences of the
video sequences previously mentioned and shown in Table 16, Big Buck Bunny, the one
with the highest percentage of I ad NI frame packets, also has the most I and NI packet
losses in all compared conditions.

Figure 62 – Comparison of loss results from the various video sequences according to the different scheduling
strategies under wireless lossy network scenario.

Figure 63 – Comparison of I and NI loss results from the various video sequences according to the different
scheduling strategies under wireless lossy network scenario.

Having Figure 62 together with Figure 63 shows the proposed scheduling strategy
has better protect of I and NI frame packets. For all sequences, the I and NI frame packet
loss rate over the total packet loss rate decreases. For instance, for Meridian, according to
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our proposed scheduling strategy, total lost packets are 4.09%, and 0.80% of these losses
are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 19.55% of the total losses. When PA scheduling
strategy is applied, total lost packets are 12.65%, and 5.86% of these losses are I and NI
losses, which corresponds to 46.32% of the total losses. When ES scheduling strategy is
applied, total lost packets are 8.47%, and 3.93% of these losses are I and NI losses, which
corresponds to 46.39% of the total losses. Therefore, the rate is reduced from 46.32% to
19.55% compared to PA, and from 46.39% to 19.55% compared to ES.

Similarly for Sintel, according to our proposed scheduling strategy, total lost pack-
ets are 4.5%, and 0.72% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 16% of
the total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 12.23%,
and 4.69% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 38.34% of the total
losses. When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 8.14%, and 3.13%
of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 38.45% of the total losses. There-
fore, the rate is reduced from 38.34% to 16% compared to PA, and from 38.45% to 16%
compared to ES.

Also for Elephants Dream, according to our proposed scheduling strategy, total
lost packets are 4%, and 0.72% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to
18% of the total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are
12.39%, and 5.09% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 41.08% of the
total losses. When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 8.23%, and
3.50% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 42.52% of the total losses.
Therefore, the rate is reduced from 41.08% to 18% compared to PA, and from 42.52% to
18% compared to ES.

Likewise for LIVE, according to our proposed scheduling strategy, total lost packets
are 4.27%, and 0.78% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 18.26% of
the total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 12.31%,
and 5.11% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 41.51% of the total
losses. When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 8.16%, and 3.39% of
these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 41.54% of the total losses. Therefore,
the rate is reduced from 41.51% to 18.26% compared to PA, and from 41.54% to 18.26%
compared to ES.

Finally for Big Buck Bunny, according to our proposed scheduling strategy, total
lost packets are 3.52%, and 0.95% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds
to 26.98% of the total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets
are 12.61%, and 6.66% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 52.81%
of the total losses. When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost packets are 8.42%,
and 4.48% of these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 53.20% of the total
losses. Therefore, the rate is reduced from 52.81% to 26.98% compared to PA, and from
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53.20% to 26.98% compared to ES.

Delay: in this scenario, since the background traffic is constant and in normal level during
all simulation time, delay for most of our simulations and most of our sequence is almost
the same.

PSNR: similar to what depicted in Figure 42, the PSNR results shown in Figures 64 also
attest to our objective of improving the QoE of end users by employing our scheduling
strategy, this time under lossy network scenario. The results show that CAPA improves the
average video PSNR, respectively, by up to 6.84 dB (20.30%), and 9.43 dB (30.32%)
compared to PA and ES. This is mainly because of the proposed content-aware strategy
and packet duplication.

Figure 64 – Comparison of average PSNR results from the various video sequences according to the different
scheduling strategies under wireless lossy network scenario.

Similar to what illustrated in Figure 43, Figure 65 shows the PSNR values from
Elephants Dream sequence for all video frames, but differently, under wireless lossy net-
work scenario. One can observe from this figure, comparing CAPA with PA, is that the
PSNR values for CAPA (Figure 65(b)) at the first lossy part, when LTE is lossy, is almost
the same as PSNR values of PA, but at the second and third lossy parts, PSNR values for
CAPA are significantly higher than those values of PA. This is due to the higher achieved
goodput discussed before in goodput graph illustrated in Figure 61. PA could only achieve
good PSNR values when LTE is lossy, and it almost completely degrading for the second
and third lossy parts. As we previously also discussed, the situation for WiFi when it
is lossy is much worse than when LTE is lossy. Therefore, by adding the content-aware
strategy, our proposed scheduler could achieve much better quality.

Another observation from this figure, comparing CAPA with ES, is that CAPA
(Figure 65(b)) achieves higher PSNR values compared to the ES (Figure 65(d)) for all
three wireless lossy network parts. The reason is that ES lacks any sufficient scheduling
strategy to handle lossy network situation.
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Figure 65 – PSNR values from Elephants Dream video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies
compared to (a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.

The PSNR values for all video frames according to different strategies for other
tested video sequences are provided in Annex H due to they have the same behaviour of
what already explained for Elephants Dream.

SSIM: besides PSNR, the SSIM values, shown in Figures 66, also attest to our objective of
improving the QoE of end users by employing our scheduling strategy. CAPA substantially
outperforms other strategies in improving the video SSIM and increases the video SSIM,
respectively, by up to 0.100 (12.72%), and 0.113 (14.23%) compared to PA and ES.

Figure 66 – Comparison of SSIM results from the various video sequences according to the different scheduling
strategies under wireless lossy network scenario.

In order to reveal the differences in subjective video quality, typical results mea-
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sured from the Elephants Dream video sequence according to the different scheduling
strategies are shown in Figures 67, 68, and 69, respectively, for LTE lossy channel, WiFi
lossy channel, LTE and WiFi lossy channels network situations. Note that it is just one
frame to illustrate the type of artifacts after losing packets and decoding the sequence.

Original CAPA

PA ES

Figure 67 – Comparison of subjective quality measured from the 2750-th frame of the Elephants Dream sequence
when LTE channel is lossy.

Original CAPA

PA ES

Figure 68 – Comparison of subjective quality measured from the 7509-th frame of the Elephants Dream sequence
when WiFi channel is lossy.
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Original CAPA

PA ES

Figure 69 – Comparison of subjective quality measured from the 13107-th frame of the Elephants Dream sequence
when both of LTE and WiFi channels are lossy.

In conclusion, results illustrated in Figures 64 and 66 show that CAPA efficiently
outperforms PA and ES in improving QoE while optimizing the total network goodput.

Remark that the PSNR resulting QoE for PA, as shown in Figure 65 for Elephants
Dream sequence, would be very low, almost completely degrading the sequence when
WiFi channel is lossy and when both LTE and WiFi are lossy. The PSNR resulting QoE
for ES would be very low almost completely degrading the sequence in all three defined
part of wireless lossy conditions. Even in this challenging scenario, our proposed strategy
was able to keep the QoE in higher levels while optimizing the total network goodput.

4.5 Support of Fairness
We, now, evaluate the fairness support of our proposed scheduling strategy when

it competes with another MMT flow where all paths between MMT sending and receiving
entities share common bottlenecks.

4.5.0.1 Simulation Setup and Background Traffic Condition

For fairness experiment, as shown in Figure 70, we have extended the environment
explained in Section 4.1 adding one more server named "Sender video server2" and one
more receiver named "Receiver smartphone2". In this environment, each video server uses
multiple paths to stream video to its assigned receiver. Therefore, video server1 streams
video to receiver1, and video server2 streams video to receiver2. Subsequently, receiver1
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Figure 70 – Evaluation environment where two sender video servers use multiple paths to stream video to receiver
smartphones sharing common bottlenecks.

generates feedbacks to server1, and receiver2 generates feedbacks to server2. Therefore,
in this environment, there are bottlenecks for both LTE and WiFi paths.

Similar to what explained in Section 4.1, as depicted in Figure 70, uplink and
downlink background traffics are added in the ns-3 simulation. The downlink background
traffics are generated by the servers for both paths, and the uplink background traffics
are generated by the network nodes. However, differently, TCP packets are generated
for background traffic instead of UDP packets for this scenario. These TCP packets are
generated by iperf in ns-3 DCE. The reason of choosing TCP background traffic instead
of UDP is that there is no congestion control and feedback control for UDP. UDP has
constant rate, and that’s all. However, we need traffic to react to congestion. This is what
TCP delivers. Therefore, we can demonstrate how our protocol behaves.

While in this scenario, WiFi and LTE paths’ delay and bandwidth are the same
as what was defined in Section 4.1, the wireless loss rate is considered as zero in this
scenario because we want to focus on fairness in bandwidth sharing and we do not want
to have wireless loss impact on the scheduling strategy. The fairness of CAPA, in this
environment, is presented in terms of goodput.
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4.5.0.2 Experimental Evaluation

Here, we evaluate the initial fairness test of our proposed scheduling strategy in
terms of goodput in the already defined environment. In this network simulation scenario,
Elephants Dream sequence, which is encoded with the source bit rate of 4 Mbps - pre-
viously explained in Section 4.2, is used. We also consider the constant transmission bit
rate stream in this scenario (4 Mbps for this scenario).

Figure 71 depicts the simulation times from 0 to 120 seconds of simulation time. As
it is shown in this figure, at 0 second of simulation time, server1 starts to stream the video
to receiver1, then after 50 seconds of simulation time, the server2 starts to stream the video
at 50 seconds of simulation time. Therefore, after 50 seconds of simulation time, there are
two video streams in parallel and they compete with each other to access the available
resource. Figure 71(a) shows the goodput achievement of receiver1 and Figure 70(b) shows
the goodput achievement of receiver2. One can see is that both receiver1 and receiver2
have fair access to the available resources in both WiFi and LTE.

4.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have evaluated our proposed solution compared to PA and

ES scheduling strategies in different types of network condition; congested network and
wireless lossy network scenarios, which are common network situations with big adverse
effect on the perceived video quality. In the congested network scenario, we considered a
variable background traffic and fixed random loss rate. In this scenario, we have mainly
simulated and analyzed the results of congestion. But, for wireless lossy network scenario,
the background traffic is constant and we have burst wireless losses which is kind of
constant without increasing and decreasing. In this wireless lossy network scenario, there
is no congestion and we have only wireless channel losses. Therefore, we have different
configuration for channels, different effects, and different losses.

One objective of the proposed approach is increasing the quality of the final se-
quence, PSNR and SSIM. We could achieve this target by reducing the number of packets
that are lost. Table 22 summarizes the achievements by CAPA compared to PA and ES
provided in Subsections 4.4.1.2 and 4.4.2.2, respectively, under congested network scenario
and wireless lossy network scenario where results are provided for various sequences with
bit rate of 4 Mbps. We achieved that our proposing approach has good results for both
of these network scenarios and could improve the QoE of end users. It does not matter if
there is congestion or burst wireless losses. But maybe, the proposed solution is better in
handling wireless losses than congestion. While, in wireless lossy network scenario, CAPA
could increase the average video PSNR, respectively, by up to 6.84 dB (20.30%), and
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(a) Receiver1

(b) Receiver2

Figure 71 – Fairness results of goodput achievement in WiFi and LTE.

9.43 dB (30.32%) compared to PA and ES, in congested network scenario, CAPA could
increase the average video PSNR, respectively, by up to 4.25 dB (12.97%), and 7.22
dB (20.58%) compared to PA and ES. Similarly, while in wireless lossy network sce-
nario, CAPA could increase the SSIM, respectively, by up to 0.100 (12.72%), and 0.113
(14.23%) compared to PA and ES, in congested network scenario, CAPA could increase
the average video PSNR, respectively, by up to 0.033 (3.78%), and 0.102 (12.54%)
compared to PA and ES.

We have also checked the behaviour of the proposed strategy with different video
bit rates under congested network scenario. The results show that our scheduler could
properly handle these videos. Note that video with higher bit rate (original quality) also
produces more packets, and consequently, more packets would be lost during transmission
due to higher congestion. Therefore, higher original quality cannot necessarily improve
the perceived quality.
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Table 22 – Brief description of achievements by CAPA compared to PA and ES provided in Subsections 4.4.1.2
and 4.4.2.2, respectively, under congested network scenario and wireless lossy network scenario where
results are provided for various sequences with bit rate of 4 Mbps.

Performance metrics Congested network scenario Wireless lossy network scenario
Figure 39, Figure 61,Goodput CAPA achieves higher and more stable good-
put compared to PA and ES.

CAPA achieves higher and more stable good-
put compared to PA and ES.

Figure 40, Figure 62,Loss rate CAPA reduces total loss rate compared to PA
and ES, respectively, by up to 31.82% and
78.96%. Since CAPA can protect I packets, or
I and NI packets based on different levels of
packet protection, it can even achieve less I
and/or NI packet loss rate compared to alter-
natives when there is a very high congested
network situation.

CAPA reduces total loss rate compared to PA
and ES, respectively, by up to 72.09% and
58.2%.

Table 19, Delay for most of our simulations and most of
our sequence is almost the same.Delay CAPA outperforms ES but does not have al-

ways delay reduction compared to PA. Even if
duplication improves the video quality but it
costs of increasing congestion and effect on the
delay.
Figure 42, Figure 64,PSNR CAPA outperforms PA and ES, respectively,
up to 4.25 dB (12.97%) and 7.22 dB (20.58%).

CAPA outperforms PA and ES, respectively,
up to 6.84 dB (20.30%) and 9.43 dB (30.32%).

Figure 44, Figure 66SSIM CAPA outperforms PA and ES, respectively,
up to 0.033 (3.78%) and 0.102 (12.54%).

CAPA outperforms PA and ES, respectively,
up to 100 (12.72%) and 0.113 (14.23%).

We also had basic validation of fairness for CAPA, when two MMT flows compete
with each other to access the available resource, where all paths between MMT sending
and receiving entities share common bottlenecks. Even if the full understanding of fairness
requires much more work and experience, but these initial experiments could properly
show that the second MMT flow does not kill the first one and both receivers have fair
access to both paths.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we explore adding multipath support to MMT by means of a novel
Content-Aware and Path-Aware (CAPA) scheduling strategy. The proposed strategy im-
proves the scheduling capabilities of MMT when applied to multipath environments to pro-
vide a high-quality video streaming service over heterogeneous wireless networks. CAPA
distributes packets through the network according to the wireless network conditions as
well as the video packet content characteristics. It aims to select the best path for trans-
mission of each video packet. It also provides models to cope with different network con-
ditions and unstable communication channels in order to improve perceived video quality.
The proposed CAPA has been fully implemented in the application layer as a compatible
module and utilizes the standardized MMT signaling messages to provide feedback infor-
mation. CAPA is examined over ns-3 DCE wireless network simulation for unicast video
streaming. Some of the key properties of CAPA are summarized in Table 23.

Table 23 – Properties of the proposed CAPA adopted for MMT.

Protocol layer Applied protocol Compatibility
Application MMT Server and Client

Which packet? How to protect the packet? Which path?

Content awareness Duplication Path awareness
(Delay, PLR, Goodput)

Fairness Video
Compression

Error
Concealment

Experimental
Environment

Performance
Metrics

Y H.264 FFMPEG
NS3-DCE,

Client interfaces:
LTE, WiFi (802.11n)

Goodput,
Total packet loss rate,

I and NI frame packet loss rate,
Delay PSNR,

SSIM,

We have evaluated CAPA under different network conditions; congested network
with extreme background traffic, and wireless lossy network with high burst wireless loss
rates. These common network situations could have a severe adverse effect on the per-
ceived video quality causing burst packet losses in the network. Simulation results have
shown that CAPA is suitable for high-quality video streaming service over heterogeneous
wireless networks in both network conditions. CAPA also outperforms ES and PA to
achieve better QoE. ES is a simple scheduling strategy where packets are evenly split
in both transmission channels. It is important to note that, even though evenly splitting
packets is a simple scheduling strategy, it can take advantage of the network multipath ca-
pabilities and increase the total achieved goodput. PA refers to CAPA when content-aware
is disabled. Such a result comparison makes clear how much content-aware protection can
contribute to performance gains.

We have also evaluated different original video qualities in our environment under
congested network condition. Results show that increasing the original quality does not
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always increase the perceived video quality, for instance, in our environment with the
defined extreme background traffic, higher video quality which has more packets, increased
losses due to higher congestion, and consequently, reduced quality.

After analyzing a single server and receiver in an entirely available network, it was
time to make the infrastructure more realistic. This was done by expanding the setup with
an additional server and receiver, introducing a competing scenario. The initial experiment
results have shown that both receivers have fair access to the available resources in both
WiFi and LTE.

A major target of this work is improving the MMT standard by adding multipath
scheduling strategies. We proposed the collaboration document m44902r1 for the MMT
IG standardization activity in 2018 and was adopted for the 4th edition of the ISO/IEC
23008-13 standard. The invention has also been protected through patent applications
that has been filled out in INPI (OLIVEIRA J. F.; AFZAL; TESTONI, 2018) and US
patent (OLIVEIRA J. F.; AFZAL; TESTONI, 2019). It is important to highlight that,
this contribution is valuable because MMT has been already adopted by other standards
such as ATSC 3.0 and it is expected to adopt by digital television broadcasting/broadband
transmission systems as well as AR, VR, MR devices, smartphones, and tablets. Therefore,
there is high potential for our approach to become wildly used.

In future work, we plan to investigate the following methods:

∙ Adding Forward Error Correction (FEC) stage exploiting what is already specified as
the Application Layer FEC of the MMT standard. This way, it is possible to improve
packet protection technique, leading to data loss rate reduction and improving QoE.

∙ Exploitation of variable bit rate for the video sequence instead of only constant bit
rate. This approach could improve the QoE by adapting video traffic rate based on
the network condition. In this way, video with a higher bit rate would be streamed
through the network when the network is in good condition without wasting avail-
able resources. On the other hand, a lower video bit rate would be streamed through
the network when the network condition is poor to avoid more congestion, losses,
and delay.

∙ Evaluating CAPA while the user has mobility. Testing different speeds, velocity,
motion degree and this kind of features which affect video quality. Besides that, we
can also test the coverage and handoff between multiple networks.
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ANNEX A – Random Wireless Loss Rate -
Parameter Choice

Although related work (CHEN et al., 2013) assumes loss rate values of 1% for the
WiFi path and 0.1% for the LTE path, we opted to reduce the maximum random loss
rate of WiFi to 0.5% which is still a realistic assumption. The reason is that the results of
our simulations, where packets are lost for WiFi, become extremely high. Here, we show
PSNR results for Elephants Dream sequence, as an example, under the congested network
scenario, explained in Subsection 4.4.1.1, with different loss rates for WiFi. Such results
show the effect of different WiFi loss rate values on the QoE. We chose this sequence
due to its original PSNR is in the middle of other sequences (47.07 dB). Three network
congestion parts are defined for this scenario; LTE congestion, WiFi congestion, LTE and
WiFi congestion. Table 24 shows the average PSNR results and correspondence MOS for
each part. One note is that when WiFi loss rate is 1%, PSNR results are smaller in all
three congested parts compared to when WiFi loss rate is 0.5%. As expected, when the
WiFi loss rate is 1%, it has the worst PSNR in the first part, when LTE is congested. The
reason is that when LTE is congested, scheduler switches most of the video data through
the WiFi and since WiFi has a high loss rate, many packets would be lost. Therefore, in
this part of simulation time, the PSNR is 25.04 dB maps to "Fair" in MOS quality, even
closer to the poor than to the "Good", but this value is 31.72 dB maps to "Good" in MOS
quality when WiFi loss rate is 0.5% which is a significant value of 6.68 dB more.

Table 24 – The average PSNR results from the Elephants Dream sequence according to CAPA under congested
network scenario with different paths’ situations; LTE congestion, WiFi congestion, LTE and WiFi
congestion.

PSNR [dB] and correspondence MOSRandom wireless loss rate LTE congestion WiFi congestion LTE and WiFi congestion
WiFi = 1% , LTE = 0.1% 25.04 (Fair) 38.22 (Excellent) 32.52 (Good)
WiFi = 0.5% , LTE = 0.1% 31.72 (Good) 39.28 (Excellent) 35.93 (Good)
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ANNEX B – Burst Wireless Loss Rate -
Parameter Choice

Although related work (WU et al., 2013) assumes loss rates of 5% for the WiFi and
2% for the LTE path. However, for most of our simulations and most of our sequences,
the losses for WiFi and LTE were too high. Therefore, we kept the proportion between
the loss rates of WiFi and LTE but reduced to 1% for WiFi, and 0.4% for LTE. Here,
we show PSNR results for Elephants Dream sequence, as an example, under the wireless
lossy network scenario explained in Subsection 4.4.2.1 to show the effect of channel loss
rates on the results. We chose this sequence due to its original PSNR is in the middle
of other sequences (47.07 dB). In the wireless lossy network scenario, three wireless loss
parts are defined; LTE lossy channel, WiFi lossy channel, LTE and WiFi lossy channels.
Table 25 shows the average PSNR results for each part considering different channel loss
rates. One note is that when loss rates are 2% and 0.8% respectively for WiFi and LTE,
PSNRs are smaller in all three parts compared to when loss rates are 1% and 0.4%. As
expected, when loss rates are 2% and 0.8% respectively for WiFi and LTE, it has the
worst PSNR in the third part, when both channels are lossy. Therefore, the losses for
WiFi and LTE are too high with sever adverse effect on PSNR. In this part of simulation
time, the PSNR is 21.53 dB maps to "Poor" in MOS quality, but this value is 26.89 dB
maps to "Fair" in MOS quality when loss rates are 1% and 0.4% respectively for WiFi
and LTE which is a significant difference of 5.36 dB.

Table 25 – The average PSNR results from the Elephants Dream sequence according to CAPA under wireless
lossy network scenario with different channels’ situations; LTE lossy channel, WiFi lossy channel, LTE
and WiFi lossy channels.

PSNR [dB] and correspondence MOSBurst wireless loss rate LTE lossy channel WiFi lossy channel LTE and WiFi lossy channels
WiFi = 2% , LTE = 0.8% 32.29 (Good) 30.33 (Good) 21.53 (Poor)
WiFi = 1% , LTE = 0.4% 36.09 (Good) 30.55 (Good) 26.89 (Fair)
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ANNEX C – Goodput Performance for
Constant Transmission Bit Rate under

Congested Network Scenario

Here, Figures 72, 73, 74, 75 show the LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput mea-
sured according to the different scheduling strategies, CAPA, PA, and ES, respectively
for Meridian, Sintel, LIVE, and Big Buck Bunny.
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Figure 72 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Meridian packets for (a) the defined background traffic
according to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the proposed CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under
congested network scenario.
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Figure 73 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Sintel packets for (a) the defined background traffic according
to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the proposed CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested
network scenario.
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Figure 74 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for LIVE packets for (a) the defined background traffic according
to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the proposed CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested
network scenario.
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Figure 75 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Big Buck Bunny packets for (a) the defined background
traffic according to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the proposed CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES,
under congested network scenario.
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ANNEX D – PSNR Values for Constant
Transmission Bit Rate under Congested

Network Scenario

Here, Figures 76, 77, 78, 79 show the PSNR values for all video frames according to
the different scheduling strategies, CAPA, PA, and ES, respectively for Meridian, Sintel,
LIVE, and Big Buck Bunny.

Figure 76 – PSNR values from Meridian video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies compared
to (a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested network scenario.
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Figure 77 – PSNR values from Sintel video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies compared to
(a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested network scenario.

Figure 78 – PSNR values from LIVE video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies compared to
(a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested network scenario.
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Figure 79 – PSNR values from Big Buck Bunny video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies
compared to (a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested network scenario.
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ANNEX E – Goodput Performance for
Different Video Bit Rates Under Congested

Network Scenario

Here, Figures 80, 81 and 82 show the LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for
Meridian with bit rate of 3 Mbps and Big Buck Bunny with bit rates of 3 and 5 Mbps
according to the different scheduling strategies; CAPA, PA, and ES, under congested
network scenario.
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Figure 80 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Meridian packets with the constant transmission bit rate of
3 Mbps, for (a) the defined background traffic, and according to the different scheduling strategies;
(b) the proposed CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested network scenario.
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Figure 81 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Big Buck Bunny packets with the constant transmission
bit rate of 3 Mbps, for (a) the defined background traffic, and according to the different scheduling
strategies; (b) the proposed CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested network scenario.
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Figure 82 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Big Buck Bunny packets with the constant transmission
bit rate of 5 Mbps, for (a) the defined background traffic, and according to the different scheduling
strategies; (b) the proposed CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested network scenario.
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ANNEX F – PSNR Values for Different
Video Bit Rates under Congested Network

Scenario

Here, Figures 83, 84, and 85 show the PSNR values for all video frames according
to the different scheduling strategies, CAPA, PA, and ES, respectively for Meridian with
bit rate of 3 Mbps and Big Buck Bunny with bit rates of 3 and 5 Mbps .

Figure 83 – PSNR values from Meridian sequence with bit rate of 3 Mbps according to the different scheduling
strategies compared to (a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested network
scenario.
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Figure 84 – PSNR values from Big Buck Bunny sequence with bit rate of 3 Mbps according to the different
scheduling strategies compared to (a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested
network scenario.

Figure 85 – PSNR values from Big Buck Bunny sequence with bit rate of 5 Mbps according to the different
scheduling strategies compared to (a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under congested
network scenario.
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ANNEX G – Goodput Performance for
Constant Transmission Bit Rate under

Wireless Lossy Network Scenario

Here, Figures 86, 87, 88, 89 show the LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput mea-
sured according to the different scheduling strategies, CAPA, PA, and ES, respectively
for Meridian, Sintel, LIVE, and Big Buck Bunny under Lossy Network Scenario.
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Figure 86 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Meridian packets for (a) the constant background traffic
with burst wireless loss condition according to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the proposed
CAPA, (c) PA, and (d) ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.
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Figure 87 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Sintel packets for (a) the constant background traffic with
burst wireless loss condition according to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the proposed CAPA,
(c) PA, and (d) ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.
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Figure 88 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for LIVE packets for (a) the constant background traffic with
burst wireless loss condition according to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the proposed CAPA,
(c) PA, and (d) ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.
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Figure 89 – LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Big Buck Bunny packets for (a) the constant background
traffic with burst wireless loss condition according to the different scheduling strategies; (b) the
proposed CAPA, (c) PA, and (d) ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.
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ANNEX H – PSNR Values for Constant
Transmission Bit Rate under Wireless Lossy

Network Scenario

Here, Figures 90, 91, 92, 93 show the PSNR values for all video frames according to
the different scheduling strategies, CAPA, PA, and ES, respectively for Meridian, Sintel,
LIVE, and Big Buck Bunny under Wireless Lossy Network Scenario.

Figure 90 – PSNR values from Meridian video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies compared
to (a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.
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Figure 91 – PSNR values from Sintel video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies compared to
(a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.

Figure 92 – PSNR values from LIVE video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies compared to
(a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.
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Figure 93 – PSNR values from Big Buck Bunny video sequence according to the different scheduling strategies
compared to (a) original PSNR; (b) CAPA (c) PA, and (d) ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.
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